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PREFACE 

While a graduate student, the author was employed for several 

summers by the Wyoming Highway Department as a geologist in the 

Engineering Geology Section. Duties included detailed geologic map

ping of selected problem areas traversed by proposed highway routes, 

drilling and testing of proposed structure and bridge sites, investiga

tion of highway fill, slope and pavement failures, and investigation of 

centerline subsoil conditions. 

As a result of this latter type of work it was decided to under

take a study of soil profile survey methods. The desire was to determine 

where the special training and abilities of a geologist could be utilized 

to make greater contributions to the defining of soil properties over the 

rather large area and throughout a variety of conditions encountered in 

a typical highway project. The use of an actual highway project for 

the study would have numerous benefits. Consequently, the state 

secondary road project from Kaycee to Barnum, Wyoming was chosen. 

The author was responsible for the soil survey on that route and person

ally performed the majority of the field investigations. In the study it 

was realized that the type of data gathered in routine highway work was 

not necessarily the same type which would be obtained for research 

purposes. Nevertheless, it is felt that the use of an actual project in 

iii 



this research serves to better illustrate the application of geologic 

interpretation to the soil profile survey. 

Research began by the compiling of all soil profile survey 

materials, field notes, drill logs, soil test data, maps, plans, etc. 

from the files of the Wyoming Highway Department. It was the author's 

desire to utilize many of the current methods available to the geologist, 

I 
including aerial photography, photogrammetry, computer technology, 

and any other "tool" which might be of some benefit in the research. 

Aerial photographs available from the U.S. Department of Agriculture 

were obtained through the use of research funds of the Department of 

Mining and Geological Engineering. An attempt was made to obtain 

some of the new types of remote sensing imagery, side-looking 

airborne radar, infrared imagery, color photography, etc., however, 

none were available covering the study area. 

After initial assemblage of information and materials the work 

proceeded by the preparation of preliminary soil-landform maps on the 

aerial photograph prints of the study area. The maps were expanded to 

include more detail on enlargements of the photographs. 

The work was interrupted at this point when it became neces

sary for the author to enter service with the U.S. Army to fulfill his 

military obligation. Fortunately the author was assigned to the Geo

graphic Sciences Division of the U.S. Army Engineer Topographic 

Laboratories where he found an interest in the subject of this study. 
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Eventually time and funds were made available to the author and the 

work was resumed, as an in-house project at the Laboratories. 

Earlier in the research the author had discovered that the 

relief distortion present in the aerial photographs was too great to allow 

accurate plotting of test hole locations and accurate transfer of mapped 

information to the highway plans. The prospect of using photogrammetric 

mapping instruments to overcome these problems intrigued the author. 

It was decided that mapping with a photogrammetric instrument 

should be included in the study. However, the aerial photography of 

the study area had been taken with a camera having a focal length of 

8-1/4 inches. Since most, photogrammetric mapping is done with 

photography of 6-inch focal length, and mapping instruments likewise 

have 6-inch focal length optics, it was an impossible task to locate an 

8-1/4 inch focal length instrument. It was finally decided to use the 

6-inch instruments applying a correction factor for the focal length 

distortion. Arrangements were made for use of a photogrammetric 

plotter at the Army's 21st Engineer Company (Topographic) located at 

Fort Belvoir, Virginia. 

Many of the young enlisted men of the 21st Engineer Company 

became interested in the work as the author compiled the geologic maps 

in the plotter. Since the men had not had experience on the particular 

equipment the author was using, arrangements were made with the 

Company Operations Officer to establish a training project in which the 



soldiers would prepare topographic maps of the study area. These maps 

were not necessary to the research but they do enhance the soil-survey 

plan and profile sheets to be found in Appendix E. The efforts of the 

young men who prepared the maps are appreciated. 

The author is indebted to many individuals and organizations 

who have contributed in one way or another to make this study possible. 

It is not possible to mention all in the space, however the author would 

like to acknowledge in particular Dr. W.C. Lacy, the author's major 

professor, for his inspiration and encouragement and handling of various 

arrangements for completion of this dissertation in absentia. Also 

acknowledged is Dr. Richard Call who assumed the role of dissertation 

director after Dr. Lacy's departure to Australia. 

Special thanks are due to the Wyoming Highway Department and 

Mr. W. F. Sherman, State Materials Engineer, the author's supervisor 

while employed, for making data and other materials available for the 

project and for the interest and approval expressed. 

The author is indebted to Colonel John R. Oswalt, Commanding 

Officer of the U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories, for making 

available time and funds for the continuation of the work while the 

author was assigned to that organization; to Dr. K.R. Kothe, Head, 

Geosciences Division of the Laboratories for his interest and assistance; 

to the personnel of the Photographic Services Division for preparation of 
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photographic illustrations and photo reproductions; and to the personnel 

of the Scientific and Technical Information Division for acquisition of 

important reference materials. 

Further acknowledgement is due of the firm of Hoskins-Western-

Sonderegger, Inc. and its president, Harold P. Hoskins. The author is 

grateful for the interest expressed by the firm in his work, and grateful 

also for the use of the computer, photo reproduction laboratory, and 

printing facilities. In addition, for the considerable assistance, 

encouragement, advice, and many hours of personal time given by 

fellow employees assisting the completion of this dissertation, the 

author-is sincerely thankful. 

Also to be thanked are Mrs. Faye Lickliter for typing the final 

copy, and George Lickliter, Jr. for his assistance in reproducing and 

assembling the final dissertation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Highway subgrade design can be improved through the applica

tion of geologic techniques including the use of air photo interpretation, 

photogrammetric methods, and statistical procedures to provide more 

detailed and accurate information on subsurface soil and rock conditions. 

The objective of this study is to develop a method for the presentation 

of geologic information such that the highway engineer can readily 

visualize the subsurface soil and rock conditions as they relate to 

highway subgrade design. The method developed presents the geologic 

information quantitatively, with significance in terms of highway 

subgrade design criteria. The soil and rock classification to be used 

is to be one which can be used repetitively in other areas with similar 

geologic environments, such that subgrade design conditions can be 

predicted with reasonable accuracy based on identifiable geological 

materials. 

The study site was investigated geologically by drilling, 

sampling and mapping of selected areas in the field as part of a routine 

highway soil profile survey. Soil and rock samples were tested in the 

soils laboratory and classified according to subgrade design value as 

part of the regular soil profile procedure. 

xvii 
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The soil types, geologic units and landforms were mapped in 

detail, using air photo interpretation methods. Photogrammetric mapping 

methods were then used to produce a planimetrically accurate geologic-

soil map and to obtain measurements for the determination of geologic 

structure. 

Soil samples are correlated with the various geologic-soil-

landform map units on the photo map. They are then grouped into various 

logical classification systems ranging from broad lithology (rock type), 

through the local geologic formation classifications, to the detailed 

photo map unit classification. The soil physical properties of the 

samples falling into each category are analyzed statistically to find 

which mapping categories have the lowest variation and most significance 

with regard to the Hveem subgrade resistance value used for highway 

surfacing design. 

It is found that the most significant classification system for 

the study area was a grouping which divided geologic and soil materials 

into transported and residual material classifications, further described 

by grain size and lithology to include: (1) alluvium, fine to medium 

grained; (2) alluvium, medium to coarse grained; (3) sandstone; (4) 

shale; (5) bentonitic shale; and (6) siliceous shale. A series of highway 

maps and soil profiles are prepared covering the proposed highway 

alignment in the study area. Some of the units of the classification 

system are subdivided or combined on the resultant maps in order to 
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emphasize certain aspects, such as the geologic-soil units which are 

particularly useful as construction materials, or other units which 

presented special construction problems. 

Major conclusions derived from this study include: (1) geologic 

interpretation can be used successfully to present soil and rock informa

tion in a format useful to the highway engineer; (2) geologic formations, 

groups of formations, or members of formations become significant as 

engineering geologic-soil units when grouped or separated according to 

specific engineering properties; (3) the geologic-soil units, when 

properly selected, have quantitative significance within acceptable 

limits for pavement design purposes; (4) the use of air photo interpreta

tion and photogrammetric procedures are valuable in preparing accurate 

maps in a relatively short amount of time compared to field methods, 

reducing the required amount of field testing, thus enabling the prepara

tion of a more accurate and complete soil profile for use by the highway 

engineer in highway surfacing design. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Today's modern highspeed highways require considerable infor

mation concerning the soil and subsurface conditions in order to design 

a lasting and economical surfacing. In the earlier years of paved high

way construction in the United States a few engineers or geologists in 

each part of the country became "experts" at predicting the type and 

amount of paving required for a particular stretch of highway based 

primarily on their experience and their observations. Although Dr. Karl 

Terzaghi had introduced the practice of soil mechanics to this country 

in 1925, little application was made to highway design for nearly twenty 

years. 

In the late 1940's acceptance and application of various types 

of pedologic mapping for engineering purposes developed in many of 

the eastern and midwestern states, spurred on by the introduction of air 

photo mapping methods. Many of the mapping systems incorporated 

various soil mechanics tests for classification of soil types and exten

sive correlation of soil type with observed pavement performance 

(McLaughlin and Stokstad 1946; Melville 1948). 

1 
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As specific soil mechanics tests were developed to provide 

information for pavement design purposes, the engineering soil profile 

survey was initiated in many areas. Such surveys included elaborate 

•sampling and testing of soils at every 100, 200 or 400 feet along the 

proposed highway centerline (Belcher 1947; Russell and Olinger 1947). 

Soil profile surveys similar to that used in Wyoming are widely 

used today. These soil surveys accurately report findings from labora

tory tests and field investigations, but show them only as point samples 

along the centerline survey. In the majority of cases no continuity or 

correlation is given to the soil profile between the test "holes or sample 

points. 

Conversely, many geologic reports prepared for highway 

engineering, though they contain a geologic profile showing distribution 

and continuity of soil and rock materials (i.e., Gard 1954), seldom 

contain results of soil mechanics tests associated with the profile. 

Many geologic reports are of a scale too small to be used for engineer

ing design purposes (i.e., Gardner 1965). Another common failure of 

many of the geologic reports is that they contain a great amount of 

material such as geologic age relationships, complex lithologic descrip

tions and formational names; using highly technical geologic jargon 

which serves to impress the engineer, but which discourages him from 

making practical application of the information presented in the report 

(i.e., Gardner 1965; United States Geological Survey [U.S.G.S.] , 1967). 
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Purpose and Scope 

The author has observed that to a considerable extent 

engineers do not use geologic information directly in design operations. 

This is not so much due to the engineer's lack of desire to use such 

information, but rather a lack of understanding of the geologic termin

ology, and of the basic geologic significance usually obvious to a 

person trained in geology. The burden of responsibility for the misuse 

or nonuse of geologic data does not fall on the engineer. Rather, it is 

the responsibility of the geologist to present data in a comprehendable 

and usable form. Much of geologic data is qualitative, based on simple 

observation and description. Use of qualitative data depends on the 

ability of the user to interpret the significance of such data. There is 

a definite need for geologic information to be presented in a specific 

form and in quantitative terms such that it can be used by the engineer 

for design purposes. 

It is the objective of this dissertation to develop a method for 

presentation of geologic information in such a manner that it will be 

useful to the engineer in the design of highway subgrade and surfacing. 

This geologic information should have quantitative significance in 

terms of the values used for highway subgrade and surfacing design. 

Secondary objectives of the study include: (1) demonstration 

of the potential of a comprehensive program of aeria.1 Dhotogrammetric 

mapping and photo interpretation for obtaining both topographic and 



geologic data; (2) examination of classification systems for surface 

materials, rocks and soil, to determine which system is most applicable 

to highway subgrade information requirements for the particular geologic 

environment of the study area and similar areas; (3) determination of 

whether the physical properties of the soil and rock materials are 

sufficiently constant, for the units within the classification system, to 

allow prediction of those physical properties in other, but similar, 

geologic settings. The prediction would be for preliminary design 

purposes where the same soil and rock units can be recognized and 

mapped by aerial and/or ground methods. 

Finally, a complete program of geologic investigation for high

way engineering will be proposed, integrating both aerial and field 

methods. 

Organization of the Study 

The study is organized into two main parts. The first part is 

a discussion of various types of geologic and soil mapping and their 

application to engineering problems (Chapters 2 and 3); air photo map

ping methods for geologic and soil maps (Chapter 4); the selection of 

mapping units or classification systems for engineering soils maps 

(Chapter 5); and specific applications of soil and geologic mapping to 

highway engineering in particular, and a review of the present Soil Pro

file Survey as used in the Wyoming Highway Department (Chapter 6). 
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Part two of the study describes the research performed to 

accomplish the stated objectives. Chapter 7 describes the field inves

tigation and drilling program, the air photo mapping of soil and rock 

units, the photogrammetric mapping program, and the methods of soil 

data analysis to select significant mapping units. Each phase of the 

research is evaluated in Chapter 8. The resulting soil and rock 

classification is discussed in detail. As a conclusion of the geologic 

mapping and development of a quantitatively significant classification 

system, a set of highway plan and profile sheets showing geologic 

soil data were prepared for the Kaycee-Barnum road project. These 

sheets, found in Appendix E, also are discussed in Chapter 8. 

New types of high speed computers permit the analysis, 

storage and retrieval of large volumes of data of any type. In Chapter 

9 an automated soil data bank is discussed which could greatly benefit 

any statewide or multi-state area falling in the same geologic province. 

Also, a comprehensive geologic approach to a soil profile survey is 

presented in this chapter. 

Chapter 10 presents the overall conclusions and 

recommendations. 

Description of Study Area 

To provide factual location, data, and a soil profile for study, 

the author chose the section of highway beginning one mile west of 
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Kaycee, Wyoming and running for approximately 10 miles westward 

toward the town of Barnum. The road is known locally as the Kaycee-

Barnum Road. In the records of the Wyoming Highway Department the 

relocation and upgrading project is known~as Project Number S1000(l)2. 

The location of the project is shown in Figure 1. 

Physiographically, the study area is located on the border 

between the Unglaciated Missouri Plateau section of the Great Plains 

Province and the Middle Rocky Mountain section of the Rocky Mountain 

System (Fenneman 19 31). Dunnewald, Tikkaner and Roath (1939) 

described this area as one of the four principal belts in Johnson County, 

the "mountain foothills and valleys", between the Big Horn Mountains 

to the west and the "sharply rolling plains" and "gently rolling plains" 

to the east. 

Topography 

Topographically the area consists of a number of sharp ridges 

and intervening valleys parallel to the mountain front. These are cut 

transversly by the flood plain of the Middle Powder River. Minor topo

graphic features consist of numerous terraces, smaller flood plains, 

alluvial fans, and alluvial slopes. 

Figure 2 is an oblique aerial view of the east half of the pro

ject and study area. Figure 3 is of the west half of the project. The 

parallel ridges and valleys transected by the Middle Powder River 
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FIGURE 1. Location of study area, Ka'ycee-Barnum road. 



FIGURE 2. Oblique aerial view of east half of project. Arrows indicate highway route. Project 
begins at right-most arrow. CO 



FIGURE 3. Oblique.aerial view of west half of project. Project ends near left-most arrow. 



flood plain can be clearly seen. Arrows indicate the route of the 

Kaycee-Barnum road located along the edge of the flood plain and 

across the ends of the dissected ridges and valleys. 

General Geology 

The topography of the area reflects the structure typical of 

foothill geology all along the Rocky Mountain front. Ridges are formed 

by moderate to steep-dipping, resistant sedimentary rocks. Valleys 

are formed where the beds are non-resistant. Figure 4 is a general 

geologic map of the report area (modified from Richardson 19 61). This 

map shows the geologic structure generally dipping eastward away from 

the uplifted Big Horn Mountains (not shown within the map area). Two 

major anticlines, the Kaycee Dome and the Red Fork Anticline, have 

north-south trending axes typical of foothill geology. Both are also 

typically asymmetric and steep on the flank toward the mountains. The 

Kaycee Dome is cut by a series of normal faults, the central area down-

dropped to form a graben. These anticlines and faults are responsible 

for the repetition of the geologic units as one traverses the Kaycee-

Barnum road westward. Some of the bedrock types exposed are 

encountered as many as four times along the route. 

The bedrock of the area consists predominantly of shales, 

shaley sandstones, siltstones and sandstones. Of particular importance 

is the Mowry formation, a very hard siliceous shale containing large 
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quantities of the clay mineral bentonite, as thin partings and between 

the shale layers as beds up to several feet thick. The lower two-thirds 

of the Frontier formation also contains three major bentonite zones and 

some disseminated bentonite. These bentonite zones are of particular 

concern to the highway engineer because of the clay's swelling nature. 

The general stratigraphy and lithology of the study area are 

given in Table 1, modified from Carlson (1949) and Richardson (1961). 

Typical outcroppings of all but the Frontier formation can be seen in 

Figures 5 through 8. 

Geomorphology 

Minor geomorphic features have importance throughout the 

study area in addition to the dominant bedrock ridges, intervening 

strike valleys, and the major river flood plain. During the latter stages 

of the mountain building Laramide Revolution, large quantities of silt, 

sand, gravel and boulders were washed out of the upper parts of the 

mountain reaches by the numerous rivers and streams forming large 

coalescing fans of alluvial material. Late minor uplifts, as the Lara

mide Revolution waned, caused the streams to dissect the once-formed 

alluvial deposits. During intervening periods of quiescence, new 

alluvial deposits were formed. The process repeated itself many times 

and, in the study area, as many as six distinctive alluvial terrace 

levels can be recognized. To the engineer it is important to recognize 
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TABLE I. Generalized geologic section of bedrock deposits adjacent to 
Kaycee-Barnum road. 

ftr.e FORMATION MEMOIR OR UNIT THICKNESS LITHOIOGIC DESCRIPTION 

Cody Shale 3000 Light gray silt shale for upper two-thirds, 
light gray calcareous clay shale tower 
third. Topographically weak, forms bad 
land topography where severely eroded, 
often has piping erosion, 

V> 
3 

Frontier formation First Wall Creek Sand 50' Tan crossbedded massive sandstone 
shaley toward base with carbonaceous sh<jJ«? 
partings in lower part. Calcareous cementing. 
Resistant topographically,forming sharp ridge. 

O 

O 
Upper shale unit 200! + Sandy yellow and gray shale with 

bentontte Zone in lower part. Weak topographically, 
forming valleys. 

tt 

a 

Second Wall Creek Sand SO'* Gray and tan fine-grained "salt-and-pepper" 
textured friable sandstone, conglomeratic with 
black chert pebbles in lower part. Resistant 
topographically*forming less sharp ridge than 
First Wall Creek sand. 

1/1 

3 

a. Lower shale unit 400' • Alternating yellow, gray, black carbonaceous 
shales, sandy shales with bentonitic zones at 
top below Second Wall Creek sand and near middle. 
Weak topographically, formlnq valleys between 
strike ridqes or soft hills where flat lying. 
Sandy zones form topographic breaks. 

Bentonite "• • Yellow-green high-grade bentontte clay. 

o Total Frontier 735' • 

Ui 

a. 
u 

Mowry Shale 200' Dark gray to black fissile shale with siliceous 
cementation. Very bentonitic with 3' bentonite 
bed in upper 50', and numerous 1' beds, thinner 
seams and partings throughout. Very resistant 
topographically, exposed in steep slopes. Weathers 
to characteristic silver gray color. 

s 

Thermopolis 
formation 

Upper Thermopolis 
shale member 

70' Black, hard, chunky shale with numerous ironstone 
concretions and characteristic cone-in-cone 
structure. Slightly bentonitic in parts. Weak 
topographically, weathers to a black soil. 

O 
«t 

a 
i_> 

a 

Muddy Sandstone 
member 

50' Light gray very fine-grained, heavy-bedded frfable 
sandstone. Exhibits ripple marks. Weathers to 
yellow-brown. Variable resistance, forms broken 
minor topographic ridge in some places, but in 
others quickly disintegrates to form a l ight brown 
sandy soil. Lower 40 feet (s less resistant with 
numerous soft black shale seams, weathers rapidly 
to tan sandy soil. 

UI 
3 Lower Thermopolis 

sha le member 
120' Gray to black, thin-bedded soft, flaky paper 

shale. Weathers quickly to a heavy black soil. 

Total Thermopolis 240 'i 

Cloverly 
formation 

30' yellowish white small-pebble conglomerate and 
predominately gray-white fine grained massive 
sandstone, well cemented. Very resistant ridge 
forming unit which usually forms capping over 
Morrison formation. (In other areas considerably 
thicker with two main sand units and shale unit 
between.) 

Morn son 
format ion 

200' Varieqated maroon, olive qreen, gray, white, 
tan and red shales and some sandstones. 
One white fine-grained friable porous 
sandstone appears about 20 feet from the 
base, approximately 30'-40' thick forming 
a small ridqe in otherwise weak shales. 

- Sundance 
formation 

I0'i f.rav crystalline sandy coquinal limestone 
or calcareous sandstone. Resistant. 

ino*» Gray-green thin-bedded sandv shale, non-
resistant eicept for the more sandy zones. 

a 
ZD 

RO** White, Duff, greenish gray, tan sandstones and 
siltstones, variable bedding from thin to heavy, 
loosely cemented, resistant tonoqraphically, 
forming ridges. 

60*-160* Light gray to buff thin bedded sandy shale, 
weaV topographically. 

Total Sundance 260-360 
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FIGURE 5. Scarp slope of Mowry shale ridge. Lower Half of 
Mowry in foreground. Dark upper Thermopolis shale is seen below 
typical silver banded Mowry. 

FIGURE 6. Continuation of view in Fig. ,5 showing minor Muddy 
sandstone ridge, lower shale unit and resistant Cloverly formation. 



FIGURE 7. Outcrop of Cloverly, Morrison and Sundance formations. 
Note resistant sandstones at top of Cloverly and Sundance. Less 
resistant sands seen in Morrison. 

Big 

FIGURE 8. Lower portion of Sundance formation. Alternating 
sandstones and shales can be seen. 
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these distinctive geomorphic features as they are a prime source of 

borrow material and aggregate. 

Since the close of the Laramide the geomorphic processes have 

been generally that of erosion and dissection, erosion of the softer 

materials leaving the resistant ones as ridges. Minor alluvial fans 

have formed at the mouths of the smaller valleys where they empty into 

major flood plains. These are readily identified on the aerial photo

graphs as discussed in Chapter 7 and may also be sources of satisfactory 

construction materials, depending on the type of geologic materials in 

the particular drainage basin from which the fan has formed. 

Another minor geomorphic feature, of particular importance in 

the soil profile survey, is the smaller, thinner, coalesced alluvial 

deposits along the base of dip slopes, scarp slopes and across the ends 

of ridges. These coalesced alluvial deposits (hereafter referred to as 

colluvium or colluvial slopes) cover and mask the bedrock materials. 

They tend to be heterogeneous in nature, although usually similar in 

grain size and mineral composition to the source bedrock. In this 

research they tend to confuse the analysis, since many of the samples 

were taken from this material. 

Agricultural Description of Soils 

According to Dunnewald et al. (19 39) the agricultural soil types 

of the area should be divided into three main groups: (1) soils of the 
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irrigated districts; (2) soils of the dry-farming districts; (3) soils of 

the grazing districts. A portion of the agricultural soil map of Johnson 

County by Dunnewald et al. (1939) is reproduced in Figure 9. 

These groupings of soil are directly related to landform-parent 

material associations. The irrigated districts are those areas level 

enough for irrigation purposes, consisting of flood plains and gently 

sloping alluvial deposits which generally have better developed topsoils 

and soil profiles due to the initial weathered nature of transported 

materials. 

The dry-farming areas are those too steep or rolling to be 

irrigated. The soils are less well developed. The parent materials are 

colluvial deposits derived from sandstones and shales. 

The third group, soils of the grazing districts, can be found 

in areas "too steep, stony, or rough for farming operations". These 

soils are on the ridges and slopes occupying more than 50% of the land 

surface of the foothills, an area of active denudation, and hence, of 

poor soil development. Dunnewald et al. (19 39) call this soil type 

"rough stony land" and ... "a land type rather than a single soil or 

group of definite soils". 

A complete description of all soil types occuring in the study 

area is not included in this report. However, generalized soil profile 

drawings are included in Chapter 3. Considerable information about 
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the geology and engineering significance of soils can be gleaned from 

the agricultural soil report as discussed in Chapter 3. 

Climate 

The climate is mentioned briefly here, since climate conditions 

affect soil development and also pavement design. Dunnewald et al. 

(19 39) report the mean annual precipitation for Buffalo, Wyoming, 60 

miles to the north and in a similar physiographic setting, to be 13 

inches according to the U.S. Weather Bureau station at Buffalo. The 

Wyoming Highway Department Field Testing Manual (1966) indicates 

an average annual precipitation of 11. 6 inches at the town of Kaycee, 

Wyoming. Temperature ranges are from -38°F. to 104°F. with the mean 

for the year being 44°F. For the months of November through April, 

the average nightly temperatures are below freezing and the average 

daily temperatures do not rise above 40, except for November and March 

which are in the upper 40's, and for April which is in the upper 50's 

(Dunnewald et al. 19 39). From this it can be seen that the climate is 

moderately severe, not conducive to extensive soil profile development, 

and possibly detrimental to highway paving. 



CHAPTER 2 

GEOLOGIC MAPPING AND ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS 

A geologic map is a graphic representation of the distribution, 

shape and structural condition of rock bodies which make up and lie 

under the surface of the earth. The conventional geologic maps pub

lished on a-regular basis are usually of medium to small scale, that is, 

in the range of 1:24, 000 to 1:500, 000. The standard geologic quadrangle 

maps published by the U.S. Geological Survey are either 1:24, 000 or 

1:62,500. 

The ordinary unit of geologic mapping, the "formation", as 

defined by the U.S. Geological Survey, "consists of a large and per

sistent stratum of some one kind of rock". A formation is also in 

general usage "any assemblage of rocks which have some character in 

common, whether origin, age, or composition" (American Geological 

Institute 1957). The mapping of formations shows the geographic distri

bution of the various assemblages, and to some extent their shape. 

The structural nature of the rock bodies embraces a variety of 

conditions in which the rocks may be oriented, broken, formed or 

deformed. Special map symbols are used to indicate geologic structure. 

18 
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Examples and explanations of these can be found in any basic geology 

textbook. 

The map shown in Figure 4 can be considered to be a conven

tional, general purpose, geologic map. These maps show the geology 

as if all soil cover, except large alluvial deposits, were stripped away 

to reveal the bedrock beneath. 

Use of Conventional Geologic Maps for Engineering Purposes 

Because of their scale and the general nature of their contents, 

conventional geologic maps are normally useful only for preliminary or 

broad-range planning studies. Specific information needed for engineer

ing design is not normally present on a general geology map. 

Most geologists, when preparing to perform a specific engi

neering study, will initially consult the general geology map of the 

area to determine the general conditions which may be encountered. 

Some applications of a general purpose map might include: (1) location 

of construction materials; (2) evaluation of relative amounts of hard 

versus common excavation to be encountered along proposed routes; 

(3) location of potential sites for dams, airfields, underground facilities., 

or other installations having specific requirements related to geology; ; 

(4) preparation of preliminary geologic cross sections; and (5) planning 

for detailed investigations. 
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If the general geology map of the Kaycee-Barnum road area 

were consulted for the purpose of forming a preliminary evaluation of 

the route, the following conclusions might be reached, presupposing 

some basic knowledge of geologic materials and use of geologic maps: 

1. Foundation conditions - poor along 50% of route due to swell

ing nature of bentonite shales. Remainder of route will have 

moderately good foundation conditions, 

2. Excavation - majority of excavation can be considered to be 

common. Rock excavation required at 6 locations where route 

crosses or cuts the ends of major ridges containing sandstones 

or siliceous shales. 

3. Slope stability - cut slopes should have good stability at most 

locations as route is favorably oriented with geologic structure. 

Special consideration will need to be given to those areas 

where cuts may be in alluvial terrace deposits or where side 

hill cuts occur in the Morrison Shales. 

4. Construction materials - materials for special excavation, sub-

base and base courses, and construction aggregate are plentiful 

along all-bf the route. Deposits large enough for the duration 

of construction are available. Water for washing is available. 

5. Drilling and testing program - most drilling and testing can be 

accomplished with a medium duty auger drill; heavy cuts will 
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require rotary rock drilling equipment; borrow pits can best be 

sampled with a small backhoe although augering would suffice. 

Interpretation of Geologic Maps for Engineering 

The U.S. Geologic Survey publication Interpreting Geologic 

Maps for Engineering Purposes (1953) gives several examples of how 

general geologic maps can be used for engineering. In addition, the 

publication shows that with additional knowledge of the characteristics 

of the geologic formations, formations can be regrouped from the original 

geologic map to form interpretive maps which show the formations accord

ing to their engineering properties. 

Three interpretive maps are demonstrated: (1) Foundation and 

excavation conditions; (2) Construction materials; and (3) Water 

supply, surface and underground. The introductory material to these 

maps indicates that-all interpretations were based on the lithologic 

descriptions in the legend of the basic geologic map. The data on stable 

slope angles given on the foundation and excavation sheet is the only 

exception. The evaluation of stable slope angles was based on observa

tions of many road, railroad, and cellar excavations throughout the area. 

The foundation and excavation condition map groups the geologic 

formations into the classifications listed in Table II. Figure 10 is an 

example of the manner in which the map units are described in the map 

legend. The formations which were grouped to produce the foundation 



EXPLANATION 

Material to be used in place, as for road beds or building 
foundations. 

Profiles show slopes observed to be stable in artificial cuts. 

Excellent foundations, difficult excavation 
Sandstone and quartzite 

• Orv in the lop 50 let!, Oo, SI, Cb, Cmc in the lowtr hill, Cpv* 

Require* blasting and power tools for removal. Strong, durable, 
well-drained foundations. Cut slopes at angles shown above ob
served to be stable. Seepage to be expected along bedding planes: 
may cause minor slides and sloughing unless diverted. Fresh 
rock forms very rough, rocky surface for unimproved roads, but 
only need for base course is to provide smoothness. Sandy soil 
cover generally less than t feet thick but outcrop areas (as well 
as considerable areas doumslope from these outcrops) thickly 
covered with coarse rubble and talus. 

1*4:2 

Excellent foundations and difficult excavation 
except in weathered zone. 

Limestone and dolomite 
Cph', Cw, Cs, Cg, Co. Om, Ola, On, 0>, Ob, Oc. 01, Or, 01, St», Dhb, Ds, CI 

Requires blasting and power tools for removal. Fresh rock forms 
excellent, durable foundations, well drained. Seepage along 
joints and bedding planes will cause slipping of blocks unless all 
loose ones are removed during construction. Solution cavities 
are to be expected anywhere but cannot be predicted without drill
ing or cleaning of foundations. Forms very rough, rocky sur
faces for unimproved roads where unweathered, but only need 
for base course is to provide smoothness.• 

Weathers to clayey noil, in most plares (except fg, which yields 
sand). Weathered time very irregular, ranging fenm t to .til 
feet or more in depth. Depth of weathering cannot be fontold 
from map, but fresh rock is usually closs to surface on ridges, 
with deeper soils in lower, more level areas. 

Cuts in fresh rock at angles Mourn are stable, but where rocks dip 
into the cut, slope depends partly on dip because joint blocks Una 
to slip out. Cuts in clayey soil overburden must be 1:1 (W) or 
flatter. 

FIGURE 10. Example of explanatory legend from "Foundation and 
excavation conditions" map, Interpreting Geologic Maps for 
Engineering Purposes (U.S.G.S. 1953). 



and excavation condition classifications are shown in small type. Two 

stable slope angles are shown diagramatically, one for slopes opposing 

the direction of dip and another for slopes in the same direction as the 

•dip. Structural symbols other than the dip angles and fault lines have 

been deleted from the interpretive map. -

TABLE II. Foundation and excavation condition map 
units (U.S.G.S. 1953). 

A. Excellent foundations, difficult excavation. 
Sandstone and quartzite. 

B. Excellent foundations and difficult excavation 
except in weathered zone. Limestone and 
dolomite. 

C. Moderately durable foundations, moderately 
difficult excavation. Mixed shale and sand
stone, some limestone. 

D. Weak, poor foundations, easily excavated. 
Shale. 

E. Poor foundations, easily excavated. Flood 
plain alluvium. 

F. Poor foundations, easily excavated where 
weathered. Loosely cemented sandstone. 

The second map, Construction Materials, is a regrouping of 

formations according to basic rock type or lithology. Local construction 

uses of rocks are indicated, excavation requirements given, as well as 

qualifying descriptions and extent of deposits. Fault and dip symbols 

are included on the map as on the foundation and excavation map. Such 

structural information may be critical in the siting of a quarry operation. 

An example of the legend information is shown in Figure 11. Map unit 

classifications are listed in Table III below. Two construction materials 
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EXPLANATION 
Material to be excavated and moved to construction job; to 

be used with or without treatment 

Quartzite (ganister) 
st* 

Wry hard, tough, durable fine-grained quartzite, known to tradi 
at ganiiter. Quarried extensively for manufacture of refrac
tory eiliea brick. Vted locally to minor extent at rough building 
(ton*, for walk, and uAtn cruehed, at road metal; would form 
excellent riprap or ballaet but too difficult and expeniive to work 
for any of theie IUII. Requim blaeting and power equipment 
tor removal. 

Sandstone 
Orv in th« top 50 fnt, Oo, Or, Cb, Cmc in lowtr half, Cpv 

Medium-hard, durablesandetone, mostly tn matrix* beds more than 
a foot thick. Contains layers of shale in places. Used loeaUy 
as building ttone. Quarried and crushed rock maktt fairly du
rable fiU, bate court*, or ballast. Could be used for riprap. 
Requires blattinrand power equipment for removal. 

Sand 
€fc Or, wuthartd portions 

By far the but sources of eand for mortar, fine aggregate, molding, 
ami glass manufacture. Sand is residue from weathering of 
limy sandstone, fine conglomerate, and sandy dolomite. Partly 
weathered material soft and easily quarried and crushed; tn 
many places completely weathered to loose sand to depths of 10 
to 40 feet. Only other sources of sand-tit*material are untt D 
and crushed limestones from units E arid F(see below). 

FIGURE 11. Example of explanatory legend from "Construction 
materials" map, Interpreting Geologic Maps for Engineering Purposes 
(U.S.G.S. 1953). 
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not mapped but explained in the legend are (1) lightweight aggregate 

and (2) fire and pottery clay. Geologic formations which are potential 

sources are listed below each type of construction material. 

TABLE III. Construction material map units (U.S. 
G.S. 1953). 

A. Quartzite" (ganister). 
B. Sandstone. 
C. Sand. 
D. Gravel, cobbles, sand, and silt. 
E. Pure limestone and dolomite. 
F. Cherty limestone and dolomite. 
G. Mixed shale and sandstone. 
H. Shale. 

Water resources, subject of the third map, is primarily an 

evaluation of the potential of the basic rock types to yield ground water. 

An indication of probable water quality is given. Table IV is a list of 

water resource classifications. In the map legend (Figure 12) it can be 

TABLE IV. Water supply, surface and underground, 
map units (U.S.G.S. 1953). 

A. Excellent water producers, limestone dolomite. 
B. Excellent water producers, sandstone. 
C. Good small producers. Shale with sandstone 

and limestone. 
D. Fair producers. Shale with some impure 

limestone. 
E. Poor producers. Alternations of shale, sandstone, 

conglomerate, clay, limestone, and coal. 
F. Poor producers. Hard sandstone and quartzite. 
G. Capabilities unknown. Alluvial sand, gravel, 

silt, and clay. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A knowledge of the geology ia an essential element in under
standing the water supply of an area, but it is only one of 
the hydrologist's tools. Other important items in hyili-olo-
gy, such as climatology, infiltration, and characterinlii'S of 
flow in streams or in rock formations, cannot be dnlut'cd 
from geologic or topographic maps but must be detcrinin^i 
by other means. Wherever the water requirements extopii 
the limited needs of small domestic users, such hydmlrwic 
information is prerequisite to a determination of the uiln-
quacy and sustained yield of the water supply. For the pur
pose of this folio, the interpretations given below, thwi, nrp 
those based only on geologic and topographic maps. 

EXPLANATION 

A 

Excellent water-producers 
Limestone, dolomite 

Cph, Cw, €5, Co, Cg.a Om, 0I«, On, 0«, Ob, Oc, 01. Or, Ot, St*, (jhb. Of* 

Yield to welle that strike solution channels. Water modtruttly 
hard to wry hard. These rocks underlie broad valleys ezr.tpt ln 
north-central part of area, where they form steep ndgts. Un
derground drainage it characteristic of these areas, and oijy 
Iks lowest valleys contain perennial streams. 

F 

Poor producers 
Hard sandstone and quartzite 

Oo, Oj. St 

Yield small supplies to a few domestic wells and hiilside springs. 
Quality of water good. Rocks form mountains and steep ridges. 
Perennial streams rising along the lower flanks of these ridges 
suggest that there is some infiltration of precipitation at higher 
levels, movement of ground water down the slope, and discharge 
where water is forced to the surface by less permeable rocks, 
notably those in unit B. 

FIGURE 12. Example of explanatory legend from "Water supply, surface 
and underground" map, Interpreting Geologic Maps for Engineering 
Purposes (U.S.G.S. 1953). 
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seen that the surface runoff characteristics and surface water supply 

are also considered. Infiltration characteristics are mentioned, and 

recharge areas are indicated on the map. 

It is emphasized in the introductory material of this publication, 

that maps of these types and scale (1:62, 500) are not intended to be the 

solution to all of an engineer's geologic problems, rather that the usual 

application is for planning purposes. 

The small scale general geology map in this study (Figure 4) 

could be considered an interpretive map of the type mentioned above. In 

the redrawing of the map, the original color shadings of each formation 

were replaced by the lithologic symbol representing the major lithology 

of the formation. If an explanatory legend were added, this map would 

be similar to the U.S.G.S. (1953) Construction Materials map. 

Surficial Geology Maps 

In "The Status of Geologic Mapping in the United States" 

(Olmstead 1950) it is maintained that considerable useful engineering 

information can be interpreted from geologic maps as discussed above. 

The article continues to say that soils are related to the type of parent 

material from which they are derived, further, that considering the in

fluence of climate and relief, reasonable predictions can be made as to 

the type of soils associated with the different parent materials (geologic 

formations) indicated by the geologic maps. 
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Many geologic maps show only the "bedrock geology", the 

rock as it would appear if all surficial unconsolidated deposits were 

stripped away. In some areas of the United States the bedrock is 

covered with thick deposits of unconsolidated materials such as loess, 

glacial drift, fluvial deposits, lacustrine sediments, etc. In these 

areas erroneous judgements could be made if soil types were predicted 

from the bedrock geology maps. 

In some drift-covered areas surface geology or surficial 

geology maps have been prepared. These show not only outcroppings 

of bedrock where cover is absent or relatively thin, but also the dis

tribution of unconsolidated deposits identified according to their origin, 

i.e., glacial, alluvial, etc. Material texture or grain size may be 

indicated in addition. 

Surficial geology maps are generally of more value for engi

neering purposes than bedrock geology maps since the majority of 

engineering works, particularly highways, are concerned with the 

surface materials. Examples of surficial geology maps in Kansas are 

discussed by Byrne (1950). Another excellent example where bedrock 

geology and surficial deposits have been shown on two separate maps 

can be found in U.S.G.S. (1967) Miscellaneous Geologic Investigations 

Map, I-514-A and B, of the Northeast Corridor. 
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Engineering Geology Maps 

A further extention of the surficial geology map is the engineer

ing geology map. These are also medium scale maps and general 

purpose in nature. Four basic requirements which set this kind of map 

apart from other geologic maps discussed above are: "(1) avoidance of 

highly technical geologic terms; (2) emphasis of the physical differ

ences and similarities of both rock and soil materials; (3) a 

three-dimensional quality to aid in subsurface interpretation; and 

(4) emphasis of deposits of construction material" (Kaye, 1948). 

Further, these maps should present a wide range of data of 

interest to engineers, in an easily comprehensible form which will 

fulfill the needs of small independent engineers as well as the needs 

of governmental agencies. This type of map, because it is intended 

to fill a variety of needs, must still be considered applicable only for 

planning purposes. However, due to its improvements over bedrock 

geology or surficial geology maps, planning can be more accurate. 

Detailed investigations will still be required for design. 

To demonstrate his concept of the engineering geology map, 

Kaye (1948) prepared the Engineering Geologic Map of Homestead 

Quadrangle. Montana. This map was published in limited numbers only 

as an internal report within the U.S. Geological Survey as a hand-

colored diazo process reproduction. The map is reproduced in Figure 13. 
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FIGURE 13. Engineering geology map of Homestead Quadrangle, Montana. From 
Kaye (1949). Reproduced with permission of author. 
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Although the original coloring could not be reproduced, the significant 

features of the map can still be read. 

The map units, as can be seen in Figure 13, represent princi

pally a genetic-textural classification of the surface materials. The 

important aspects of the map include the use of colors to represent major 

material textures, i.e., sand, gravel, silt, clay. Materials of similar 

texture but different origin or stratigraphic position are distinguished by 

letter designation and print patterns. Layering of two materials is 

shown by using alternating color stripes representing the two materials, 

and a combination of the letter symbols, the upper material symbol over 

the lower. Where thickness or depths of materials are available this is 

shown to the right of the letters. Specific locations of construction 

materials are shown with brilliantly colored symbols. 

The description and engineering significance of each map unit 

were originally shown in tabular form on a facing page. Table V is a 

copy of the original table. The evaluations are purely qualitative, 

based on judgements of the original author. No laboratory tests were 

made of the soils. 

Construction Material Maps 

The construction material map, not unlike the construction 

material interpretation of geologic maps mentioned earlier, has as its 

primary intent to show the distribution of materials suitable for 



TABLE V. Qualitative description of engineering geol 

E N G I N E E R I N G  G I  

H O M E S T E A D  Q U A D R A N G  

b y  C .  A .  K s  

Purpose: The purpose of this report Is to offer a map on the 
scale of approximately one mile to the inch on which rocks and 
soils are plotted primarily on a basis of soil textures and rock llth-
ologies. Emphasis is given to gravel pits and deposits of possible 
construction material. An endeavor has been made to give a three 
dimensional quality to the map by indicating thicknesses of the var
ious materials and their relationships with depth by means of color 
patterns and appropriate notations. It Is felt that the map will 
serve as a useful aid to the engineer whose main interest lies In 
the pertinent physical differences of rock and soil types as they 
affect construction and in the location of sources of construction 
material. The accompanying text describes briefly a number of 
physical properties of engineering significance of the different map 
units. The geological profiles are to facilitate understanding of the 

relationships at depth of the different soils indicated on the map. 
It must be remembered, however, that the profiles represent inter
pretations and cannot be assumed to be correct in detail. 

Climate: The quadrangle has a continental climate with wide 
variations In temperature. The frost-free period Is about 110 to 
130 days long, generally ranging from middle May to late Septem
ber. Semi-arid conditions prevail with normal precipitation vary
ing from 12 to 14 Inches per year with 50 to 60 percent of the total 
precipitation occurring from April through July. Summer thunder 
showers often accompanied by heavy hall occasionally cause local 
flash floods of some severity. The winters are marked by compar
atively light snowfalls. Strong winds, particularly in early summer, 
are prevalent. 

MAP UNITS 
Description (classification). Arranged in order 
of probable age, the most recently deposited 
material at the top of the table. 

DISTRIBUTION AND THICKNESS TERRAIN AND 
NATURAL SLOPES 

STABILITY 
incl. Frost-heaving 

characteristics 

DUNE SAND: Very uniform medium-fine sand, 
less than 10% slit, non-cohesive, dry to 
moist. 
CQlPE Jtghl t&ajQ.bxown. 

FINE SAND OF WIND BLOWN ORIGIN: Text-
urally similar to dune sand but without the 
typical dune form. Includes a thin sand 
veneer overlying glacial till. This sand Is 
somewhat more sllty and of a dark brown 
color due to organic coating on individual 
grains. Northeast of the town of Home
stead sand is more fine-grained and lacks 
the organic stain. 
Casa. Class »SP.: PRA Class »*A-3.: 

Dunes, that reach heights of 30 
ft. but average 10 ft. or less, are 
concentrated In two large and several 
small areas east of the Big Muddy 
valley in the southern part of the 
quadrangle. The dunes overlie glacial 
till and In part probably rest directly 
on quartzlte gravels and Ft. Union 
bPdPa. 

Thickness of thin sand veneer 
over till ranges from 0-4 ft. but Is 
very variable. It is largely limited 
to east of Big Muddy. 

Typical sand dune 
terrain with a highly 
Irregular and broken 
surface with many 
small but steep slopes. 
Sand dune areas are 
largely uncultivated 
and used for grazing. 

Dunes largely stabilized and 
covered by grass and low scrub; 
some sand blowouts exist. Fair t 
good strength in foundations. Wil 
settle under vibratory loads. Mo< 
erately poor to fair strength in en 
bankments and fills. Slopes will 
gully and blow unless seeded or 
revetted. 

Frost-heaving: none to slight 

VALLEY ALLUVIUM OF BIG MUDDY CREEK 
VALLEY: Predominantly gray, cohesive, 
highly plastic clay; some interbedded 
clayey silt and fine sand particularly close 
to the creek. Uniform fine sands and 
gravel probably occur at depth. 
Casa. Class.: CH PRA Class.: A-6. 

A-7 

Along the floodplain of Big Muddy 
Creek. Test drilling on the floodplain 
several miles south of this quadrangle 
shows 50-100 ft. of plastic, fatty gray 
clay overlying fine sand and sandy 
gravel. Total thickness of clay, sand 
and gravel averages 125 ft. but local
ly 200 ft. or more. 

Terrain flat. 
Abandoned stream 
channels and irriga
tion canals form local 
poorly drained depres
sions up to 10 ft. in 
depth. Big Muddy 
Creek has steep to 
perpendicular sides 
about 15 ft. deep. Area 
subject to flooding. 

High strength when dry; low 
strength when moist to wet. Pool 
foundation material. Appreciable 
settlement may be anticipated und 
heavy loads. Concentrated loadin 
may require pile foundation. 

Frost-heaving: medium to 
slight in clay; more sllty and san 
soils may heave badly. 
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ring geology map units. Reproduced from Kaye (1949). 

E E R I N G  G E O L O G Y  

Q U A D R A N G L E ,  M O N T A N A  

C .  A .  K a y e  

Brief Geological History: The "bedrock" of the quadrangle 
Is the Fort Union formation, a widespread series of essentially 
flat-lying soft sediments which were deposited in shallow lake 
basins during early Eocene time. Much later, in Pleistocene 
time, the quadrangle was covered by great continental glaciers 
originating to the northeast in Canada. Although there is direct 
evidence of only one such ice sheet, it is highly probable that two 
or more separate periods of glaciation occurred. Following the 
Fort Union formation in age the next youngest material outcrop
ping on the quadrangle is the quartzlte sand and gravel. These 
soils strongly resemble the Flaxvllle gravels of Miocene-Pliocene 
age that outcrop to the west and northwest of the quadrangle. How
ever, there is some reason for thinking that the sands and gravels 
outcropping in the Homestead quadrangle are of Pleistocene age 

and were deposited by the antecedents of the Big Muddy and Its 
tributaries on relatively broad flood-plains. Also, probably 
sometime during the early Pleistocene renewed downcutting by the 
Missouri River and Its tributaries resulted In the deep erosion of 
the Big Muddy valley (now largely filled with later alluvial sands, 
gravel and clay). Finally, a last glaciation smoothes off some of 
the dissected topography and covered the whole area with a blank
et of glacial till. Materials deposited durit* and after the retreat 
of the last Ice sheet consist of the terraces of glacial gravels, 
which are now probably remnants of a former more extensive 
valley filling; valley alluvium; and wind blown sands which have 
been largely localized in several dune areas. Post-glacial eros
ion is responsible for some of the existing coulees and probably 
the present configuration of the Big Muddy valley sides. 

LITY 
it-heaving 
irlstlcs 

DRAINAGE 
AND 

PERMEABILITY 

WORKABILITY USE IN HIGHWAYS 
AND AS 

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL 

TOPBOIL 
(Agronomic 
soil aeries 
equivalent) 

stabilized and 
ind low scrub; 
s exist. Fair to 
undatlons. Will 
ory loads. Mod-
r strength in em-
3, Slopes will 
IBs seeded or 

: none to slight. 

Sand dune terrain drains very 
rapidly; thin sand over till drains 
more slowly. 

The sand has a relatively high 
permeability and makes fair pervl-
OUB back fill although It is too fine
grained for French d rains. 

Compaction fair. Re
quires movement of equip
ment over It to produce 
vibrations for dense com
paction. Can be easily 
worked with hand tools. 

Very poor for concrete sand due to 
Its fineness and uniformity. A fair bor
row for general fill and a good borrow 
for pervious fill although It Is undesirable 
for backfill for French drains. 

Highway: A fairly good subgrade. 
Poor for unsurfaced roads. Sand drifts; 
considerable maintenance required on all 
types of road. 

Poorly 
developed to 
undeveloped 
topsoll, a 
loamy fine 
sand to a 
depth of 
1 ft. or 
more tn 
stabilized 
areas. 

when dry; low 
st to wet. Poor 
1. Appreciable 
anticipated under 
:entrated loading 
jundatlon. 
; medium to 
re sllty and sandy 
idly. 

Subject to flooding, drains 
slowly. Many undralned sloughs, 
and broad marshes exist. Water 
table generally less than 10 ft. 
deep, varies with creek level. 
Permeability: negligible in clays, 
higher In sand and slit. Negligible 
seepage via valley floor in water 
control structures. 

Soils are easily exca
vated when not saturated. 
Difficult to handle below 
water table. Clay compacts 
poorly In fills and for best 
compaction moisture control 
with a tamping type roller 
should be used. Foundation 
excavation may require 
unwaterlng. 

Clay can be used as impervious fill 
but it is difficult to excavate and compact 
to maximum density. 

Highway: Much of floodplaln will 
sustain light traffic in dry periods with
out base course. Threat of flood, poor 
drainage and weak sub base necessitate 
rather thick base course and Installation 
of culverts for the construction of 
perennial roads. 

Laurel 



TABLE V. Con 

VALLEY ALLUVIUM OF THE TRIBUTARY 
VALLEYS: Predominantly fine sand and 
allty fine sand. The top 2 ft. generally 
a sandy silt with' some clay. Gravel may 
underlie the surface sands and silts. 
Considerable variation in composition but 
in general differing from the alluvium of 
the Big Muddy by the predominance of sand. 
Casa. Class.: SW L PRA Class.: A-2. 

SF A-3 

In all the valleys and stream bot
toms of the quadrangle except the 
valley of Big Muddy Creek. Thickness 
variable, ranging from less than 10 ft. 
In some coulees to perhaps as much as 
200 ft. at the mouths of Wolf and 
Smoke creeks. 

Terrain almost 
flat. Subject to flood
ing, Undralned de
pressions and swampy 
abandoned stream 
courses found In some 
of the larger coulees. 

Good to poor foundation mate 
depending on the amount of gravel 
present and the density of the san 
Will produce a fill of moderate to 
high strength. 

Frost-heaving: slight to quit 
high In sllty sand. 

TERRACE DEPOSITS OF SAUERKRAUT 
COULEE: Interbedded silt, sand, and 
gravel. Silt is somewhat sandy, moder
ately compact, slightly cohesive. Sand 
is fairly well graded, angular. Gravel is 
fine-coarse, subangular with abundant 
soft, flat sandstone, granite, gneiss, 
limestone, and some shale. 

Occurs as surface deposits on 
some of the terraces of Sauerkraut 
Coulee. Generally less than 5 ft. 
thick. Individual textures thicken 
and thin rapidly. Overlie glacial till 
and Fort Union beds. 

Flat to gently 
sloping terrace sur
faces, 20-50 ft. above 
Sauerkraut Coulee. 

Good foundation material. W 
make stable fill, particularly if d 
ferent textures are mixed to prod 
well-graded soil. 

Frost-heaving: Slight to noni 

GIACIAL GRAVEL: Gravel, sandy gravel, 
sand, and some thin beds of coarse silt. 
Gravel generally has horizontal beds and 
often contains thin, organic layers. 
Gradation ranges from fine gravel to 
coarse, some boulders. Sllty sand over
burden may attain thickness of S ft. 
Llthologlc types Include granite, gneiss, 
quartzlte, limestone, shale, etc. Lime 
coating common close to surface. 
Gravel predominantly subangular. 
Casa Class.: GW h PRA Class.: A-3 

SW 

As low terraces 5-30 ft. above 
the floodplaln of Big Muddy Creek 
(viz. sects. 25, 26, 33, T.31N., 
R.55E.: sects. 1, 27, 28, T31N, 
R.65E.: sect. 12, T.30N., R.54E.; 
sect. 21, T.29N., R.54E.). As low 
gravel mounds, cross-bedded, with 
abundant sand and stone (SWi, sect, 
13, T.30N., R.55E.). As a broad 
extensive sheet southwest of Smoke 
Creek. 

Flat to gently 
sloping terraces. 
Edges of terraceB 
have moderate slopes 
with a 5-10% grade. 

Excellent foundation. Little 
no settlement may be expected If 
ings are In gravel. 

A stable fill. 
Frost-heaving: None to sllgt 

GLACIAL TILL: (an unsorted soil deposited 
directly from glacial ice). Gray brown 
to blue gray, unstratlfled, well-graded 
mixture of clay, slit, fine to coarse 
sand, with embedded gravel, stone, and 
boulders; compact, cohesive, {airly 
plastic, and calcareous. When dry the 
soil Is Jointed and due to Its compactness 
and cohsslon appears rather shaley. 
When moist Is a stiff plastic "boulder 
clay." Local thin, patchy deposits of 
sand and gravel are found In the till or 
on the surface. 

CL A-8 

Outcrops at surface over most 
of upland west of Big Muddy Creek 
valley. Thickness highly variable 
but probably averages less than 25 
ft. with 60 ft. or more occurring 
over burled valleys, (viz. SWj, 
sect. 3, T30N, R54E). East of Big 
Muddy Creek valley, till for most 
part covered by thin sand veneer. 
One mile east of Homestead 95 ft. of 
till Is reported. In the eastern part 
of T. 30N., R.55E. till averages 30-
40 ft. thinning somewhat to the west. 
On highland In southern part of quad
rangle tlU cover averages 10 ft. or 
less In thickness. The till Is under
lain by Fort Union beds and In places 
by the FlaxvlUe type sand and gravel. 

West of Big Muddy 
valley, undulating slop
ing upland with some 
shallow poorly drained 
depressions. Slopes 
generally less than 2% 
except at edge of valley 
and coulees. East of 
Big Muddy valley: on 
south, moderately dis
sected sloping terrain, 
average grade 3-5%, 
Sand-covered central 
part, level to gently 
sloping rising to the 
NE of Homestead with 
grade of 2% and drop
ping off to N with 
grade of 4%. 

Relatively high stability in mi 
made and natural slopes. Road ci 
with slopes of 1 on 1 are common! 
stable and show little to no slldlnf 
Remolded till has relatively high 
strength if well compacted. 

Good foundation material. It 
compactness Indicates that appre
ciable settlement need not be antl 
cipated under heavy loads. 

Frost-heaving: medium. 
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foundation material 
imount of gravel 
rasity of the sand. 
1 of moderate to 

g: alight to quite 

Poor drainage due to high 
water table. Subject to flooding. 
Relatively high permeability below 
sllty surface layer. Numerous 
springs occur on the floor of 
lower Irish Coulee. 

Easily excavated above 
water table. Excavation be
low water table may require 
unwaterlng. Shoring may be 
required in excavation deeper 
than 5 ft. Clean sands can be 
compacted with tractor, sllty 
sand used as fill requires 
moisture control and prefer
ably rubber-tired rollers. 

Silty sand and sand make fairly stable 
general fill. Sand and gravel can be used 
for pervious fill. Coulees heading up Into 
deposits of quartzlte gravel are particularly 
rich in gravel. Boulder accumulations (a 
riprap source) are found In coulees that 
head In till, particularly In Irish Coulee 
(sects. 3b 10, T30N, R 54 E). 

Highway: Threat of floods and the poor 
drainage necessitates fills and culverts. 

Laurel 

ion material. Will 
particularly if dlf-
e mixed to produce 

g: Slight to none. 

Drainage good to excellent. 
A small perched water table may 
exist In the sands and gravels just 
above the till. Except for silt all 
soils are quite permeable. -

Worked easily with hand 
tools. Granular, soils com
pact well with tractor. 

Gravel makes poor concrete aggre
gate due to large amount of soft, flat 
material. It will serve as fill. 

Highway: Crushed and graced 
gravel can be used for surfacing. 

Cheyenne 

ndation. Little to 
f be expected if foot-
1. 

g: None to slight. 

Drainage excellent. In low 
terraceB water table comparatively 
shallow, shifting with stages of Big 
Muddy Creek. Permeability high. 
These gravels may cause reser
voir leakage If they connect at 
depth with pervious deeper alluvium 
of the Big Muddy valley. 

Easily excavated. No 
significant cementation. 
Pits In low terraces en
counter water table gener
ally between 10 and 20 ft. 

Used as concrete aggregate, road 
surfacing, run-of-bank gravel for per
vious backfill. Many inactive pits exist 
In the low terraces along the Big Muddy. 
Washing and sorting necessary for good 
concrete aggregate. Probably more 
than 1,000,000 cu. yds. available in 
quadrangle. 

Highway: The Montana Highway 
Department has used some of these 
gravels for sub base and surfacing. 

Cheyenne 

i 

[h stability in man-
slopeB. Road cuts 
a 1 are commonly 
ttle to no sliding, 
relatively high 

>mpacted. 
on material. Its 
:atea that appre-
need not be antl-
vy loads, 
g: medium. 

Drainage fair to poor. Upland 
west of Big Muddy valley has many 
poorly drained depressions. Fairly 
Impervious although some small-
yielding water wells are In till. 
Remolded till Is rather Impervious 
and makes good Impervious borrow 
in water-control structures. 

Easily excavated with 
power tools, relatively slow 
digging manually. Good 
compaction with sheepsfoot 
and rubber-tired rollers. 
Moisture control necessary. 
Local accumulation of stones 
may Interfere with grading or 
excavation. 

A good Impervious and general fill 
when well compacted. Source of boulders 
for riprap or stone where concentrated on 
surface as stone piles in fields, also 
large accumulation aloe* middle part of 
Irish Coulee where they have washsd from 
tlU banks. 

Highway: For unsurfaced roads: 
difficult trafftcablltty when wet through 
highly atable when dry. 

As subgrade: fair to good exoept 
where drainage Is poor. 

Williams 
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QUARTZITE SAND AND GRAVEL: Interbedded 
sand and gravel. Gravel: characteristic
ally brown, well-rounded, with medium to 
coarse grades predominating. Gravel 
llthologles are: brown quartettes, cherts, 
agattzed wood, quartz, dense porphyry and 
some limestone. Some lime coating and 
Iron staining but no cementation noticed. 
Sand: gray (salt !i pepper), fairly uniform, 
medium-grained, with many thin clayey 
seams. 
Casa. Class.: GP PRA Class.: A-3 

Interrupted outcrops along bluffs 
on the west side of Big Muddy valley 
south oI the Homestead road 1-30 ft. 
thick. Also In bluffs on NE side of 
Smoke Creek (sect. 20, T. SON. 
R.54E); small outcrops on south shore 
of Johnson's lake (8Ej, sect. 21, 
T.30N., R.5SE.). Underlies glaolal 
till and overlies Fort Union. Gravel 
reported in some wells west of Big 
Muddy valley. Sands reported In 
many wells In the lowland south and 
SE of Homestead. 

Outcrops on coulee 
sides and in the bluff of 
Big Muddy valley. Out
crop generally on steep 
slopes and marked by 
gravel covered smsll 
spurs and knobs. 

Good foundation material. Ver 
poor slope stability due to relative! 
low Internal friction because of the 
hard, smooth-surfaced, and well-
rounded gravel. 

Non-frost heaving. 

FORT UNION FORMATION: (1) (Early Eocene 
lake depoetta). Alternating beds of com
pact silt (sandy to clayey) and clay (sllty 
to fatty) often sufficiently compact to be 
termed soft clay shales and sllty shales; 
cohesion and plasticity slight to consider-
sble depending on qusntity of clay; inter
bedded sllty fine sand to uniform fine sand; 
lignite coal; (2) Masses and beds of soft to 
hard limey sandstone up to S ft. thick; 
occasional thin-bedded limestone and thin 
seams and Irregular masses of brown iron
stone, Silt, clay, and sand probably rep
resent order of Importance of three main 
textures with silt most abundant. Textural 
gradation rapid in all directions. Only coal 
beds show persistence over wide area. 
Dry surface color varies from white and 
light yellow to various shades of gray. 
Moist soils are mostly medium grsy to 
dark blue gray. Fractures and joints are 
common In all llthologles. 
Casa. Class.: SP. ML. CL. CH. SF. 
PRA CUM.: A-2. A-3. A-t. A-6. A-7 

Underlies entire area and can 
be found beneath all other soils. 
Thickness roughly estimated to be 
800 ft. It outcrops extensively In 
southern part of quadrangle and 
along the low bluffs forming west 
side of Big Muddy valley. Also 
outcrops on coulee sides of many 
west bank tributaries to Big Muddy 
Creek. Elsewhere it Is burled by 
later soils. The depth of burial 
varies from a thin and somewhat 
fragmentary till cover (0-40 ft.) on 
the uplands west of the Big Muddy 
to 125 ft. or more under Big Muddy 
Creek valley and under the deep till 
and sand area in the lowland east 
snd south of Homestead, Fort 
Union outcrops on slopes are fre
quently masked by a thin layer of 
glacial boulders. 

Outcrops in steep 
bluff and coulee sides 
and In some of the 
rolling upland In south
ern part of area. Sur
face often marked by 
small landslips and 
also by Irregularities 
in slope produced by 
differential erosion. 
Lower slopes are gen
erally less steep than 
upper. Outcrop areas 
almost always marked 
by some grassfree, 
bare exposures pro
duced by small alldes. 

Natural slopes characterized b 
many small slips slthough no large 
slides have been noticed in quad
rangle. Clays slide more often tha 
sand although relative abundance of 
joints and fractures are Important 1 
stability of all ltthologles. Stability 
also depends on seepage of ground 
water, particularly along tops of 
more clayey beds or In more jointe 
beds. Stable near-vertical slopes 
have been observed though the nor
mal frequency of Jointing is sufflcli 
to Impair stsblllly of a vertical sloi 
Unweathered clays and clay shales 
are very compact and can probably 
bear heavy loads without significant 
settlement. Stability of footings mi 
be influenced by planes of weaknesi 
including fractures and contacts of 
different llthologles. Silts and fine 
sands frost-heave badly where pool 
drained. 

(1) Structure of the Fort Union formation: The position of the quadrangle Oft the west wide of the Wllllston basin Indl- mines. The low 
cati* a low regional dip to the east. Using coal bed* aa a guide many small, shallow and local folds are apparent. noted at averagi 
Dips are fairly erratic rather than regular and have been noticed to reach aa steep as 6 degrees locally. lignite beds havi 

The lignite beds 
(2) Lignite In the Fort Union: Field evidence Indicates the probability of five lignite beds outcropping on the quadrangle. oondltlons the II 

These beds, although fairly persistent, from time to time pinch to negligible thickness and even disappear entirely. 
Thicknesses roughly average 2 ft. or less although thicknesses at from 6 to 10 ft. have been reported in some old *Corps of Engineer! 
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n material. Very 
r due to relatively 
n because of the 
iced, and well-

ring. 

Drainage excellent. Some 
spring action at contact with 
underlying Fort Union beds. 

Very permeable both undis
turbed and as borrow. 

Easily worked. Oravel 
pit development will be bank 
excavation because of hillside 
outcrops. Where till cover 
Is thin enough to allow strip-
ping, thin gravels can be 
easily worked with dragline 
or scraper. 

A good pervious backfill, A fair 
pervious shell material for earth fill 
dama. Poor grading and presence of 
quartette, chert, and agate suggest a 
poor concrete aggregate for high-alkaline 
cement*. 

Highway: Good to fair road sub base 
but relatively poor surface course unless 
crushed and graded. 

Cheyenne 

characterized by 
lthough no large 
itlced in quad-
« more often than 
ive abundance of 
s are important to 
>logles. Stability 
epage of ground 
f along tops of 
>r In more Jointed 
-vertical slopes 
1 though the nor-
ilntlng Is sufficient 
of a vertical slope, 
and clay shales 
ind can probably 
ithout significant 
Ity of footings may 
anes of weakness, 
i and contacts of 
s. Silts and fine 
badly where poorly 

Drainage good In sand but very 
poor In slit and clay. Tight gray 
claya are particularly Impervious. 
Seepage springs occur on sides and 
base of Fort Union bluffs and slopes 
developing at contact of Fort Union 
and overlying quartette gravel 
(NEj, sect. 24, T.31N., R.5SE.), 
also top of beds of gray clay (SW^, 
sect. 27, T32N., R.55E.), and at 
outcrops of lignite (BEj, sect. 8, 
T.29N., R.54E.). Lignite and 
sand are chief water-bearing 
llthologles. Some reservoir leak
age may be anticipated through coal 
outcrops. 

All llthologles other 
than occasional local masses 
of sandstone and limestone 
can be excavated with pick 
and ahovel. Very plastic, 
tough clays moderately diffi
cult to handle. Different 
textural types require differ
ent compaction treatment, the 
fine sands and allty aands 
compact fairly well under 
controlled conditions with 
rubber-tired rollers. Silts 
and olaya compact less well 
and for maximum densities 
require moisture control and 
aheepsfoot type rollers. 

Sand too fine and uniforn) for concrete 
aggregate. Some clayey sands (vl«. lower 
Irish Coulee) make fairly a table fill. Other 
soils are too fins and imlform grained for 
very strong fill although they are usable. 
Clayey soils a souroe of Impervious fill for 
water control structures. Some sandstone 
beds possibly usable for riprap although 
spotty In occurrence, In small quantities, 
and generally fairly salt with a lime cement 
that leaches rapidly. At Rooky Point (NWj, 
sect. 9, T.29N., R.S4E.) sandstone is 
fairly bard and occurs In beds up to 2 ft. 
thick. Accumulations of glacial bouldera 
often thinly mantle Fort Union outcrops. 
A small deposit of baked silt and clay 
("soorla") occur* In one locality (Hi, Nlj, 
sect. 24, T.29N., R.S4E.). This material 
has been used as road surfaclt«. Some 
Fort Union clays may be usable in brick 
and tile manufacture. 

Highway: Fair to bad sub base. Some 
poorly drained allts may frost-heave badly. 

Batnvllla 

mines. The lowernust lignite bed outcrops at an average elevation of about 1950 ft. Other lignite beds have been 
noted at average elevations of 2050 ft., 2120 ft., 2170 ft., and 2240 ft. However, due to structural Irregularities 
lignite beds have been observed at elevations that vary above and below these average figures by as much as 30 ft. 
The lignite beds.are generally very permeable and they provide an Important source of well water. Under some 
oondltlons the lignite beds may be considered as avenues of leakage for water-containing atructures. 

rps of Engineers or the Casagrande soil classification. ••Public Roads Administration (U. S. Bureau of Public Roads) classification. 
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construction purposes. However, it is an original work, not an inter

pretation, compiled by systematic investigation and field and 

laboratory testing. 

Through agreements with the U.S. Department of Commerce, 

Bureau of Public Roads, many state highway departments have continued 

an active program of preparing construction materials maps generally 

adjacent to major or future highway corridors. Several examples of 

these have been consulted and compared and have been found to con

tain essentially the same information. Differences were noted primarily 

in the report format. Two examples from rather diverse geologic settings 

are (1) Construction Material Resources of the Vega Alta [Puerto Rico] 

Quadrangle (Perrv 19 63), and (2) Construction Material Survey. Inter

state Route 80 (Wyoming Highway Department 1964a). Both reports 

present a general description of the report area and discussion of its 

basic geology. From this point the methods of presentation diverge. 

The Vega Alto report contains a single map at a scale of 

1:62, 500. All geologic units described in the report are mapped. Where 

some geologic formations are composed of members having distinctive 

properties, these are shown separately on the map. Unconsolidated 

deposits are mapped according to origin and texture, i.e., beach 

deposits, windblown sand. 

Construction materials are classed according to use and are 

discussed in the text portion of the report. Major sources of each 
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material are reported. Engineering properties (excavation, foundation 

strength, slope stability, utilization) are described qualitatively in 

tabular format within the text. Limited quantitative results are pre

sented as average values for certain mechanical properties for specific 

borrow pits sampled. 

The Wyoming report includes a brief evaluation of construction 

material potential for each geologic unit mapped. Map units are limited 

to classical geological formations plus the recent unconsolidated 

deposit categories: alluvium, sand dunes, glacial deposits, and 

terrace deposits. The report consists of a series of maps each covering 

1 township unit (36 square miles) per page at a scale of 1:62, 500. Total 

coverage by all maps is a band 40 miles wide following the proposed 

interstate route. 

Each detailed map shows the distribution of consolidated and 

unconsolidated materials and location of test pits. Text on each page 

summarizes the construction material potential of the township. Tabu

lar data presents descriptive soil profiles in test pits, detailed results 

of laboratory tests and an evaluation of suitability for use of each 

deposit sampled. 

The Wyoming Highway Department (1964b) has prepared an 

excellent procedure manual for materials location survey. Aside from 

the numerous local policy and administrative guidelines this manual 
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contains considerable information on mapping methods, materials 

classification, definitions of terms, sampling procedures, etc. 

The New Mexico State Highway Department has prepared maps 

of the corridors containing its interstate routes. Information content of 

these maps is very similar to that of the Wyoming maps. One unique 

feature is the presentation of the maps showing the entire corridor on 

either side of the interstate route. Below the map on each page is a 

simplified geologic profile along a line approximating the Interstate 

route. Such a profile adds greatly to the significance of the map by 

creating a more vivid picture to the map user. 

All of these construction material maps can be considered more 

or less adequate to meet the intended use, location of construction 

materials. They may be of some additional use for estimating founda

tion conditions and construction requirements as one would interpret 

any geologic map. The Wyoming maps would be more difficult to use, 

however, because of their limited areal coverage. 



CHAPTER 3 

SOIL MAPPING AND ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS 

Before discussing soil mapping, it is first necessary to define 

the meaning of the term soil in its various uses. 

a. Agricultural soil science (pedology). In this usage soil is 

considered to be that natural part of the earth's surface, characterized 

by layers resulting from modification of parent materials by physical, 

chemical and biological processes operating under varying conditions 

for varying amounts of time. Two other requirements which are usually 

included in this context are that the soil contain organic matter and that 

it be capable of sustaining plant growth. 

b. Geology. In geology soil is synonymous with regolith, 

meaning the layer of loose, incoherent rock material that forms the sur

face of the land and rests on the hard or "bed" rocks. In this definition, 

considerably broader than that above, the key word is "loose". Such a 

definition includes all of the unconsolidated sediments, glacial, wind

blown, fluvial, volcanic ash and organic accumulations, which are not 

cemented or indurated. 

c. Engineering. Engineering and soil mechanics usage of the 

term soil is similar to geologic usage. Most soil mechanics texts and 

38 
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engineering soil manuals use such a definition. It is appropriate to add 

that many engineers consider soil to be any material which can be exca

vated by normal earthmoving equipment without the aid of drilling and 

blasting. This would include many materials, i.e., soft shales and 

sandstones, considered to be "rocks" by geologists. In other usage 

soil is any loose material up through gravel size (2 in.). In some soil 

mechanics texts soil is qualified by saying it reacts with predictable 

behavior under given conditions (Hough 1957). 

Agricultural Soil Maps 

Agriculture soil maps, like geology maps, are a factual repre

sentation of the distribution of materials on the surface of the earth. As 

such they may be of use to the engineer. 

The soil classification system used in pedology is complex. 

But once understood it is easily comprehended. It is based on the con

cept that a soil (and its properties) are derived from its parent material, 

with climate, relief, vegetation and age contributing to develop the 

particular soil. Thus, soils of similar parent materials and all other 

factors being equal will have similar properties. 

Soils are classified according to six categories, progressively 

more specific, which are: order, sub order, great soil group, family, 

series, and type. There are only three orders of soils: (1) zonal, having 

well-developed profiles that reflect the dominant influence of climate 
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and vegetation; (2) intrazonal, having essentially well-developed pro

files reflecting the dominant influence of some local factor such as 

relief, parent material, or age over the normal effects of climate and 

vegetation; and (3) azonal soils, without well-developed profiles. 

Soil type is the basic map unit of the county soil survey maps 

prepared by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation 

Service. Soil type is a sub-division of the soil series based on the 

texture of the surface layer. As implied, soil types are grouped into 

soil series, that is, soils having developed from similar parent material 

and which have similar characteristics of profile, texture, structure, 

color, and composition. 

Figure 9 is an example of a portion of an early soil map. 

Present day county soil survey maps are compiled and published on 

aerial photograph base maps. Such a method of presentation is a 

significant improvement as it makes it possible for the user to associate 

the soil types with the terrain and vegetation. Specific soil types may 

be located and their limits determined in the field by the visual associa

tion. The experienced engineering geologist can gain considerable infor

mation about the soil conditions by combining the physical description 

of the soil types given in the text of the soil report with interpretation of 

geologic conditions from the aerial photograph base maps of the soil 

report. 
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Use of Agricultural Soil Maps for Engineering Purposes 

Many authors have discussed the validity of the pedologic soil 

classification system for engineering applications, among them, 

Greenman (1951) and Aitchison (1967). Also Bodman (1949), Hicks (1949), 

Thornburn (1951a), and Thornburn and Bissett (1951) have all written on 

the use of the agricultural soil map for engineering purposes. 

As previously stated, agricultural soil maps are a factual 

representation of the distribution of soils classified in the agricultural 

or pedologic system. The soil types (the individual mapping units) are 

described in detail in the soil report as to their grain size, texture, 

profile, etc. The engineer or geologist, by interpreting these descrip

tions to his own particular interests, can arrive at some very successful 

conclusions regarding the engineering behavior of the various soil types. 

Some of the suggested engineering uses of soil survey maps 

(Soil Conservation Service 1963, p. 66) are: 

1. Make soil and land-use studies that will aid in the 
selection and development of industrial, business, 
residential and recreational sites; 

2. Make preliminary estimates of the engineering proper
ties of soils in planning agricultural drainage systems, 
farm ponds, irrigation systems, and diversion terraces; 

3. Make reconnaissance surveys of soil and ground con
ditions that will aid in locating highways and airports 
and in planning detailed soil surveys for their intended 
locations; 

4. Locate sources of sand and gravel; 
5. Correlate pavement performance with types of soil and 

thus develop information that will be useful in design
ing and maintaining pavements; 
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6. Determine the suitability of soils for cross country 
movement of vehicles and construction equipment; 

7. Supplement information obtained from other published 
maps and reports and aerial photographs, for the pur
pose of making soil maps and reports that can be used 
readily by engineers; 

8. Estimate the nature of material encountered when 
excavating for buildings and other structures; and 

9. Determine the suitability for septic tank sewage 
disposal systems. 

In order to adequately utilize such maps, the interpreter must 

have some knowledge of the pedologic system, just as a knowledge of 

geology is required for the interpretation of geologic maps for engineer

ing purposes. Usefulness of the agricultural maps is somewhat limited 

by the relatively slight depth to which soils are described for agricul

tural purposes, usually 3 to 4 feet. 

The descriptions of soil types and soil series usually contain 

reference to the soils, parent materials, the materials from which they 

are derived, either bedrock or transported deposists. It is possible 

therefore, to group the soil types according to parent material, redraw 

the map using as map units groups which have similar parent materials, 

thus creating a new map which is a very good approximation of the 

geology of the area. 

According to Thornburn (1951a), once an engineering soil 

classification has been adopted, it is possible to prepare engineering 

soil maps almost directly from the agricultural reports. The Michigan 

Highway Department (McLaughlin and Stokstad 1946; Greenman 1951) has 
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prepared extensive engineering soil maps using soil survey maps as a 

base. Similar work has been carried out in Illinois (Thornburn and 

Bissett 1951). 

Realizing the potential engineering applications of soil survey 

maps, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (U.S.D.A.) has made consid

erable effort to produce reports and maps with more engineering 

significance. Research into relationships between engineering and 

agricultural soil classifications has resulted in diagrams for the con

version from agricultural soil nomenclature to that of common engineering 

classification systems (Rieger et al. 1957). Tests with hundreds of 

samples classified according to the agricultural texture classification 

(Figure 14) led to correlations with the American Association of State 

Highway Officials (AASHO) soil classification (Figure 15) and the 

Unified soil classification (Figure 16), both used extensively in 

engineering practice. There is no need to discuss AASHO and Unified 

classification here, however Figures 17 and 18 are included to furnish 

easy reference to these systems. 

Using the textural description of the soil types from the soil 

survey report, also making use of references to soil plasticity, it is 

possible to regroup agricultural soil types into either AASHO or Unified 

soil types with the aid of trilateral diagrams, Figures 15 and 16. This 

has been done for the study area along the Kaycee-Barnum road. Table 

VI is a summary of the results of reclassifications made at one-half 
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CLASSIFICATION OF SOILS AND SOIL-AGGREGATE MIXTURES (WITH SUGGESTED SUBGROUPS) 

General classification Granular materials 
(35 percent or less passing No. 200) 

Silt-clay materials (more than 
35 percent passing No. 200) 

Group classification 

A-l A-3 A-2 A-4 A-5 A-6 • A-7 

Group classification 
A-l-a A-l-b A-2-4 A-2-5 A-2-6 A-2-7 A-7-5: 

A-7-6 

Sieve analysis, percent passing: 
No. 10 
No. 40 
No. 200 

Characteristics of fraction pass
ing No. 40: 

Liquid limit 
Plasticity index 

Group index 
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FIGURE 17. AASHO soil classification system. 
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Slight to mtdium Slow to none Slight to medium MH Inorganic tilt*, rnicaceout or diatomoceout fine 
tandy or silty soils, tlaific silts. 

• 

a f 
* 3 

i  1 
'a -

8 S 
(M •-

w ^ 8  

i |  1 

i i  i  

i l l  
kl J 
X 9 
c * 

s 
0 

1 

i  

5 

i * •• u 
< 5 • 

5 ^ w 

High to vtry high None High CH Inorganic days of high plasticity, fat clays. 

• 

a f 
* 3 

i  1 
'a -

8 S 
(M •-

w ^ 8  

i |  1 

i i  i  

i l l  
kl J 
X 9 
c * 

s 
0 

1 

i  

5 

i * •• u 
< 5 • 

5 ^ w Mtdium to high None to vary slow Slight to medium OH Organic clays of medium to high plasticity. 

HIOHLY OROANIC SOILS Rtodily idmtified by color, odor, spongy feel end 
frequently by tibroui texture. 

Ft Peat and other highly organic toilt. 

t Boundary ctossificotiont.-- Soil* possessing chorocttristics ot t«0 group* art dlsignitid ky comkinationi ot group lymkolt. For *>ompt* GW-GC, 

FIGURE 18. Unified soil cl< 
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SOIL CLASSIFICATION 
UTIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION 

AMES 
INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR 

DESCRIBING SOILS 
now 

CRITERIA 

ond mixtures. 

toed mixtures, 

irovel-sand-

gravel-sand-

gndS; little or 

sondsj little or 

l-silt mixtures. 

*td-clay mixtures. 

indt, rock flour, tilfy 
ight plasticity. 

im plasticity, gravelly 
ii, lean clayi 

F-deys of low 

Katomaceous fine 
••Its. 

ity, fat days. 

igh plasticity. 

c soils. 

Give typical name) indicate approximate 
percentages of sand and gravel ,md«. 
IU«, angularity, surface candition, 
and hardness of the coarse grains; 
local or geologic name and other 
pertinent descriptive information) 
and symbol in parentheses. 

For undisturbed soils add information 
on stratification, degree of compact
ness .cementation, moisture conditions -
and drainage characteristics. 

CXAMPLC>-
Sllty tend, gravelly; about 20% hard, 

angular gravel particles J-in. maiimum 
size 1 rounded and subangular sand 
grains coarse to fine-, abouf IS* non-
plastic fines with low dry strength; 

well.compactad and moist in place; 
alluvial sand; ISM) 

Give typical name j indicate degree end 
character of plasticity, amount and 
maiimum site of coarse grains; colar 
in wet condition,odor if any, local or 
geologic name, and other pertinent 
desariptive information) and symbol 
in parentheses* 

For undisturbed toils add information 
on structure, stratification,consistency 
in undisturbed and remolded states, 
moisture and drenege conditions. 

CXAMPkl:-
Cleyey silt, brown., slightly plastic; 

small percentage of fine sand; 
numerous vertical root holes; firm 
ond dry in place; loess;IML) 

o l S  
i § i  * *  
S s s  s f *  

it 3 iS1 

Cy 
- f e - *  

cc * onc an< 3 

Not meeting oil gradation requirements for Gw 

Atterberg limits below V line, 
or pi less than 4 

Atterberg limits above V line 
with PI greater then 7 

Above V line with 
PI between 4 and r 
are borderline cases 
requiring use of dual 
symbols. 

Cu • - Greoter thon C 

Ct - Between one and i 

Not meeting all gradation requirements for >«r 

Atterberg limits below V line 
or PI less thon 4 

Atterberg limits obove 'A* line 
with PI greater than r 

Above V line with 
PI between 4 end r 
are borderline casts 
requiring use of duel 
symbols. 

UtlHIiM Mill if IMll uMH iIWT 
TwekMH try iKflll^ 

liouio LIMIT 

ELASTICITY CHART 
rom l>huti» ci*ssific*tim er net mums* sent 

example GW-GC, well graded grovel-sand mixture with clay binder. 

ed soil classification chart. 
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foot intervals of the soil profiles (Figure 19) as described by Dunnewald 

et al. (1939). 

U s i n g  t h e  s o i l  m a p  ( F i g u r e  9 ) ,  o v e r l a y s  s h o w i n g  d i s t r i b u t i o n  

of soil types have been prepared for each depth increment for both the 

AASHO and Unified classifications. These appear overprinted on the 

agricultural soil base map in Figures 20 through 25. It is interesting 

that some degree of consistency was noted between the derived class

ifications as mapped and the classifications of samples taken on the 

highway project. It is unreasonable to expect a high degree of 

correlation because of the extremely small scale of the original soil 

map and inaccuracies in the old base map, mapping boundaries, and 

misidentifications of some of the agricultural soil types. 

Other work by the U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Service has led 

to the inclusion of the results of engineering soil tests in the soil 

descriptions in more recent soil survey reports. An example is shown 

in Table Vila. Also shown are qualitative evaluations of the various 

engineering uses of each soil type (Table Vllb). Such information along 

with the quality of the photo maps makes the agricultural soil survey 

reports invaluable as engineering planning references and considerably 

more useful than the early soil maps such as that of Dunnewald et al. 

(19 39). 



TABLE VI. Summary of conversion from agricultural nomenclature to engineering soil types for 
the soils along the Kaycee-Barnum road. 

Depth 0.5 feet 1.0 feet 1.5 feet 2.0 feet 2.5 feet 3.0 feet 

Wolf loam (Wl) i ML-CL A—4 6/9 CL A-6 1/8 ML-CL 
A-4 
or 

A-6 
1/8 ML-CL 

A-4 
or 

A-6 
1/6 ML-CL 

A-4 
Or 

A-6 
14 A15 OM A-l-b 

Wolf fine sandy 
loam (Wf) 4 3M A—4 3 SM-SC A-4 3 SM-SC A-4 3 SM-SC A-4 3 SM-SC A-4 

14,12, 
3 as OM A-l-b 

Big Horn loam(Bh) I ML A—4 1 ML A-4 6 CL A-6 8 CL A-6 8 CL A-6 8 CL A-6 

Big Horn clay loam 
(Bm) a CL A-G 8/9 CL A-6 6/9 CL A-6 6/9 CL A-6 *8 CL A-6 8 CL A-6 

Big Horn clay (Be) 9 CL A—€ 10 CH A-T-B 10 CH A-T-3 9 CL A-6 9 CL A-6 11,13 
*14 SP A-2 

Big Horn fine 
sandv loam(Bf) 

4 SM-SC A—4 10 CH A-7-5 10 CH A-7-5 10 CH A-7-5 10 CH A-7-5 11,13 
a 14 SP A-2 

Twin Creek fine 
sandy loam (Tf) 4 SM A-4 2/8 ML-CL A-6 6/8 CL A-6 8/8 CL A-6 6/8 CL A-6 

11,13 

a i4 SP A—2 

Laurel loam (LI) 1 ML A-4 3 ML A-4 5 ML A-4 5 ML A-4 5 ML A-4 
11,13 
a i4 SP A-2 

Renohill loam(RI) 1 ML A-4 4/1 SM A-4 12/3 SM A-4 12/3 SM A-4 12/3 SM A-4 17 

Renohill clay loam 
(Rc) 9 CL A-6 9/e CH A-7-5 9/6 CH A-7-5 8/1 CL A-7-5 1/4 SM-SC A-4 16 

Ulm fme sandy 
loam (Uf) 4 SM-SC A-4 3 SM A-4 3/7 SC A-6 3/7 SC A-6 18/17 18/17 

Searing loam (SI) 2 OL A-8 B/(l« ML-CL A-6 16 16 16 16 

Lismas loam (LI) ML-CL A-6 9 CL A-6 9 CL A-6 16 16 16 

Lismas clay (Ly) • CL A-6 • CL A-6 9 CL A-6 16 16 16 

* 
1 Loam 

2 Loam (organic) 
3 Sandy loam 

4 Fine sandy loam 
5 Silt loam 
6 Heavy loam 
7 Sandy clay loam 
8 Clay loam 
9 Clay 

10 Heavy clay 
11 Silt 
12 Fine sand 

13 Sand 
14 Gravel 
15 Cobbles 

16 Shale 
17 Sandy shale 
18 Sandstone 

Cn 
O 



0 — 

5 — 

10 — 

15 — 

V) 

« 

20 — 

25 — 

Q 30 

35 -

40 — 

45 — 

Wolf  
loam 

Wol f  f ine  
sandy loam 

Dark gray-

brown loam 

(laminated) 

Light brown 

heavy loam/ 

clay (very stif f )  

(prismatic 

structure) 

Parent Moterial:  

gravel and 

cobbles of 

older Tertiary 

al luvial  fans 

oose 
gray -  brown 

sil ty very f ine 

sandy loam 

(mulch-l ike) 

-Gray-yellow, 
ol ive drab 
loam/clay loam 
(accumulated 
l ime) 

Brown/gray-

brown f ine 

sandy loam 

(f irm) 

ray-brown 
fine sondy loam 

(surface mulch) 

Brown 

sandy loam 

(sl ightly 

compact) 

Parent Material:  

gravelly 

f ine sand/ 

f ine sandy loam, 

local gravel and 

cobble deposits 

in si l ty 

calcareous loam 

of older Tertiary 

al luvial  fans 

Big Horn 
loam 

Light brown 

loam 

Yellow-brown 

loam 

(compact) 

Yellow-brown 

clay loam 

Parent Material:  

younger Tertiary 

al luvial  terraces 

FIGURE 19. Typical profiles of agricultural soil types along the Ka; 
given by Dunnewald et al. (19 39). 
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Big Horn Big  Horn Big  Horn f ine  Twin  Creek  f ine  
c lay  loam c lay  sandy loam sandy loam 

Light-brown/ 

grayish-brown 

clay loam 

Compact 

clay loam/ 

clay 

Parent Material:  

younger Tertiary 

al luvial  terraces 

_ (_MuJch-l ike)_ 

Brown or dork 
gray-brown 

clay 
( laminated) 

•^Possible 
hardpan 

Compact 

heavy 

cloy 

Olive-gray 
clay 

(sl ightly 
compact) 
(Gypsum) 

Parent Material:  

stratif ied 

al luvial  material  

with thin layers 

of gravel of 

younger Tertiary 

al luvial  terraces 

Dark brown 

f ine sandy 

loam 

Heavy clay 

with 

accumulated 

l ime 

Parent Material:  

younger Tertiary 

al luvial  terraces 

Reddish brown 

or dark 

reddish brown 

f ine sandy loam 

Yellowish red or l ight 
reddish brown loam to 
calcareous red heavy 
loam or clay loam 

Highly 
calcareous 

red heavy loam 
or clay loam 

(with gypsum) 

(with gravel)  

Parent Material:  

Pleistocene 

terraces 

ng the Kaycee-Barnum road. Prepared from descriptions of soil types 



0 

5 

10 

15 

in 

T 20 
c 

c 

125 

o. 

Q 30 

35 

40 

45 

Laure l  
loam 

Light grayish-

browrr-fr iable 

calcareous loam 

Alternating 

buff and 

grayish-brown 

silt  loam 

and loam 

or thin cloy 

Parent Material:  

al luvial  f lood 

plain deposits 

Renohi l l  
loam 

Brown 

compact 

loom 

Light loam 

or f ine 

sandy loam 

Very f ine 

sand or 

sandy loam.. . .  

to 

several feet 

Parent Material:  

sandy shale 

Renohi l l  
c lay  loam 

ight grayish-
brown fine 
sandy loam 
(mulch-l ike) 

Firm 
brown 
loam 

Dense, compact 

ol ive-brown 

clay 

Olive -brown 

l imey cloy 

or 

lay loam 

Loam 

fine sandy 

loam 

Parent Material:  

ol ive-brown 

partly 

disintegrated 

shale 

•Loose l ight-
grayish brown 
si l ty clay loam 

Rough stony land:  "a land tx t t i .  Including a variety of soil types, too steep, stony. 

FIGURE 19. Cont 



Sear ing 
loam 

- (Gray__- brown) 

Reddish-brown 

fr iable loam 

containing 

organic matter 

Light pink 
si l t  loam 

with red 
angular gravel 

and white 

si l ty l ime 

Parent Material:  

hardened 

red shale 

L isma s  
loam 

Gray or ol ive 

gray loam 

Gray cloddy 

clay 

Parent Material:  

partly 

decomposed 

gray shale 

streaked with 

iron rust 

Lismas 
c lay  

Olive gray 

Gray cloddy clay 

with l ime and 

gypsum 

Parent Material  

partly 

decomposed 

shale 

rmlng." 



FIGURE 20. AASHO classification of soils in the study area at a depth of 1. 0 ft 
Interpreted from agricultural soil descriptions using Figure 15. 
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FIGURE 21. AASHO classification of soils in the study area at a depth of 2. 0 ft. 
Interpreted from agricultural soil descriptions using Figure 15. 



FIGURE 22. AASHO classification of soils in the study area at a depth of 3. 0 ft. 
Interpreted from agricultural, soil descriptions using Figure 15, 
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FIGURE 23. Unified classification of soils at 1.0 ft. depth in the study area. 
Interpreted from agricultural soil descriptions using Figure 16. 
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FIGURE 24. Unified classification of soils at 2.0 ft. depth in the study area. 
Interpreted from agricultural soil descriptions using Figure 16. 
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FIGURE 25. Unified classification of soils at 3.0 ft. depth in the study area. 
Interpreted from agricultural soil descriptions using Figure 16. 



TABLE VII. 
qualitative 

Examples of descriptive tables from a recent soil surve 
evaluation of agriculture soir types for engineering cons 

(a) 

Soil name and looation Parent material 

Bureau of 
Public 
Roads 

report No. 

Depth 
from 

surface 
Horizon 

MoiBture-density 

Maximum 
dry 

density 

Optimum 
moisture 

Appling 
Three 

_ loam: 
hree-tenthB of a mile south of junction 
of State Highways 647 and 123. 

Beltsville loam: 
Near Pohick Station, 100 yards west of 

Route 638. 

Bermudian silt loam: 
Sample for Fairfax quadrangle—1946... 

Granite gneiss. 

Sand, silt, and clay of 
Coastal Plain terrace. 

Alluvium from Triassic soils. 

530651 
530652 
530653 

530674 
530675 
530676 
530677 
530678 

70942 
70943 
70944 

Incha 
1-7 

12-20 
32-40 

0-8 
8-19 

19-27 
27-56 
56-74 

2-6 
6-19 

19-51 

A , 
B , 
C , 
A, 
Aj, BJI, BJJ 
B„i 
Bo, j 
C, 
Layer 1 
Layer 2 
Layer 3 

Lb. per eti. //. 
116 
106 
106 

116 
116 
125 
117 
113 

103 
105 
108 

Ptrctnl 

(b) 

Soil type and map symbol 

Percolation 
of water in 

presaturated 
soil 

Shrink-swell 
potential 

Suitability as a source of-

Topeoil 

Rating 
Usable 
thick
ness 

Sand and gravel Road fill 

Suit 
tan 

Appling gritty loam (Aa, Ab, Ac). 

Beltsville silt loam (6b) 

Beltsville loam (Ba). 

Bormudian silt loam (Be). 

Mtnuiu ptr Inch 
20 to more 

than 60. 

More than 60. 

More than 60. 

More than 60. 

Low to moder
ate. 

Low. 

Fair. 
Incha 

6 Unsuitable Fair. 

Fair. 

Low. Fair. 

Low. Good. 30 

Upper part not 
suitable; 
below depth 
of 8 feet is 
a suitable 
layer 10 to 
20 feet thick. 

Upper part not 
suitable; 
below depth 
of 8 feet is a 
suitable 
layer 10 to 
20 feet thick. 

Unsuitable 

Upper 4 to 5 feet 
fair; good below 
this depth. 

Upper 4 to 5 feet 
fair; good below 
this depth. 

Fair to poor. 

Mar| 
sti 
thi 
su: 

Poor 

Poor 

Pool 
wi 
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it soil survey report: (a) report of engineering soil test data; and (b) 
neering construction uses. From Soil Conservation Service (1963). 

(a) 

-density Mechanical analysis Classification 

Optimum 
moisture 

Percentage passing sieve Percentage smaller than Liquid 
limit 

Plasticity 
index 

AASHO 
Optimum 
moisture 

2 inch 
l'A 

inch 
X 

inch 
No. 4 
(4.76 
mm.) 

No. 10 
(2.0 

mm.) 

No. 40 
(0.42 
mm.) 

No. 200 
(0.074 
mm.) 

0.05 
mm. 

0.02 
mm. 

0.005 
mm. 

0.002 
mm. 

AASHO Unified 

Percent 
12 
18 

100 98 86 59 56 44 21 14 22 3 A-4(5) ML. 
Percent 

12 
18 100 oe 93 82 64 61 56 46 39 54 26 A-7-6(14) 

A-7-5(9) 
MH-CH. 

18 100 98 89 76 55 52 43 29 25 54 20 
A-7-6(14) 
A-7-5(9) MH. 

13 
15 
10 
14 

100 

100 05 64 61 46 21 12 20 2 A-4(6) ML. 13 
15 
10 
14 

100 96 70 67 52 34 24 30 12 A-6(8) CL. 
13 
15 
10 
14 

100 g3 52 48 38 22 15 17 4 A-4(3) ML-CL. 

13 
15 
10 
14 100 92 54 51 44 33 27 30 11 A-6(4) CL. 
15 100 94 44 41 37 29 26 32 12 A-6(2) SC. 

20 
18 
17 

100 99 91 43 38 13 A-6(9) ML-CL. 20 
18 
17 

100 98 88 41 35 13 A-6(9) ML-CL. 
20 
18 
17 100 97 73 30 36 14 A-6(9) CL. 

20 
18 
17 100 97 73 

(b) 

Suitability for Beptic-
tank drainage fields 

Soil features affecting engineering praoticee— 

iad fill 

Suitability for Beptic-
tank drainage fields 

Airport and highway 
location 

Footings for single-
family dwellings 

Farm ponds 

iad fill 

Suitability for Beptic-
tank drainage fields 

Airport and highway 
location 

Footings for single-
family dwellings 

Reservoir area Embankment 

to 5 feet 
3od below 
ipth. 

to 5 feet 
Dod below 
.'pth. 

>oor 

Marginal; porous 
strata usually more 
than 5 feet below 
surface. 

Poor; hardpan 

Poor; hardpan — 

Poor; flood plain, high 
water table. 

In places, shallow to 
bedrock and steep 
slopes. 

Compact layer; 
seepage in cut slopes. 

Compact layer; seepage 
in cut slopes. 

Subject to flooding 

Few unfavorable features. 

Few unfavorable features. 

Few unfavorable features. 

Unsuitable; flood plain 

Few unfavorable features. 

Care needed to prevent 
excavating through 
hardpan layer, wnich 
is underlain by 
gravel. 

Care needed to prevent 
excavating through 
hardpan layer, which 
is underlain by gravel. 

Nearly all ponds in this 
soil are dug; care 
needed to prevent 
seepage into BtreamB. 

Few unfavorable featura 

Coarse-textured materia 
suitable for outer 
shell but not suitable 
as clay core sealer. 

Coarse-textured materia 
suitable for outer shel 
but not suitable as 
clay core sealer. 

Coarse-textured materia 
suitable for outer shel 
but not suitable as 
clay core sealer. 
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Engineering Soil Maps 

Approximately 30 highway departments were using agricultural 

soil maps to some extent in 1963 according to Spangler (1964). In con

trast, some states have undertaken the preparation of engineering soil 

maps on a wide spread basis. Two of these are Delaware and New 

Jersey. 

Delaware Maps 

The Delaware maps entitled Water-Table. Surface-Drainage, 

and Engineering Soils are prepared by the U.S. Geological Survey in 

cooperation with the Delaware Geological Survey and Delaware State 

Highway Department (see Adams, Bogges and Coskery 1964). The map

ping is original, showing not only the engineering type and distribution 

of soils, but also the water-table contours and surface-drainage 

network. Soils within the map area were sampled and subjected to 

physical classification tests in order to determine the map unit 

designations. Soil sample pits and sample sites are indicated on the 

map. The results of the physical tests are reported in tabular informa

tion with the map. 

The classification system used for engineering soil types 

combines features used by Kaye (1948) in his engineering geology map 

with the classification proposed by Lueder (1950) and used in the New 

Jersey engineering soils maps. Each soil type is evaluated according 



to its engineering properties in a very qualitative manner. Table VIII 

is an example. Similarities in the manner of qualitative evaluation can 

be noted between this example and the examples in Tables V and Vllb. 

Such a map although specifically designed to meet engineering needs 

must still be considered applicable only to planning purposes and not 

for engineering design uses. 

New Jersey Maps 

The New Jersey engineering soil maps (Rogers 1950) were pre

pared on a county basis by the Joint Highway Research Project at 

Rutgers University in cooperation with the New Jersey Highway Depart

ment. The mapping is original, based entirely on air photo information. 

According to Lueder (1951) it would have been possible to prepare 

acceptable maps from available agricultural and geologic data, but no 

measure of reliability could be attributed to the information. The 

original mapping was performed in a systematic manner, directed 

specifically to engineering requirements. All work was field checked 

and thought to be highly reliable. The mapping scheme is based on the 

classification of soils for engineering purposes devised by Lueder (1950) 

which is explained in Chapter 5 below. The procedure for preparation 

of the New Jersey engineering soil maps uses the following sequence 

(Rogers 1950, p. 36): 
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TABLE VIII. Qualitative evaluation of soil engineering properties 
from a typical engineering soil map. From Adams, Bogges and 
Coskery (1964). 

SoU 
type1 Description Origin 

Engineering properties 

Suitable 
compaction 
equipment 

SoU 
type1 Description Origin 

In place Disturbed3 Suitable 
compaction 
equipment 

SoU 
type1 Description Origin 

Suitability as 
a subgrade3 

SultabUity as a 
wearing surface4 

Suitability as 
embankment 
material 

Compaction 
characteristics 

Suitable 
compaction 
equipment 

AM2 
Nonplastic to slightly 
plastic, sandy soU. 

Fluvial deposits of 
Pleistocene age. Good 

Excellent to good 
depending on 
binder present. 

Good Good 
Rubber-tired 
equipment. 

AM23 
Nonplastic, generally 
poorly graded sandy 
soil. 

Fluvial deposits of 
Pleistocene age. Good to fair. 

Excellent to good 
depending on 
binder present If 
surface is A-2. 
Fair if surface 1b 
A-3. 

Good if predom
inant material 
is A-2. Fair 
if predominant 
material is 
A-3. 

Good if predom
inant material 
is A-2. Poor 
if predominant 
material Is 
A-3. 

Rubber-tired 
equipment for 
soil which is pre
dominantly A-2. 
Vibratory equip
ment for soil 
which is predom
inantly A-3. 

AM24 
Nonplastic to slightly 
plastic, sandy and silty 
soil. 

Fluvial deposits of 
Pleistocene age. 

Good If materi
al left after 
grading is pre
dominantly 
A-2. Fair if 
material left 
after grading is 
predominantly 
A-4, 

Excellent to good 
depending on 
binder present if 
surface is A-2. 
Fair to poor if 
surface is A-4. 

Good if predom
inant material 
is A-2. Fair 
if predominant 
material is 
A-4. 

Good if predom
inant material 
is A-2. Fair 
if predominant 
material is 
A-4. 

Rubber-tired 
equipment. 

AM26 
Nonplastic to highly 
plastic, sandy and 
clayey soil. 

Fluvial deposits of 
Pleistocene age. 

Good If materi
al left after 
grading is pre
dominantly 
A-2. Poor if 
material left 
after grading is 
predominantly 
A-6 or poorly 
drained A-2. 

Good if surface is 
A-2. Poor if sur
face is poorly 
drained A-2. 
Very poor if sur
face is A-6. 

Fair if predom
inant material 
is A-2. Very 
poor if pre
dominant ma
terial is A-6. 

Fair if predom
inant material 
is A-2, Poor 
if predominant 
material is 
A-6. 

Rubber-tired 
equipment for 
soil which is pre
dominantly A-2. 
Sheep's-foot roll
ers for soil which 
Is predominantly 
A-6. 

AM3 Nonplastic, poorly 
graded sandy soil. 

Fluvial deposits of 
Pleistocene age. 

Fair Fair Fair Poor Vibratory equip
ment. 

AM4 
Slightly plastic, silty 

and clayey soil. 

Fluvial and possi* 
bly colian deposits 
of Pleistocene age. 

Fair to poor. Fair to poor. Fair to poor. Fair to poor. Rubber-tired 
equipment. 

AR 
Alluvial gravel, sand, 
silt and clay. 

Alluvium of Recent 
age. Variable Variable Variable Variable Variable. 

MTM 

Soil rich in organic ma
terial and subject to 
inundation by high tides 
No definite profile. 

Tidal marsh de
posits. 

Variable Variable Variable Variable Variable. 

U 
Urban areas where soil 
has been altered ex
tensively by man. 

Undetermined Variable Variable Variable Variable Variable. 

Z 

Soil rich in organic ma
terial and frequently 
poorly drained. May be 
underlain at shallow 
depths by gravel, sand, 
or clay. 

Swamp deposits of 
Pleistocene age. 

Variable Variable Variable Vairable Variable. 

*Two different Boll typce may be combined into a single map symbol (AM2/24), but the engineering characteristics of the individual soil types 
are described separately. 

SFor soil types designated by two-digit numbers, these columns refer to the composite soil. 
3When not subject to frost action. Frost will affect soils that contain appreciable silt and clay and have a high moisture content. 
4Untreated. Additives may aid in stabilization of the sandy soils and minimize dusty conditions. 
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1. Review and detailed study of available geologic aricl~~ 
agronomic references; 

2. Rapid preliminary study of aerial photographs to estab
lish tentative map subdivisions and to define desirable 
sample locations; 

3. Field inspection of entire area with particular attention 
to areas where representative samples can be attained; 

4. Securing soil samples for laboratory testing; 
5. Performance of classification tests on the various 

horizons of each sample; 
6. Correlation of laboratory test results, reference data, 

field observations, and preliminary map subdivisions 
for the purpose of defining final grouping of soils to 
be mapped as a unit; 

7. Delineation of soil group boundaries on the aerial 
photographs in accordance with the final map unit 
definition; 

8. Transfer of aerial photograph delineation to base map 
tracing; 

9. Preparation of descriptive report. 

Although the reports accompanying each county map contain 

results of soil engineering tests, as do other maps previously discussed, 

it is interesting to note that the primary purpose of such tests was to 

define the map classifications and aid in determining appropriate map

ping boundaries. Rogers (1950, p. 4) made the following statement with 

regard to the applicability of the finished maps: 

. . . .  t h e  c o u n t y  m a p s  d o  not provide constants that can be 
inserted in formulas to obtain the answer to any soil 
problem the county maps delineate areas of similar 
soils. The county reports describe the situation and con
dition of occurrence and tabulate the physical properties 
as determined by laboratory tests. Both, the descriptions 
and the tabulations, are provided to guide the user and for 
no other purpose. 



Other Maps 

Bennett and McAlpin (1948) report the preparation of maps for 

3360 square miles in New York State. These maps include both areal 

maps, at a scale of 1:62, 500 prepared on U.S.G.S. topographic quad

rangles, and large scale maps, 500 feet to the inch, for specific route 

alignments. No mention is made of including quantitative values of 

soil properties. Units mapped include landform-parent material 

associations or rock outcrop, much like a surficial geology map. 

The maps reported by Thornburn and Bissett (1951) for a 10 

county area of Illinois are primarily a regrouping of agricultural soil 

types from soil survey maps. However, they are presented as being 

engineering soil maps. Units mapped have similar properties, grain 

size, plasticity and drainage, however do not have any quantitative 

significance. Thornburn (1951b, p. 83) comments: 

I think, as engineers, we are too often concerned with 
having groups well-defined by quantitative properties. When 
dealing with natural phenomena such as soils it is seldom 
possible or at least very expensive to obtain the necessary 
information to classify on the basis of quantitative values. 



CHAPTER 4 

AERIAL PHOTOS IN GEOLOGICAL AND SOIL MAPPING 

The use of the vertical overlapping aerial photograph for the 

mapping of soils and rocks is well documented in the literature and is 

an accepted practice in all parts of the world. The use of aerial photo

graphy has been significant in the advancement of the understanding of 

the earth's history, geologic structure and composition, vegetative 

cover, hydrology and many other aspects of the earth's surface. 

The extensive work entitled The Origin. Distribution and 

Airphoto Identification of United States Soils (Jenkins et al. 1946) must 

be considered a classic in the field. Numerous reports appear in the 

few years preceding, however work by Jenkins and his associates 

formed the foundation for the use of aerial photography not only in 

engineering soils but also in agriculture and geology. The more recent 

work by Ray (1960), Aerial Photographs in Geologic Interpretation and 

Mapping, is one of the finer examples of the uses of aerial photography 

in that field. 

Most of the sources on the use and preparation of geologic and 

soils maps in the previous chapters have cited the use of air photo 

interpretation to some degree or another as an essential part of the 
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mapping program. Photo interpretation is variously defined, but may 

generally be considered to be the process of careful study of aerial 

photographs to determine various elements of ground pattern, from which 

specific conclusions may be induced about some aspect of the terrain 

whether, geology, or soils, or engineering behavior, etc. 

Characteristics of Aerial Photography for Interpretation 

There are two primary requirements for aerial photographs for 

interpretation purposes (1) that they be vertical and (2) that they be 

overlapping. Although interpretation can be done from single photos 

and even oblique photos, the use of vertical overlapping photographs 

permits the creation of a three-dimensional view of the ground when a 

stereoscope is used to view the photographs. A full discussion of the 

principles of stereos copy and vertical aerial photographs can be found 

in any text on photogrammetry or photo interpretation. 

The photo interpretation objective will determine the optimum 

photograph scale. Large regional patterns, geologic structures, major 

landform elements are best observed on small scale photography, 

1:40, 000 to 1:60, 000. General geologic and soil mapping requires a 

photo scale of 1:10, 000 to 1:30, 000; while in some instances detailed 

mapping may require larger scales, 1:6000 or larger. 
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Photo Interpretation Methods 

Photo interpretation of soils and rocks is based on the 

analysis of the photo pattern element: (1) topography and landform, 

(2) surface drainage patterns, (3) erosion details, (4) soil or rock color 

expressed as photographic gray tone value and variation (for black and 

white photography), (5) vegetation, (6) land use, to name the major 

elements. 

Topography reflects the underlying rocks as influenced by the 

forces acting on them; harder resistant units stand out in relief, while 

softer ones are subdued. Some rock or soil materials are identified with 

a particular relief shape (landform) which is characteristic in all 

respects of that type of material (Belcher 1948). 

Drainage patterns reflect overall geologic structure and 

structural details. They may also indicate the soil grain size and 

related rock units, or soil and rock origins. In some cases they may be 

definitive of a specific soil or rock type (Parvis 1950). 

Photographic gray tone values in black and white (panchromatic) 

photography can be associated with soil and rock types, soil or rock 

color or soil-rock-moisture relationships. When the effects of vegeta

tion and moisture content changes are eliminated, gray tone changes 

from area to area usually indicate change in material type. The use of 

color photography adds considerably to interpretation capability by 
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showing subtle color changes which may not be detected as gray tone 

changes on panchromatic photography. 

Presence or absence of vegetation and type of vegetation are 

related to the physical and chemical nature of the soils and the indivi

dual physical-chemical requirements of vegetation types for given 

climatic environments. Knowledge of such vegetation-soil associations 

is a definite aid to identification of soil and rock types. The presence 

of vegetation is readily identified in aerial photos. Some vegetation 

types are also readily identified leading to subsequent soil or rock 

identification. 

Regardless of his desire to change nature to suit his needs, 

man tends to use land according to the land's ability to respond to the 

desired use. Certain crops grow best in certain soil types, hence are 

indicative of the presence of that soil. Certain soils require special 

types of engineering design for construction. Observation in a photo

graph of those unique construction practices suggests the presence to 

the interpreter of that particular soil type. 

These principles along with the knowledge of the interpreter's 

field of application are the foundation for photo interpretation of soils 

and rocks. In addition, both Miles (1953) and Rogers (1950) have stated 

that soil patterns are predictable and repetitive. Belcher (1943, p. 570) 

said, 

Regardless of geographic distribution, soils developed 
from similar parent materials under the same conditions of 
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climate and relief are related, and will have similar 
engineering properties which in comparable positions 
will present common construction problems and pro
duce like pavement performance. 

This is the premise for photo interpretation mapping over large areas. 

It is not possible to interpret real significance concerning 

soils and rocks on the basis of the above photo pattern elements alone. 

The interpreter needs a strong basic background in soils and rocks, 

their appearances and characteristics, their behavior under varied 

climatic conditions, their origin, and their association with various 

relief forms and with other soils and rocks. To be able to make 

evaluations of terrain, soils, and rocks for engineering purposes the 

interpreter must also be familiar with engineering practices and 

requirements. 

Reliability of Photo Interpretation Methods 

Although the use of photo interpretation is wide spread, few 

authors have treated the reliability and accuracy of the photo interpreta

tion method. One such report (Pomerening and Cline 1953) discusses the 

results of a study which compared the agricultural soil maps prepared by 

individuals of varying backgrounds using air photo interpretation methods. 

The air photo maps were also compared to maps prepared by field 

methods. 

It was the conclusion of Pomerening and Cline (1953) that air 

photo interpretation methods did not produce a map as accurate or as 
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detailed as field methods. Accuracy increased with the knowledge and 

experience of the interpreter with soil classification and mapping 

techniques, and with experience in photo interpretation methods. 

Accuracy of the photo methods for experienced mappers was in the 

range of 70% of all areas correctly identified when compared to the 

standard map. Field mapping produced 80% to 90% accuracy. 

Soil parent material was identified with approximately 90% 

accuracy for photo methods and somewhat higher for field methods. In 

a study area with more complex soils and geology the results were 

somewhat lower. 

Pomerening and Cline (1953) concluded that while results were 

not as detailed as normally presented in most agricultural soil maps, 

(which are far more detailed than required for engineering studies) the 

photo methods are valid for engineering soil surveys when trained, 

experienced interpreters perform the mapping. The study also indicated 

significantly better results when the interpreter was able to field check 

his work. 

Lueder (1951), in discussing the extensive soil mapping of New 

Jersey by air photo methods, cited his personal conclusion, based 

primarily on his experience, that the engineering soils maps have good 

reliability. Further, the reliability and ease of mapping increases 

greatly when the individual performing the interpretation first becomes 

well-familiarized with the geology and soil associations in the area and 
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later field-checks his work. In addition, if the interpreter forms the 

habit of using "micro-features" (i.e., faint traces of bedding, slight 

slope differences, slight tonal changes), accuracy of the mapping is 

increased. 

New Techniques - Potentials of New Sensors 

Considerable research during the last ten years has been 

devoted to determining the application of airborne sensors (other than 

the ordinary broad-band camera) to the identification of soils and rocks. 

These sensors include multiband cameras, radar devices, infrared 

sensors, passive microwave sensors, radiometers, scatterometers, 

spectrometers, and induction potential devices. 

Research has established that various soil and rock properties 

demonstrate characteristic responses or "signatures" at different wave 

lengths of the electromagnetic spectrum. It remains only to correlate 

these many and various signatures with specific soil and rock conditions. 

Once this is accomplished, a complete new horizon will be open to the 

field of soil and rock mapping. Parker (1968) treats the broad scope and 

potential of the field remote sensing for engineering soil and rock 

surveys. 

Of the more detailed treatises, Rib (19 66) investigated the 

application of various types of aerial film, multiband cameras, radar 

and infrared sensors, and multiband sensors to the identification of 
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areas having different soils or soil properties. Studies by Barr (1968) 

demonstrate the application of side-looking airborne radar (SLAR) to the 

delineation of regional engineering soil types. Also, a qualitative 

interpretive procedure for identification of broad soil or rock classifica

tion from the SLAR image was developed. 



CHAPTER 5 

SOIL AND ROCK CLASSIFICATION AND SELECTION OF MAP UNITS 

In previous chapters numerous mentions have been made of the 

mapping classifications for soil and rock used in the various earth 

science fields. Geologic mapping indicates the geologic formation, 

which may or may not represent a consistent rock type having uniform 

physical characteristics for engineering purposes. The pedologic 

classification used in agricultural maps, while consistent, is much too 

detailed and is concerned with depths too shallow for most engineering 

uses. 

Two engineering classifications of soil have been mentioned, 

the AASHO system and the Unified system (see Figure 17 and Figure 18). 

The AASHO system has gained widespread use in highway engineering. 

It is fairly explicit of the soil type, however does not lend itself well 

to field identification or to the naming of soil units on maps. 

The Unified soil system, on the other hand, has group designa

tions and names which create a mental impression of the soil type. 

Established field identification procedures permit classification in the 

field without extensive laboratory testing. Like the AASHO classifica

tion, the soil types are indicative of soil physical properties though 
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somewhat less exacting than the AASHO system. It is much more 

suggestive to say a soil unit is GW (well-graded gravel) than to say 

A-l-a. Because of the impression created by the soil names, the 

Unified system is often used to describe units mapped from aerial 

photographs. The Unified system could also be used to designate soil 

types on engineering soil maps. 

Because of the manner in which soil and rock materials are 

identified on aerial photographs they have long been designated on 

photo maps according to the landform in which they occur and the 

textural (grain size) description of the associated soil. The use of the 

landform name usually will carry an implication as to the origin, past 

history or geologic structure of the unit being described. This may 

suggest to the experienced engineer or geologist some additional 

engineering characteristic or response. 

New Tersev Engineering Soil Mao System 

The system developed by Lueder (1950) combines several of 

the features mentioned above. It is readily adaptable to most geologic 

provinces and climatic regions. It can be applied to air photo mapping 

with or without laboratory identification of soil types. Variations with 

depth can be indicated, as can be the ground water conditions. The 

New Jersey engineering soil maps use this mapping designation 

developed by Lueder. 
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The map unit designation is a combination of various letters 

and numbers, each with particular meaning. The first two letters indi

cate the origin and type of parent material, lithology of the bedrock for 

residual soils, the transporting agent and landform type for non-

residual (transported) soils. The third letter indicates the presence or 

absence of a change with depth which would be significant with regard 

to highway construction problems. 

Following the first letters of the map unit symbol is a number, 

1 through 7, indicating the approximate AASHO soil classification into 

which the soil unit would fall. The next letter indicates the soil drain

age potential in terms of depth to ground water table. Special conditions 

may be indicated by additional symbols. Mixed or layered soils can be 

indicated by combinations of the symbols. Figure 26 shows the essential 

elements of the map-unit designation system. 

Engineering Significance for Soil Units 

Lueder (1950) claims that his proposed system of map unit 

identification is generally of greater value than other systems might be, 

and that it is of particular value to higher levels of planning. Except 

for the inclusion of a number indicating the major AASHO classification, 

it is still basically a qualitative system. In other maps previously 

mentioned, accompanying information with the map has presented some 

engineering index-property values (percentages of grain sizes, liquid 



Origin and Type of Parent Material 

RESIDUAL SOILS 
(derived from consolidated parent materials) 

NON-RESIDUAL (transported) SOILS 
(derived from unconsolidated parent materials) 
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FIGURE 26. A system for designating map 
appropriate letters or numbers to describe 



Geologic land form + Profllo + Textural 
Origin * or Type Contrast Category G.W.T 

Addit m Final 
Info " Map-Unit 

G O 2 g GO-2g 

MM g C 6 ig MMgC-6ig 

G M - 4 I GM-41 
lb lb 

I 

Dogree of Contrast Within tho Profile Indication of Soli Texture 

AASHO 
Classification 

General 
Nature 

Proposed 
System 

No 

Marine 
M 

beach 
(MB) 

undifferentiated 
as to landform (M) 

1. Soil profile wsth significant contrast -  "C" 

2. Soil profile with little contrast -  leave blank 

A-3 

A-4 

A-S 

A-b 

A-7 

Stone fragments, 
gravel and sand 

Sllty to clayoy 
gravel and sand 

Fine sand 

Sllty 

S l l t y  (elastic) 

Clayey 

Clayey (elastic 
with high 
volume changes) 

• Explanation of Examples 
GO«2g: glacial outwash, no profile contrast, A-2 soll(sllty to clayey 

gravel and sand), water table 6 to 10 ft below surface 
MMgC-6ig: metamorphlc gneiss, contrast in profile. A-6 soil(clayey) 

water table 3 to 10 ft below surface. 
GM-41 t glacial ground moraine. A-4 soil(sllty). water table 3 to 6 ft 

lb below surface, underlain by igneous basalt. 

I  

iSignating map units on engineering soil maps. Map unit designation is constructed by combj 
rs to describe the soil and soil conditions. From Lueder (1950). 

i 
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Flnat 
Map-Unit 

G0-2g 

MMgC-6lg 

QM-ll 
lb 

Indication of Soli Texture Indication of Water-Table Conditions Special Symbols 

AASHO General Proposed Letter Type of ground Position of 
Classification Nature System ! water condition water-table 

No 

A-l Stone fragments. 1 e excellent greater than 10 ft A-l 
gravel and sand g good 6 to 10'ft 

A-2 Silty to clayey • 2 
3 to 6 ft gravel and sand Imperfect 3 to 6 ft 

A-3 tine sand J p poor '  1 to 3 It 

A-4 Sltty 4 v 

' 

very poor 0 to I ft 

A-5 SUty (elastic) 5 i 
A-b Clayey b 

A-7 Clayey (elastic 7 • 

with high 
volume changes) 

1. X -  Exceptional -  usually used 
when the parent formation, texturaf 
classes of drainage conditions arc 
not correctly implied by the regular 
system. 

2. R -  Variable -  usually used 
when individual factors vary in such a 
manner that mapping, according to the 
rules of the system, is not feasible. 

3. d -  Depression -  usually used 
to Indicate a depressed position when 
such information will facilitate the 
conect interpretation of a map-unit 

4. a, b. c.etc. -  usually used at 
the end of identical map-units which, 
nevertheless, refer to areas that 
are different in some important 
respcct. These letters should be 
used very sparingly. 

5. Symbols seperated by a hori
zontal line indicate the existonce ot 
an underlying significant strata. 

6. Symbols seperated b y  a slash l ' )  
Indicate two distinct soils intermingled 
on an equal basis. 

ey 

BY)  

it 

) 

Map unit designation is constructed by combining 
m Lueder (1950). > 
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limit, plasticity index, etc.). These, however, have been reported as 

actual values for isolated samples, or as values typical of the unit but 

with no indication of confidence or variation. 

Liu and Thornburn (19 65a) made a significant advancement when 

they statistically analyzed the index properties of a large number of 

samples from 10 agricultural soil types taken over a large area. They 

demonstrated that with the use of sound statistical procedures it was 

possible to define the average value and confidence limits of the 

engineering properties of agricultural soil types. 

Soil types of similar parent materials and having engineering 

index properties without significant difference in mean value were 

grouped into a valid parent material classification for engineering pur

poses. Others with similar parent material but significant difference 

in index properties could not be grouped and necessarily remained as 

significant map units on their own. 

In earlier work by Moore and Thornburn (1961), Kantey and 

Williams (1962), and others, statistical analysis on a somewhat similar 

scale indicated the validity of the approach later proved by Liu and 

Thornburn (1965a). It is interesting to note that the tests performed by 

Kantey and Williams were on map units which would properly have been 

called surficial-geology units. 

In light of the above it would seem that the best mapping 

units for engineering soil surveys would be ones which have the 



following characteristics: (1) easily identified in terms of geologic 

material type, landform, or some other characteristic readily recognized 

on the ground or on aerial photographs; and (2) engineering properties 

lying within a reliable range defined by statistical analysis, and 

significantly different from those of other map units, whether with 

similar or different parent materials. 

Kantey and Williams (1962) and Liu and Thornburn (1965a) both 

concluded that the application of statistically significant engineering 

index values to soil units of engineering soil maps was an important 

advancement in soil mapping, particularly where soil mapping is to 

provide information preparatory to the design of a road. They cite 

improved quality and economy of soil surveys, as well as better 

estimates of construction problems, resulting in more economical 

design and construction. 



CHAPTER 6 

HIGHWAY ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS FOR 
GEOLOGIC AND SOIL INFORMATION 

Previous chapters have discussed the engineering applications 

of geologic, pedologic and airphoto mapping. Application of these maps 

to highway engineering seems to be limited to such preliminary planning 

stages as the selection of routes which take advantage of the best soil, 

rock and topographic conditions, selection of areas which have potential 

as aggregate sources, and planning for detailed field investigation of 

borrow pits, soil profile surveys, etc. 

Information Requirements 

Actual highway design, other than design of the alignment 

itself, requires considerably more detailed information than presented 

on the maps discussed so far. Some of these information requirements 

are discussed below. 

Construction Materials 

Natural highway construction materials fall into two general 

classes, natural aggregate (sand and gravel) and crushed rock. Sources 

of natural sand and gravel are glacial outwash deposits, terraces, river 

floodplain deposits, etc. Once a potential deposit is located for a 
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borrow pit, a map is usually prepared showing its location and extent of 

the sand and gravel deposit. Numerous test pits or drill holes are made 

and samples taken for laboratory analyses which will indicate the grain 

size distribution and nature of fine material. From this information the 

engineer can determine the type of screening or washing operation 

required to produce aggregates meeting the required specifications. 

Because of the stratified and variable nature of most sand and gravel 

deposits, air photo mapping, and for that matter, ground mapping are not 

generally of much use other than locating the deposit and indicating its 

probable extent. If the pit operation is to be large and if preliminary 

investigations indicate the presence of undesirable clay lenses, a 

geologic interpretation of the site using test holes and geophysical 

methods may be able to outline the general location of the clay bodies 

so that pit operation can be planned accordingly. 

Quarry investigations usually require more detailed geologic 

mapping. Aerial photographs and geologic maps are useful for locating 

potential quarry sites. But detailed mapping must be done on the ground 

at the site. Extent and thickness of overburden must be determined and 

shown, also attitude of the rocks if bedded, bed thickness, joint 

orientation, location and attitude of any faults, and particularly, the 

location and extent of any unsuitable material such as cherty zones in 

limestone. Core drilling is desirable and often necessary. 



Structure Foundations 

Investigation of sites for engineering structures (bridges, 

overpasses, interchanges, etc.) requires extensive subsurface investi

gation and testing to determine the strength properties of the underlying 

soil and rock, the exact configuration of the underlying materials, and 

the type of foundation necessary. Many engineering structures have 

failed, even though extensive testing indicated adequate strength, 

because a site map and geologic profile were not included or were not 

correctly interpreted. The geologist must insure that the information 

obtained from the field is properly mapped on the engineering structure 

foundation plan and indicated on the vertical section such that all 

significant variations in soil layers, soil-rock interfaces, rock attitude, 

layering, jointing and other pertinent information are shown. 

Special Construction Problems 

Highway projects often encounter what may be termed special 

construction problems. These may include areas susceptible to land

slides, areas requiring deep cuts or steep sidehill cuts, ground-water 

and seepage areas, all of which require special design consideration and 

construction methods. Detailed geologic investigation using field map

ping, drilling and testing is necessary to provide information for proper 

design. Detailed geologic maps must show in particular, soil-rock 



interfaces, rock bedding characteristics, joint and fracture patterns, 

water-bearing zones and ground-water or piezometric surface. 

Air photo mapping, even when the photos are of large scale 

such as 500 feet per inch or larger, is not sufficient without consider

able field work, to provide the detailed information discussed above. 

Air photos can be particularly useful, however, when used to study the 

length of the route to determine the presence of such problem areas and 

designate the areas which need detailed investigation. 

Soil Profile Surveys 

The soil profile survey is an element of highway design 

procedure where the skills and experience of the geologist can be 

utilized to the fullest extent. The soil profile is necessary to define 

the type of subsurface material to be encountered at the finished grade 

elevation. Today's high speed highways require a high quality, long-

lasting, pavement which can only be designed with a knowledge of the 

soil conditions and variations along the entire route. Nowhere in a 

highway project are more varied conditions encountered than in the 

soil profile of the finished grade. Sampling and testing at close inter

vals, 50 to 100 feet, is extremely costly. Sampling can be reduced 

without decreasing the accuracy with the use of sound geologic inter

pretation and mapping. 
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Methods for soil profile surveys combining the use of geologic 

and pedologic maps, air photos and field sampling are outlined in 

Soils Manual for Design of Asphalt Pavement Structures (Asphalt 

Institute 1963). Many other references present additional information, 

more detailed information, and alternate methods for soil profile 

surveys. Among these are Soil Mechanics for Road Engineers (Road 

Research Laboratory 1952). Highway Engineering Handbook (Woods 

1960) and shorter works discussing geologic and soil mapping applica

tions by Mintzer and Struble (1965a and 1965b), Greenman (1951), Deen 

(1959), Johnstone (1956) and others. 

It is necessary to have quantitative information of the physical 

properties of the various soil types in order to design the required 

pavement. This information is obtained from standardized laboratory 

tests performed on the soil samples from along the proposed highway 

alignment. Results are reported in the soil survey report. 

Kantey and Williams (1962) report the preparation of special 

geologic maps applying air photo interpretation for highway soil profile 

surveys. In order to provide reliable information on soil properties for 

preliminary evaluation of pavement requirements, a statistical study 

was made of the results of soil tests. The study defined the mean 

value, range and standard error, etc. of selected soil index properties 

(i.e., liquid limit, plasticity index, linear shrinkage and clay fraction) 

for the soil survey map units. 
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In Figures 27 and 28 from mapping by Kantey and Williams, 

the soil and rock units are classified according to texture and origin 

for the unconsolidated materials, and general geologic lithology for the 

rocks. The maps of this report are of a scale too small for final design 

purposes. Yet, a statistical analysis was made to define the average 

index properties of the map units providing quantitative significance. 

Wyoming Highway Department Soil Survey Procedure 

Procedures and specifications for the center line soil profile 

survey in the state of Wyoming are given in manuals of the highway 

department (Wyoming Highway Department 1966, 1968). Figure 29 

indicates the general progression of work and flow of information. 

It has been observed that the soil survey is conducted in one 

of two manners. Where soil conditions are not complex and no special 

problem areas exist, the soil survey is conducted by a field soil 

technician. Samples are taken every 100, 200, or 400 feet along the 

proposed centerline, or wherever changes in soil types are observed. 

Samples are sent to the laboratory for testing. After testing, results 

and recommendations are presented in the standard soil survey format 

which is forwarded to the design department. Profile interpretations 

are rarely made. 
t 

Where the geology and soils are more complex and special 

problem areas are anticipated, the project engineer will usually request 
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LEGEND OF SOILS. 

C.N 
5-s M 

TTTTTT 
i M i  

• CtSd 
/ / / / 

" W'* <? • 

. &*£ « 

¥° 

RED AEOLIAN SAND 

scattered over surface 

concentrated on surface 

more than 6inches thick 
(Pebble Grave!) 

NODULAR LIME CONCENTRATION 

SURFACE SOIL • brown si/ty sand 

WLLWASH: %%u&9r""S 

ALLUVIAL WASH gvlley soils 

SAND:less than Q feet thick,-not duned 
or calcified 

DEEP SAND'more than 8 feet thick 
often dunedi usually more 
than 20 feet thick and calci -
tied 9t depth* 

CLAY-SAND 

GRAVELS- on river terraces 

SAND and GRAVEL • plain wash 

SAND OVERLYING TERRACE GRAVEL 

LEGEND OF ROCKS. 

//~ A 

// A 
7777, 

SS*L 
>yy> 

CALCRETE OVERLYING LIME-PEBBLE 
CONGLOMERATE 

HARD UPPCR SANDSTONE 
ESCARPMENT SEQUENCE-FLAKY GREEH SHALE 

SOFT LOWER SAHDSTONE 

MUDSTONE (or SHALEY MUDSTONE) 

SANDSTONE /often calcareous) 

LIMLSTONEfm thin grey slabs) 

GLACIAL)toft boulder slulv.calcareous cong/o-
BEDS mem re A' hard calcareous tilhte) 

SANDSTONE more than 10 feet thick 

MUDSTONE with small inliers of SANDSTONE 

SANDSTONE with small outliers of MUDSTONE 

SANDSTONE occurring m glacial beds, often 
with hard mantle o f CALCAREOUS 

GRIT 

LIMESTONE SLABS overlying MUDSTONE 

Legend for 
SOU. ENOINUaUNG MAF 
TRUNK ROUTE: MARIENTAL-ASAB 

miihb »? i*i (umu mi •ivm«n. < t i * . miiiiii 

FIGURE 28. Legend for soil engineering map in Figure 27. From Kantey and Williams (1< 



LEGEND OF ROCKS. 

/ 

CALCRETE OVERLYING UME-PEBBLE 
CONGLOMERATE 

HARD UPPLRSANDS!ONE 
ESCARPMENT SEQUENCE'FLAKY CREEH SHALE 

SOFT LOWER SANDSTONE 

MUDSTONE (or SHALEY MUDSTONE) 

SANDSTONE (often cj/cjreoui/ 

LIMES/ONEf/n thin grey slabs) 

GLAC/ALf^oft boutdvr shjtv.cotcareous congto-
BEDS mvratv K hard calcareous tilhtej 

SANDSTONE more than iOfeet thick 

MUDSTONE with small /niters of SANDSTONE 

SANDSTONE with small outliers of MUDSTONE 

SANDSTONE occurring in glacial beds, often 
with hard mantle of CALCAREOUS 

GRIT 

LIMESTONE SLABS overlying MUDSTONE 

Legend for 
SOIL ENGINEERING MAP 
TRUNK ROUTE: MARIENTAL-ASAB 

EXAMPLE OF TYPICAL SOIL PROFILE. 
TRIAL HOLE H2/7 
Profile formula: p/st/M 
P/S//M 

n o PEBBLES • rounded vein - quartz pebbles up to 3'd/arneter 

SOIL 

scattered on surface 

moderately dense, tight brown, silty sand with a few 
scattered lime nodules 

SOIL + 5//// sand as above, infiltrated into large fissures 
MUDSTONE: in the stiff, olive green, decomposed mudstone 

MUDSTONE• stiff, olive green mudstone, largely decomposed 
to clayey si It, containing nodutes of crystalline 

GEOMORPHOLOG1CAL AND TOPOGRAPHICAL INOEX 

5 

— 

DRAINAGE LINESfgulleys only contain water 
after heavy rain showers) 

ESCARPMENT 

WATERSHED 

EDGE OF TILL&EPJN^INfu^ indi-

RAILWAY LINE 

MAIN ROAD 

FARM TRACKS 

CENTRE UNE OF •PROPOSER ROADJchainages 

HEIGHT ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL 

POINT OF INTERSECTION FOR PROP ROAD 

BUILT-UP AREA 

BUILDING 

HUT 

OLD QUARRY PIT 

WA TER POINTfwindpump or well) 

DAM 

TRIAL HOLE (drilled with 24' diameter soil 
auger) 

CADASTRAL BEACON AND BOUNDARIES 

TRIGONOMETRICAL STATION 

ROAD CAMP 

are 27. From Kantey and Williams (1962). 
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Staked Centerline 
and Profile 

COMPLETE REPORTS 
AND 

SOIL SURVEY SHEETS 

ADDITIONAL SAMPLING 
1. Deap cor* drilling and 

logs 
2. Special samples 

LAND DESCRIPTION 

1. Geological Mops 
2. Agricultural Soils Maps 
3. Topographic Maps 
4. Atrial Photographs 

PRELIMINARY RECONNAISSANCE 

1. Determine approximate location 
of holes 

2.Determine sampling methods and 
equipment required 

SAMPLES TO MATERIALS TESTING LABORATORY 

SOIL SURVEY SHEETS TO ADVANCED PLANS 

6. noil 6onvnion« vnunr iubi«9 

frost, drainage, irrigation, etc.) 

3. tnplace moisture samples where 
applicable 

HELP 3AMPUN9 
I. Reference similar materials 

(visual inspection) and determine 
vertical and horizontal limits 

FIGURE 29. Flow of work and information in the Wyoming Highway 
Department soil profile survey. 
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the Engineering Geology Section to perform the soil profile survey. The 

geologist, assisted by a field soil technician, investigates the center-

line profile by drilling at selected intervals along the staked centerline 

and wherever significant geologic changes or unusual conditions are 

observed. Detailed drill logs, notes on geologic structure, and other 

observations are recorded by the geologist to assist him in preparation 

of his report. 

The soil technician describes and collects samples of the 

soils from the material brought up by the drill. These are sent to the 

laboratory for examination as before. Where special problems exist, 

the geologist makes detailed maps by plane table survey. The field 

soil technician prepares the standard soil profile report as before, 

while a narrative evaluation of the centerline soils is written by the 

geologist. This report contains the geologist's recommendations for 

backslope design, ground water control, subexcavation, gradeline 

location, and other pertinent recommendations as necessary. Often 

geologic cross-sections or centerline profiles may be prepared for 

special problem areas. 

The standard format for presentation of the soil profile survey 

contains the general recommendations of the testing laboratory (Figure 

30), the recommendations of the field soil technician (Figure 31), and 

the location of all samples on the centerline profile along with the 

results of the laboratory tests (grain size distribution, liquid limit, 



SOIL SURVEY HEADING WYOMING STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
MATERIALS TESTING LABORATORY 

PROJECT 
A. F. E. s iooo(i)2 
COUNTY NO. _jq^I 
ROAD K A Y C E E — B A R N U M  

SECTION 
STATIONING 0  +  0 0  to 4 9 5  +  0 0  

PREPARED BY APPROVAL 

B.P.R. DATE 

FIELD INSPECTION 

RECOMMENDATIONS MADE 

PREWETTING TIME Presetting not rec.otnended 

S U R F A C I N G  S E C T I O N  
PRELIMINARY AS CONSTRUCTED 

Total Section 22" 
Surface 2" 
Base 4" 
Sub-base 4 
Special Excavation IZR 

fIGURE 30. Standard soil profile survey heading sheet, testing laboratory recommendations 0 



SHEET TOTAL 

LABORATORY NOTES 

Sub-3ose: Type I. Minimum 'R "required is 67. 

Borrow Special Excavation: Minimum "P"required is .57. 
/ fauber Pit, ~FJ46tmJo -J03. Dcadhaut is . OJQmi to-3fa.34+OQ 
2-HofHn Pit. 7-146, *Jo-IQ/. Oeadhaul is ./mi to J5ta. 49/+OQ 

3. Lund Pit, T146. *Jo-/Q2. DeadhauI is 2. mi to -5to. 430*00 

4. fr>eject mater/a! from surfacing pits if necessary. 

Water for Embankment: 45ga//on& per cubic yard-

Structure 3ackfiII: Material suitable for backfill may be 

obtained from cuts adjacent to the fallowing stations '• 
4, /O, 13, 35, 445,463, 4&S and/ or ~S.E and surfacing pit,s. 

& or row E jccq vation Sources : Wit/fin f?/bV at stations: 
4, /O, 3/, 32, 32+3Q, 33, ̂ 6, <94 and 94. &ight and /eft 
of stations 2.44 and 452.. 

Moisture and Density Control: 

/• Treat the !OQ' before and the IQO' beuond coch O-O 
section from IQ" below earth grade to eorth grade. 
2- Treat all cut sections from 6" be-low base of 3>E. 
to bose of some. 

ED 

mendations (Wyoming Highway Department). 



SOIL SURVEY TABULATION SHEET 

DESIGN CONDITIONS 
RAINFALL WATER TABLE FROST ACTION GENERAL COND. TOTAL "K" STATION STATION 

ALS" = 0 
5"-30"0R LIGHT 
IRRIGATION = 6 
RF'+OR HEAVY 
IRRIGATION = 8 

NONE = 0 

IO'-VBELOW RO. 
= 6 

4-0'BELOW PO. =10 

NONE = 0 

MEDIUM = 4 

HEAVY = 8 

GOOD = 0 

FAIR = 2 

POOR = 4 

0-6 * -2 
7-12 -1 
13-18 0 
19-24 +1 
25-30 42 

o o 4 £ 6 -2. 0*00 63 + OO 
0 6 4 4 14 0 63+00 94* OO 
0 0 4 4 & -/ 94*00 147* OO 
0 O 3 Z to - /  147* OO i&o*oo 
0 6 3 4 !& 0 130*00 Z05+00 
0 0 4 4 e> -/ 2.05*00 Z.60*0O 
0 6 0. 4 !& 0 Zj&O+OO 33Z.+00 
0 0 3 4 iZ. -/ 33Z*00 363* OO 
0 0 a Z to -/ 3&&*QO 43&*00 
0 O 4 2. 6 •z 433*00 490*30 

ANNUAL PRECIPITATION 
Weather Station HayceG Inches /  6 

TRAFFIC STUDY 
Loadometer Station 123 
Average Daily Traff ic 20yr.  Est.  .  z&o 

Design Repit i t ions Z,  70/  

Traff ic Index & Date 9~£!~ 

SHRINKAGE ESTIMATE 

% STATION STATION 

5 0*00 495*00 

FIGURE 31. Standard soil survey tabulation sheet, field recommendations (Wyoming Highway 



PROJECT. 

A.F.E. NO. S 1000(1)2 

SHEET 
NO. 
2 

TOTAL 
SHEET 

19 

FIELD NOTES AND FIELD RECOMMENDATIONS 

Due to the expensive ben ionite. beds visible, through qui this 
project for the most part and the fact that the present 
road was followed with the, exception of three changes 
in alignment, the field recommendations are to: use lab 
recommendations for pits f subexcavot ions and also the 
geologists' recommendations. T~he geology section mode 
on extensive purvey of this project including the mopping 
of the bentonite beds. 

The field thinks the Haines Pit Ml would be the idea! pit 
for hou! and economics to produce the plant mix <f*seal 
•from, Q!though this may prove to be fo/se due to it 
being necessary to odd cement. Also it would be 
desirable to use jub-base from the two Haines* pits to the 
point of economics, these being houI and cement added 
It was thought that the fouber pits would be used for 
strictly borrow along with borrow from Haines *t and 
*2. and Lund pits,. J5ub-base. ond chrushed base. 
could come from the Lund and Norton pits. 

3ide borrow is poor for the most port, ond grade Une 
has been held up in the worst oreos- The through cuts 
on the alignment changes show fair to good material. 

No true swamp areas ore ex/ident neor grade. Water 
tobies ore shown on the pro file and w*H be included 
in the geology report I think. 

95 °/o of the project will be bu ill under traffic.. 

This project carries heo i/<J truck traffic, hou/i n q 
ben  ton  i te .  

ing Highway Department). 
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plasticity index AASHO classification, "R" value and cover required) 

(Figure 32). The "R" value (Hveem's resistance value) is the primary 

factor used for pavement thickness design in Wyoming (see Asphalt 

Institute 1963 for a discussion of the "R" value). 

A serious deficiency of the profile report is the lack of 

expression of continuity, or lack of indication of soil changes, result

ing from showing only the sample locations on the profile. Where 

significant difference exists between two "R" values, the design 

engineer is forced to arbitrarily pick a point between the two sample 

locations to indicate the boundary between soil types. This is the 

point where design pavement thickness should change. This procedure 

will result in both over design in some situations and under design in 

others. 

With a detailed soil map and interpretive profile prepared by 

a geologist the design engineer could achieve a more accurate and 

economical pavement design. The remaining problem is what information 

should be presented on a detailed soil map and profile. It follows that 

the soil and rock units mapped should be representative of the "R" value 

used for thickness design, and in addition, should be representative of 

any special construction design problems. 

The investigations performed in an attempt to answer the 

above requirements are discussed in detail in the following chapters. 



STANDARD SOIL SURVEY SHEET 
661753 66-1754 661755 661757 66-/39c 66I73& 6 6-1739 66-I& Laboratory No 

Field No. 
151*70 149*47 fZQ+OO 133*00 136*00 142*00 144+50 !46*5Q Station Sampled 

Maximum Size 
Passing No. 4 
Passing No. 10 
Passing No. 40 

6 7^ 59. Z Possing No. 200 
Liquid Limit 
Plastic Index 

A2-4(0) Classification 
Value 

IZ.Z* Cover Required 
Alkali Smmpi* AlA'USffik 

Total Section 
Design Factors 

120+00 125+00 30+00 135+00 

Balance 
Borrow 

FIGURE 32. Standard soil survey, profile and sample tabulation sheet (Wyoming Highway Depart 



PROJECT .  
A. F.  E.  NO. S 1000(1)2 

SHEET 
NO. 
7 

TOTAL 
SHEETS 

19 
36 661757 66I&73 VARIABLE SURFACING SECTION 

Station — Station S.E. Sub-base r e?& !ZO 

VARIABLE SURFACING SECTION 
Station — Station S.E. Sub-base 

50 151+70 149*4-9 !ZO*QO 153 *00 )Z" 4" 

I 99 too 
• 90 93 

9& &9 
2 43. / 4Z .9  

27 Z? 
C, /4 Notes 

A-4&) A-£>(3) 
21 

5" fZ.Z" I4-. 7" 

F-SB 
F-SE 
FE 

?? " 

/6* 

140+00 145+00 150+00 

Bolance 
Borrow 

Highway Department). 



CHAPTER 7 

METHODS OF INVESTIGATION 

Field Investigation 

The project engineer for the Kaycee-Barnum road, State Secon

dary Project S-l000(1)2, requested a soil profile survey be conducted by 

the Engineering Geology Section. Reasons for this were (1) preliminary 

design indicated several deep cuts and side hill cuts with high back-

slopes; and (2) it was known that shale formations with swelling clays 

were present. 

The author was assigned as project geologist assisted by a 

field soil technician. 

Preliminary Preparation 

Preliminary planning consisted of a review of the general 

geologic setting using the Geologic Map of Wyoming (Love, Weitz, 

and Hose 1955). The author was already familiar with the geology of 

the area having been over this stretch of road on a previous geologic 

field trip. 

The preliminary design highway plan and profile were studied 

to determine the location of deep cuts, high fills and general grading 

93 
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requirements throughout the project. This preliminary evaluation 

indicated the use of a rotary type drill rig would be preferable to a con

tinuous flight auger drill. 

Aerial photographs were not available for this preliminary 

route evaluation, preliminary engineering soil mapping and field investi

gation planning. Prior to drilling, an initial reconnaissance was made 

by the author to further evaluate the field investigation requirements, to 

make a preliminary drilling plan and to obtain a clearer understanding of 

the geologic setting. 

Drilling of Test Holes 

Test holes were drilled along the proposed alignment at inter

vals no greater than 400' . Holes were spaced more closely in areas 

having adverse conditions, (i.e., swelling shale areas) or in areas for 

potential borrow to better define the subsurface conditions. Test holes 

were also drilled wherever the alignment was observed to pass from one 

geologic material to another. All holes were drilled to at least 5 feet 

below design grade. 

Initially all holes were drilled with the rotary drill using com

pressed air as the circulation and cooling medium. Air was used because 

of (1) simplicity of operation, (2) rapid delivery of cuttings to the sur

face allowing accurate correlation of material changes with drill depth, 

and (3) least mixing or masking of the material characteristics. 
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When the author was temporarily called off the job to another 

project, the remainder of the test holes (except those in deep cut areas) 

were drilled by another geologist using a continuous flight auger drill. 

A rotary drill was later returned to the project to complete drilling of 

the deep cut areas. Type of drill used is indicated on the log of test 

holes. 

All holes drilled were logged by the geologist on the standard 

log form for test holes. Each material type was described as to color, 

grain size, consistency, geologic lithology, moisture content, and any 

other distinctive characteristic. All changes were noted and depths 

recorded on the log. Also recorded were any observations of surface 

conditions which might be related to or aid in interpretation of, sub

surface information. Test holes were numbered in sequence as drilled, 

located by centerline station number, distance right or left, and eleva

tion above or below centerline elevation. 

The field soil technician collected material from the drill 

cuttings, recorded the sample number, location and description, and 

prepared the samples for shipment to the soil testing laboratory." 

Sample numbers were also recorded on the geologic log. 

In areas where soft materials were encountered, undisturbed 

samples were taken using a Shelby tube sampler. These were returned 

to the soil laboratory for strength and consolidation testing. Wherever 
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possible, test holes were left open so that later observations of ground 

water accumulation could be made. 

Detailed Mapping 

Two sites were selected for detailed mapping, the first, from 

centerline station 354+00 to 362+00, because of the deep cut and swell

ing clay beds; the second, from centerline station 458+00 to 469+00, 

because of the deep cut. Mapping was done using standard plane table 

techniques at a scale of 100 feet per inch. Centerline survey stakes 

were used for horizontal and vertical control. A geologic technician 

from the Engineering Geology Section operated the alidade while the 

author determined points to be mapped, held the stadia rod, recorded 

the description of each point mapped and made measurements of strike 

and dip. 

The author also made a separate traverse of centerline survey 

to insure no important observation had been overlooked. Additional 

notes were made about the geologic structure. Test holes which had not 

been backfilled were again checked for the presence of ground water or 

watertable fluctuations. 

Soil Testing 

All soil samples were tested in the Wyoming Highway Depart

ment Materials Testing Laboratory. Standard tests on the soil survey 

samples included mechanical analysis of grain size distribution, liquid 
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limit and plasticity index, and stabilometer test of subgrade supporting 

ability. All tests were performed in accordance with Wyoming Highway 

Department specifications. Results of the tests were initially reported 

on the standard soil survey sheet and are included here as Appendix A. 

Air Photo Mapping of Soils and Rocks 

Acquisition of Photography 

Although the Wyoming Highway Department maintains a con

siderable library of air photo coverage and also acquires special photo 

coverage of many of the highway projects, no coverage was available 

for the Kaycee-Barnum road. According to the Status of Aerial Photo

graphy map published periodically by the U.S. Geological Survey, the 

Department of Agriculture, Agriculture Stabilization and Conservation 

Service was the only agency holding air photo coverage of the study area. 

To initially determine suitability of the photography for air 

photo interpretation and suitability of the coverage of the study area, an 

aerial photography index mosaic with a scale ratio of 1:62, 500 was 

obtained from the Agriculture Stabilization and Conservation Service 

(ASCS 1954). A portion of this air photo index is shown in Figure 33. 

Study of the index reveals that geologic structure and indivi

dual rock units are discernible. The photography is also of a reasonably 

recent date and a satisfactory scale (1:20, 000) for interpretation pur

poses. The only unsatisfactory aspects are the focal length of the 
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• ,\f£> : :ir 

PRESENT ROUTE 

LIMITS OF STUDY 

FIGURE 33. A portion of Agriculture Stabilization and Conservation 
Service (1954) aerial photography index mosaic covering Kaycee-
Barnum road. 
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camera which is discussed below, and the orientation of the photography-

flight lines with respect to the orientation of the Kaycee-Barnum road. 

Portions of three flight lines were required to cover the study area. 

Sufficient photographs to give overlapping stereographic 

coverage at a scale of 1667 feet per inch (1:20, 000), focal length 

8 1/4 inches, were then obtained (ASCS 1954). In addition, selected 

photographs enlarged to a scale of approximately 400 feet per inch were 

obtained for use as photo base maps. 

Stereoscopic Interpretation and Mapping 
of Soil and Rock Units 

Using the basic principles of aerial photo interpretation, that 

is, observation of differences and associations of topography, drainage, 

erosion, tone and vegetation, the photographs were studied stereo-

scopically using an ordinary lens stereoscope with approximately 2 pow

er magnification. All areas exhibiting different photo patterns 

representing different soil or rock types were indicated on the photo

graphs by outlining with a colored pencil. Each area was given a number 

and a name based on the landform and/or parent material. Names given 

at this point in the study were not intended to be used on an engineering 

soil map. The only use of map unit names at this point was to aid in 

description. 

Units having identical photo pattern elements or identical 

positions in the stratigraphic column were given the same identification 
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number. A description of the photo pattern elements of each unit, its 

limits, geologic column equivalent and soil texture based on the photo 

interpretation were recorded in a table of photo map units (Appendix C). 

Utilization of Photographic Enlargements 

As photo map units of soils and rocks were identified on the 

stereo pairs, the map unit boundaries were transferred to the photo 

enlargements (ASCS 1954) which had a scale of 400 feet per inch. Since 

the enlargements could not be viewed stereoscopically, the transfer of 

photo map unit boundaries was accomplished by comparison of photo 

tone changes and observable details from the stereo photos to the 

enlargements. The enlargements were studied visually and with the aid 

of 2, 4 and 8 power magnification to determine if further detail could be 

mapped. It was thought that it might be possible in this manner to locate 

individual rock units, as small as 3 feet thick which are described in the 

geologic sections, or which had been observed in the field. Appendix B 

contains photo strip maps annotated with the engineering geologic-soil 

units. 

Photoarammetric Plotting of Geoloaic-Soil Map 

The planned type of analysis required that the photo map units 

be referenced to the centerline survey, and to the location of the test 

holes. The extreme topographic relief, causing wide scale variation 



on the photo prints and enlargements, precluded direct scale measure

ments with any reasonable accuracy. Compilation of a planimetrically 

correct map using photogrammetric methods was the most practical 

solution. 

An anaglyphic projection type photogrammetric plotter was 

chosen as the mapping instrument for the following reasons: (1) view

ing and mapping scale 5 times that of original photography; (2) 

satisfactory three dimensional view of the photography; (3) ease of 

operation; (4) general availability; (5) availability of diapositive plates 

of photography (stereo photographs printed on transparent glass plates 

for projection). The plotter used was a military version called the 

"Universal Plotter, " two projector model, #5060, U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers Specification MIL-S-52180. Several plotters, identical in 

principle, are commercially available under the names, Kelsh, OGM, 

Keuffel and Esser, and Belfort. 

Preparation of Mapping Base 

Prior to photogrammetric mapping it was necessary to prepare 

a base on which to plot the control points to be used for scaling and 

leveling the projected stereoscopic image of the photographs (called 

the stereo "model"). The base also serves for the drawing material 

on which to compile the map manuscript. 
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Although the normal mapping scale for the Universal plotter is 

5 times that of the photography, calculations indicated that a mapping 

scale of 400 feet per inch was possible (4.17 times the photo scale). 

Descriptions of the survey measurements for the land sections were 

obtained from the U.S. Bureau of Land Management and the section 

lines were plotted on the map base at a scale of 400 feet per inch. 

Survey information for the proposed highway centerline was used to 

plot the highway centerline on the map base. Survey ties at section 

lines enabled the highway centerline to be plotted with reference to 

the land subdivision lines and both to be adjusted to each other until 

an accurate .plot was obtained. 

Dimensionally stable mylar drafting film was used as the map

ping base. A single sheet 42 inches wide gave more than sufficient 

coverage transverse to the highway route. The roll was approximately 

10 feet long to contain the entire highway route on one sheet at 400 

feet per inch. A straight base line was established the length of the 

sheet to which all angular measurements were referred during plotting 

of the base information to insure no errors in angular measurement. 

A 360° protractor with vernier graduated to 5 minutes was 

used to make angular measurements; a standard number 40 engineering 

scale allowed distance measurements of 10 feet which could be further 

estimated to 1 foot. All highway survey lines, stationing and section 

lines were inked on the base for permanency. 
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Horizontal and Vertical Control 

The scaling and leveling of the stereo model, that is setting 

the photogrammetric plotter such that the horizontal and vertical dis

tance measured are of the desired scale, requires two, preferably 

three, points of known horizontal distance from each other and three, 

but preferably four, vertical control points of known elevation. These 

must be points which can be accurately identified in the stereo model. 

The Agriculture Stabilization and Conservation Service often 

has horizontal and vertical control data on file. However, none was 

available in this case. Control held by the U.S. Geologic Survey for 

their topographic mapping program was available, but the control points 

did not have the distribution required for the particular photographs 

being used. 

Since the mapping is adjacent to the highway survey, it was 

determined that points located on the highway survey and identifiable 

on the photographs could be used as horizontal and vertical control. 

In addition, there were many well defined points along the present 

highway, culvert locations, irrigation ditch locations, bridges, side 

road intersections, which were indicated on the as-built plans of the 

existing highway. 

At least three points selected for each stereo model were 

plotted in their correct positions on the map base. Elevations of the 

points were taken from the grade line profile on the plans. One foot 
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was added to the as-built elevations to account for pavement thickness. 

Spot elevations at identifiable points shown on the U.S. Geological 

Survey topographic maps were selected to provide additional vertical 

control. 

Map Compilation in the Stereo Plotter 

The focal length of the aerial camera used to take the photo

graphs is not entirely satisfactory for mapping purposes. Most 

photogramnietric plotters of the type available for use in this mapping 

are constructed with a 6 inch projection focal length, the standard 

used in present day photogrammetric mapping. The photographs of the 

survey area were taken with an aerial camera having a focal length of 

8 1/4 inches (often used during the early 1950's for reconnaissance 

photography). 

Using photography of 8 1/4 inch focal length in a photogram

metric plotter having 6 inch focal length creates a basic incompatibility 

which results in a condition of the stereo model called "anamorphism, " 

meaning the model is completely distorted. It is a good approximation, 

however, to assume that the anamorphic model is one having three 

different scales in the three directions of the model space, X-left to 

right along the flight line, Y-front to rear across the flight line, and 

Z-vertical scale or elevation scale (Veress 1967 and Kelsh 1967, 

personal communications). It can further be assumed that the X and Y 
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horizontal scales are approximately the same, particularly if four 

control points are used per model and the horizontal scales are 

averaged to the best fit in both axes (left to right and front to rear). 

The only significant model distortion remaining is in the 

vertical scale (Z axis). The result of projecting the 8 1/4 inch focal 

image through a 6 inch focal length projector is a flattening of the 

vertical scale. The geometric relationship is shown, greatly simpli

fied, in Figure 34. The amount of flattening is in proportion to the 

focal lengths. Thus the vertical scale in the distorted model is 

= ®h a 

Sv being the vertical scale, Sh the horizontal scale, and a the affine 

factor which is defined as 

_ focal length of plotting instrument 
a "" focal length of camera 

The same conclusion can also be reached by considering the 

basic parallax equation for elevation in photogrammetry. The elevation 

of a point (h) is 
h = H - p* f 

where H is the height of the camera above datum, B is the distance be

tween the two camera stations of the stereo pair, f is the focal length 

of the camera and p is the image displacement in the stereo pair due to 

relief. If all terms in the equation are held constant except for the 

focal length which is reduced from 8 1/4 inches to 6 inches, it can be 



r Photo 
image 

Photo 

f = 8-1/4" 

image 

Terrain as projected 
by 6'  projector 

Terrain as projected by 
8-1/4" projector.  

Map distance, 4 x Photo image 

h of 6" model = h of 8-l/4"model x affine factor 

("8^5 ) 
Map distance, 4 x Photo image 

FIGURE 34. Geometric relationship of anamorphism in the stereo model due to reducing the focal 
length of the projector. 
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seen that all resultant elevations (h) will be reduced by a factor of 6 

divided by 8 1/4 which is the affine factor. 

It was necessary to take the above into consideration in order 

to compile the soil-rock map in the photogrammetric plotter. The 

stereo models were scaled to 400 feet per inch resulting in a vertical 

scale of approximately 550 feet per inch. Since the elevation measur

ing counter of the Universal plotter indicates millimeters rather than 

actual scale units, an elevation table was prepared indicating the 

counter readings for each foot of elevation. The affine factor was 

included in computation of the elevation table so that the counter 

readings could be converted to actual elevations. 

Each pair of aerial photographs forming a stereo model was 

set in turn in the stereo plotter, then scaled and leveled to the avail

able horizontal and vertical control. The base map was inserted in 

proper orientation and registered to the stereo model. 

The photographic enlargements previously marked with the 

soil and rock unit boundaries were used as guides for the photogram

metric mapping. All boundaries previously identified were located 

in the stereo model and traced by following the boundaries with the 

illuminated measuring mark on the viewing platen. At the same time 

the lines were drawn on the base map by the pencil lead secured 

directly below the measuring mark. 
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The boundaries drawn represent the actual boundaries as seen 

in the magnified stereo model and thus are more accurately placed than 

on the photo enlargements. Additional soil or rock units not previously 

seen in the stereo study of the contact prints were delineated on the 

base map when observed in the magnified stereo model. All streams, 

rivers, roads, buildings and other significant cultural and terrain 

features were drawn from the stereo model onto the base map. 

Although it was not necessary to measure elevation in order to 

draw the soil-rock unit boundaries, a specific geologic application was 

made of the elevation measuring capability. Where dipping beds of 

sedimentary rocks were exposed, the elevation of three points on a well 

defined bedding plane was measured, and the horizontal location plotted 

on the base map. This information was used to calculate the dip and 

strike of the sedimentary beds. Figure 35 represents the principles 

involved. The solution of the three point problem for strike and dip can 

be found in any text on structural geology. 

Preparation of Topographic Maps 

The stereographic compilation of topographic maps of the 

Kaycee-Barnum road study area was not originally part of the author's 

plan. The topographic maps were prepared by the U.S. Army's 21st 

Engineer Company (Base Photomapping) as part of a training project for 

new plotter operators in the compilation section. 
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Outcrop of dipping 
resistant rock. —-

FIGURE 35. Photogrammetric method for the 3-point strike and dip 
determination. Three spot elevations are read on the dip slope of 
a resistant rock unit. Their location and elevation are recorded on 
the base map for later calculation of dip and strike. 
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The same horizontal and vertical control used for the soil-rock 

maps was used to compile the topographic maps with a horizontal scale 

of 400 feet per inch and with a contour interval of 10 feet. This con

tour interval is the smallest which can be expected from an experienced 

operator from the photography used in this study. A more realistic 

interval, considering the experience of the operators in this case, 

would have been 20 feet. However, accuracy was not the objective. 

Final topographic maps were drawn by the cartographic draft

ing section also a training project. These maps are reproduced as a 

half-tone base for the engineering soil maps and profiles in Appendix E. 

Analysis of Mapped Units - Evaluation of Soil Data 

Based on preliminary considerations and opinions developed 

during the photo interpretation, the analysis categories and correspond

ing map units listed in Table IX were selected for correlation of soil 

properties with map units. Analysis to determine the significant map 

units followed the steps indicated below: 

(1) Plotting of geologic test hole location on geologic base 

map using centerline station and offset distance; 

(2) Preparation of overlays to geologic base map indicating 

map units of each mapping category; 



TABLE IX. Categories of soil or rock units initially 
selected for analysis to find the significant soil-
rock classification system. 

Analysis Category 
Map units comprising 
each analysis category 

Combined samples (no map units) 

Soil samples grouped 
according to geologic 
formations on areal 
geologic map 

Sundance formation 
Morrison formation 
Cloverly formation 
Thermopolis shale 
Mowry shale 
Frontier formation 
Cody shale 
Terrace gravels 
Alluvium 

Soil samples grouped 
according to broad 
lithology 

Sandstone 
Shale 
Alluvium 

Soil samples grouped 
according to photo 
map units 

Units as listed in 
Table of Photo Map 
Units (Appendix C). 
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(3) Sorting of geologic test hole samples into groups accord

ing to location of each sample within map units indicated on overlays 

of each analysis category; 

(4) Tabulation of the statistical analysis of the soil physical 

properties, percentage passing nos. 4, 10, 40, and 200 sieves (P4, 

P10, P40, P200), liquid limit (PLL), plasticity index (PI) and Hveem's 

resistance value (R), to determine the maximum and minimum values, 

range, mean value, standard deviation and coefficient of variation for 

the samples within each map unit of each analysis category. 

The standard deviation and variation were determined for all 

of the samples combined to determine an upper limit against which to 

compare the results of the analysis categories. The areal geology map 

units were taken from the Areal Geology Map by Richardson (1961). The 

map was enlarged to a scale of 400' per inch and overlayed on the 

geologic base map to determine the samples falling with each geologic 

formation. A similar procedure was considered for determining the 

sample grouping based on the agricultural soil map (Figure 9). This 

was rejected because of the small scale and apparent inaccuracies of 

the original map. 

The statistical properties of each analysis category were 

compared using the hypothesis that map units representing valid 

engineering soil units will have similar properties with a low standard 
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deviation (S) and coefficient of variation (CV) between samples. Kantey 

and Williams (1962) and others have indicated a coefficient of variation 

on the order of 30% for valid engineering soil units. 

Typical values for S and CV found by other authors are indicated 

in Table X. The values in the first two columns are representative of 

values obtained for tests on several different samples of a particular 

soil type. Thus, they are representative of the natural variability within 

an identifiable soil type. The values in the next four columns are for 

several tests performed on material from the same sample. As such, 

they represent the amount of variability within the particular test, either 

repeatability by the same technician, or, reproducibility between 

technicians (see Mandel [1971] for a discussion of repeatability and 

reproducibility). 

These values have been used as a guide in this study for 

determining the valid engineering soil units. The values in the first 

two columns of Table X are considered to be the typical values of S and 

CV which may be expected for valid engineering soil units. The values 

in the next four columns are considered to be the minimum values of S 

and CV representing uncontrollable soil variations and operator variations 

(error). The closer the engineering soil units can be grouped and 

defined, the closer their S and CV will come to these minimum values. 

Since the map units to be defined in this study are to indicate 

subgrade conditions, the emphasis in the analysis to determine valid 



TABLE X. Typical values of mean (x) standard deviation (S) and coefficient of variation (CV) 
for some soil properties obtained by several authors. 

SOIL TYPE Natural Natural Natural Controlled 

SAMPLES Multiple Multiple Single Single 

TESTS PER SAMPLE Single Single Multiple Multiple 

CLASSIFICATION Agricultural 
Soil Types 

Genetic -
Textural 

"R" Value 
Ranges 

Sandy 
Silt 

Silt Silty 
Clay 

SOURCE Thomburn & 
Larsen (1959) 

Kantey & 
Williams 

(1962) 

Ames et 
al. (1971) 

Liu & Thombum 
(1965b) 

LIQUID LIMIT 

X 

S 
CV 

37.4-51.3 
3.8 - 6.4 
7.0 - 15.8 

20.5 - 35.1 
4.7 - 12.5 

20 - 38 

27.6 
.36 - .67 

1.31 -2.41 

34.5 
.43- .96 

1.24 - 2.83 

45.0 
.52- .59 

1.16 - 1.29 

PLASTICITY INDEX 

X 

S 
CV 

11.9 - 26.1 
2.7- 5.5 

13.4 - 34.0 

9.0 - 18.4 
3.0- 6.2 

29 - 43 

11.4 
.59- .71 

5.15 - 6.20 

11.5 
.79- .94 

7.20 - 7.81 

24.0 
.82- .90 

3.37 - 3.78 

CLAY CONTENT 

X 

S 
CV 

22.3 - 37.3 
1.8 - 5.1 
5.1 - 18.8 

6.8 - 10.9 
4.0- 7.6 

42 - 74 

"R" VALUE 

S 2.7 - 4.4 

Significance 
of indicated 

ranges 
Values for different soils Values for different soil technicians 
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map units is placed on selecting groups of samples which produce an 

acceptably low standard deviation and coefficient of variation for the 

"R" value of the tested map unit. 

Ames, Benson and Sundquist (1971) are in the process of deter

mining a precision statement for the Hveem stabilometer test for the "R" 

value. Table XI indicates the standard deviation and expected range of 

results for their preliminary findings. Consistent with these findings is 

the results of a series of tests performed within the Wyoming Highway 

Department Materials Testing Laboratory (personal communication from 

Patrick Nolan, Soils Engineer, Wyoming Highway Department). Five 

different soil technicians tested material from the same sample to deter

mine the "R" value. Results ranged from about 2 3 to 32. 

The standard deviations and coefficients of variation for the 

categories listed in Table IX were found to be somewhat higher than the 

typical values (Table X) for some map units. S ranged from an average 

of 11.5 to 15.5 for the categories and the properties LL, PA, and R, 

while CV ranged as high as 80. Other analysis categories and units 

thought to be more representative of engineering requirements were 

selected. These are indicated in Table XII. 

The analysis category based on the geologic formation grouping 

of samples was modified to place samples into more correct groups as a 

result of observations in the field and on the aerial photography. More 

specific classifications of alluvial material than are shown on the areal 



TABLE XI. Standard deviation and acceptable range of 
two results for the Hveem stabilometer "R" value. 
These values are considered as the absolute minimum 
values for ideal engineering soil units. These pre
liminary findings are furnished by and cited with the 
permission of the authors (Ames et al. 1971). 

Standard Acceptable 
R-Value Range Deviation Range of Two 

Results 

0 - 3 0  4.43 12 

31 - 69 CT
> 00
 

19 

70 and above 2. 70 8 
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TABLE XII. Categories of soil-rock units selected for 
analysis subsequent to those in Table IX. 

Analysis Category 
Map units comprising 
each analysis category 

Soil samples grouped 
according to accepted 
geologic formations 
as identified and 
located from field 
and photo observations 

Sundance formation 
Morrison formation 
Mo wry shale 
Frontier formation 
Terrace #4 
Terrace #1 
Flood plain 
Streambed 
Colluvium 

Soil samples grouped 
according to lithologic 
classification, or 
parent lithology 

i 
Alluvium, fine to medium 
Alluvium, medium to coarse 
Sandstone 
Bentonitic shale 
Siliceous shale 
Shale 
Sandy shale/shaley sandstone 
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geology map are added to the analysis category in Table XII. The Cody 

shale unit is deleted since field observations indicated the surface 

materials in this area are colluvial deposits. 

The lithologic classification has more significance than the 

broad lithology used earlier (Table IX). It is not too complex to be 

understood by the engineer with some geologic background. 

Statistical Procedures 

The basic statistics of each map unit in the various analysis 

categories were calculated using a computer. The soil physical proper

ties from the lab tests (Appendix A) were punched on cards, one card 

per soil sample. For each analysis category the cards were sorted, 

placing the samples into their appropriate map units, then read by the 

computer to calculate the statistics for each map unit. The results for 

the lithologic analysis category can be found in Appendix D. 

At this point it was not readily apparent whether the map units 

in the analysis categories were actually independent and valid units, 

although logically and intuitively they were independent. Various 

statistical tests are available to test differences. In this case it is 

desired to test the hypothesis that each map unit represents a population 

different from all other map units within the particular mapping classifi

cation system (analysis category). 
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The Kruskal-Wallis one way analysis of variance by ranks is a 

useful test for determining if a number of independent samples are from 

different populations (Siegel 1956). 

The method tests the hypothesis that a number of samples come 

from the same population or from populations with identical means, or 

the alternative hypothesis that they are from different populations. This 

method has the limitation that it indicates the independent groups tested 

are either all from the same population or are all from different popula

tions. It will not indicate that some groups are the same while others 

differ. 

Another approach is the pair-wise comparison of samples. Each 

sample is in turn compared with each other sample until all have been 

compared. The "t" test for significance between sample means is one 

test which can be used for this type of pair-wise comparison. This test 

requires the assumption that the samples come from populations having 

normal distribution and equal standard deviations. 

Not all groups of soil samples representing the various map 

units appear to have normal distributions. When plotted on probability 

paper, some soil properties for some map units appear normal, while 

some are log normal, and others remain in doubt. Also, the standard 

deviations for the various soil properties of the map unit groupings are 

not equal. 
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While the "t" test could probably be used with little chance of 

error, a nonparametric test seems to be the better choice in this case. 

In particular, the Mann-Whitney "U" test is well suited for this pur

pose. It is particularly sensitive to differences between population 

means (Freund 1960). The power-efficiency of the Mann-Whitney test 

compared to the "t" test is close to 95%. In some cases the "U" test 

may even be superior to the "t" test, according to Siegel (1956). 

Another advantage of the nonparametric test is that it is less influenced 

by extreme values than is its parametric equivalents. 

The Mann-Whitney "U" test is the method which was used to 

determine the independence of the mapping units within the analysis 

categories. The calculations are relatively simple. But because of 

the number of calculations required, the computer was again used to 

perform the calculations. Results are discussed in the next chapter. 

Making the reasonable assumption that the "U" distribution of 

the two samples being compared approximates a normal curve (Freund 

1960), and using a level of significance of 0. 05 (probability of reject

ing H0 when it should be accepted), it is possible to reject the null 

hypothesis (H0), that the samples come from equal populations, when: 

Z is less than -1.96 or 

Z is greater than +1.96. 
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The value Z is calculated by 

7  -  U " ^ f  

<rv 

where U , the Mann-Whitney statistic, is defined as 

•I . ni(n, + I) _ U = n,nt + —' R, , 

the mean of the sampling distribution of U is 
n.n, 

tfu= —£-*• , 

and the standard deviation of U is 
n«(rii+ n« + I) r _ ljhjkilh± 

u V 12 

The values n-^ and ng are the number of observations in the 

two samples combined. The value Z is the deviation of the observed 

value from the population mean under H0 when the population standard 

deviation is equal to 1. The extreme values of Z are -1.96 and +1.96 

for a level of significance of 0. 05. Extreme values for other levels of 

significance can be found in Appendix A of Siegel (1956). A more 

detailed discussion of the Mann-Whitney test can be found in Freund 

(1960) and Siegel (1956). 



CHAPTER 8 

RESULTS AND EVALUATION 

Field Investigation 

The field investigation was originally conducted only for high

way engineering design purposes. The use of this particular highway 

field investigation as the basis for a research project did not come 

until some months later. Consequently, the distribution and number of 

test holes were not as desirable as they might have been otherwise. 

Some of the photo map units have no samples identifying them, and of 

those that do, some do not have enough for a valid statistical test. 

However, there are, for the most part, sufficient samples for the other 

mapping categories tested. 

It can be noted that there is a general deficiency of test holes 

located in the sandstone units and an abundance in the poorer soils, 

swelling shales, and in the terrace gravels. This results from the 

tendency of the geologist or soil technician to attempt to define more 

thoroughly the poorer foundation conditions which he knows will need 

special design consideration, while passing lightly over the better 

foundation areas which, though not as thoroughly investigated, will 

probably not suffer with only minimal design information. Also, the man 

122 
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in the field tends to make additional test holes in the areas where con

struction materials are expected, in this case the terrace deposits, 

since he knows the need for construction materials. 

The type of samples collected in the soil survey also was not 

the type required specifically for a research project. The field soil 

technician collected composite samples at each location. For example, 

all of the material from the first five feet of the test hole was in many 

instances shoveled in to the sample sack regardless of whether a soil 

change had taken place within the first five feet. This is not to say 

that it was a poor sampling technique, since in this manner, the 

samples are more representative of what will actually go into the high

way construction. It would be prohibitive to separate the soil layers 

during construction and to use them singly to construct the subgrade. 

For research purposes it might be more desirable to separate 

the samples, for example, into samples from the topsoil, the weathered 

horizons, the parent material, etc. Liu and Thornburn (19 65a) and Deen 

(1959), among others, specifically sampled the "A", "B" and "C" soil 

horizons as defined by the agricultural terminology. It is significant 

however, that their research was in areas with soils having well develop

ed profiles, whereas the research area of this project is an area of 

constant denudation, without soil profiles or with only poorly developed 

profiles. 
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In all, over 120 test holes were drilled and logged, requiring 

over 36 man-days. Over 140 samples were sent to the testing labora

tory for analysis. Work, by Kantey and Williams (1962), Liu and 

.Thornburn (1965a), and Deen (1959) have led to the conclusion that such 

extensive boring and sampling is unnecessary. 

For highway design, where an indication of the subgrade per

formance is most important, analysis using a probability of 95%, a 

limit of accuracy of 20% and a variation of 30% indicates an average of 

10 samples are required to adequately define the index properties and 

California bearing ratio (used similarly to the "R" value) for reasonably 

well defined map units (Kantey and Williams 1962). Considering 4 or 5 

valid map units for this project, at the most 50 samples would have been 

required, a reduction of more than 50% from the actual number of test 

holes and samples taken in the field. 

The 10 samples required per map unit logically should be evenly 

distributed throughout the project wherever the map unit occurs. Consid

eration of the proposed grade line will further determine test hole 

locations. 

Areas of heavy fill will not require samples for R value deter

mination since the R value concerned will be that of the imported fill 

material rather than the material in place. The areas where heavy fill is 

proposed should be investigated to determine settlement. Samples 
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should be undisturbed for consolidation and strength testing, and not 

necessarily counted among the samples required to define the properties 

of the map units . 

Areas of shallow fill, where all or most of the fill material may 

come from the side ditch sections, require composite samples of all 

material encountered down to the indicated depth of side ditches. 

Sampling in cut sections should follow still a third procedure. 

The material to be taken from the cut and used as fill in the other areas 

should be samples by composite sampling techniques. All material from 

the test hole should be thoroughly mixed and the required amount of 

material for the sample should be taken from the mixture. The index 

properties and R value obtained for this sample would then be represen

tative of the values to be expected for the fill areas. A second sample 

should be taken consisting of only the material encountered in the test 

hole at the design grade elevation. Laboratory tests on this sample will 

then indicate the design values to be used through the cut section. 

Overall consideration in the location of test holes and the 

sampling techniques should, in any event, be given to defining the 

properties of the map units. 

The detailed plane table maps and field investigations proved 

to be valuable in determining the location of rock units which could not 

be identified in the aerial photography. The numerous beds of bentonite 

in the ridge of Mowry shale (centerline stations 354+00 to 362+00) were 
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easily plotted on the soil profile with the information from the detailed 

map when combined with drill logs and geologic structure observations. 

Likewise, the location of the major sandstone units were traced and 

projected into the centerline profile between stations 458+00 to 465+00 

only with the aid of field mapping. 

Air Photo Mapping of Soils and Rocks 

Considerable success was achieved in the mapping of geologic 

units using air photo interpretation. The moderately dipping geologic 

structure and lack of soil cover were the primary factors contributing to 

the ease and accuracy with which it was possible to map so many 

geologic units with the detail obtained. 

The photo interpretation procedure used to compile the map was 

not significantly different from usual photo mapping procedure. The map

ping progressed from delineation of the broad and easily mapped geologic 

units to identification of the more specific and detailed units, by the 

outlining on the photographs of areas having similar photo pattern 

elements. Some geologic units, such as the Mowry shale, were 

immediately identified by their outstanding characteristics as indicated 

in the table of photo map units (Appendix C). Further study of the photo 

pattern elements, particularly topographic expression and tone, led to 

the location of formational contacts, and division of major units into 

distinctive subordinate units. 
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Since the emphasis throughout the study was on defining units 

which appeared to have sufficiently uniform characteristics, it was pos

sible to identify the same unit when repeated elsewhere within the study 

area. The only difficulty in this respect occurred in those areas cut by 

faults, where only a small portion of the stratigraphic sequence was 

visible. In these instances, the outcroppings of shale could have been 

identified as belonging to members of more than one formation, since the 

various shale units have essentially identical air photo pattern elements. 

An example of this difficulty is the correct identification of the 

dark shale bed underlain by the light toned shale seen at the right side 

of the photomap 2 of 8 in Appendix B. This unit is very similar to the • 

unit seen in the lower center of photomap 6 of 8, which has been 

correctly identified as the basal Frontier formation shale and bentonite. 

The unit on photomap 2 could be mistakenly identified as basal Frontier 

formation as well, but careful comparison indicates a difference in 

relative thickness of the light and dark units and minute differences in 

the erosion characteristics, leading to the correct identification for the 

unit on Photomap 2 as the uppermost part of the Thermopolis shale, 

which is also very dark with the light unit underlying. 

Most major lithologic identifications can readily be made by 

photo interpretation. Sandstones appear more resistant than shales, 

forming ridges or ledges. The better cemented the sandstone, the 
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sharper and more jagged is the ridge or ledge. Gullies cutting these 

ridges are either wide spaced or absent. The photo tone of the exposed 

rock is light. 

Shale, on the other hand, is identified in the slopes and valleys 

between resistant ridges and ledges, or as rounded hills. They show 

marked erosion, usually fine, parallel rills and gullies. While the 

sandstones are usually uniformly light toned, the shales usually exhibit 

a banded and varying photo tone, sometimes light, but usually medium 

to dark, which is characteristic of the thin bedding. Sandy zones with

in the shale units are identified by their increased resistance to 

erosion, usually causing a break in the otherwise uniform slope of the 

shale, and by slightly different erosional characteristics, such as 

termination of gullies, or decrease of gully density. 

Some important material types cannot be identified by photo 

interpretation in this particular study. One such material is bentonite, 

the very plastic, highly swelling clay so detrimental to highway sub-

grades. These clay units, although large enough to be seen on the 

aerial photos do not appear to have any air photo pattern elements which 

will specifically identify them as the swelling clays. The major clay 

unit at the base of the Frontier formation was observed to have been 

mined at several locations, but this does not specifically indicate the 

material type, only its persistence and its importance to man. 
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It was possible to locate and map some of the major bentonite 

beds, particularly the basal Frontier bentonite, once their location was 

determined from field observation or descriptions in stratigraphic sec

tions in the literature. These beds, usually light toned, can be located 

in the darker shale sequence at their known sequence or ground location 

by inference and association with other units which are readily identi

fiable and mappable, such as the bentonite bed immediately above the 

Second Wall Creek Sandstone in the Frontier formation. 

Bentonite beds within the Mowry shale, on the other hand, can 

not be identified on the air photos even though their location is known. 

This is attributed to the overall light tone of the weathered Mowry shale. 

Alluvial materials are easily distinguished from bedrock by 

their lack of bedding features. Generally the boundary between bedrock 

and a colluvial deposit, for example, can be recognized by a change in 

slope, a change in the photo tone and tone pattern (lack of banding), 

and often a change in vegetation. The alluvial deposits support more 

vegetation growth than the bedrock units, more grass, more sagebrush, 

resulting in an overall different appearance from that of the bedrock. 

The alluvial deposits were classified according to their mode 

of origin and were identified and mapped by associated characteristics. 

Terrace deposits are identified by the flat, featureless, nearly horizon

tal surface. This surface has a medium photo tone due primarily to 

vegetation. But around the edges where the granular material is 
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exposed, a lighter tone is characteristic. The lighter tone is attribu

table to the higher reflectance of the granular materials exposed on the 

slopes at the terrace edges. The light-tone band can also be used as an 

indication of the thickness and vertical extent of the terrace deposits, 

the lower limit of the light-toned band being implied as the bottom of 

the terrace deposits. The terraces also have few drainage and erosion 

features, indicating the permeable nature of the more granular materials. 

Six terrace levels were identified by topographic position and sequence. 

A seventh terrace was identified, but was classed as a river flood-

plain terrace rather than a Tertiary outwash terrace. Its photo features 

appear somewhat different; thus it was inferred that the material is 

somewhat different. 

The river floodplains and streams with alluvial filled beds are 

easily identified by their association with the river or stream, and are 

limited by well defined banks in most cases. Within the river flood-

plains varying materials can be identified by varying photo tones, 

silts and clays being darker, sands and gravels being lighter. Many 

minor soil units can be mapped in this manner within the floodplain. 

These were mapped when the photogrammetric map was compiled, but 

they are not considered significant in this study. In other areas the 

location of the sand and gravel bars can be important when other sources 

of aggregate are not available. The alluvial material in the streambeds, 

while generally inferred to be sandy because of the steepness of the 
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streambeds, can be judged by the types of materials and relative 

amounts of each outcropping within each stream's drainage basin. 

Those alluvial streams from drainage areas mainly in shale can be 

inferred to have more silty and clayey material in their beds, while 

those with sandstone outcrops can be inferred to be more sandy. 

Alluvial fans are identified by their characteristic shape. The 

type of material of which they are composed can be judged from the 

source of the associated stream, photo tone, erosion characteristics, 

etc. Some talus slopes are also identified by their characteristic fan 

shape. Their material types can be implied by the characteristics of 

the source materials. 

The last major type of alluvial deposit identified and mapped 

was the colluvial deposit. These rather extensive areas mapped con

sist of material deposited by slope runoff, gravitational creep and 

accumulation of falling material from the steeper slopes above. Collu

vial deposits are almost always identified at the base of the steeper 

slopes, along the edges of the floodplains and stream valleys. They 

are delineated on the photos along lines of slope change, tone change 

and vegetation change which are always present. Material types in the 

colluvial deposits vary greatly but can usually be assumed to have a 

higher percentage of granular material than their sources due to leach

ing out of the finer clay materials. The degree of granularily 
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may be further judged by the type of source material and the tonal and 

erosional details of the particular colluvial deposit. 

Annotation of the various units on the aerial photographs was 

somewhat difficult because of the small scale of the photography in 

relation to the detail being mapped. Annotation of the units on the 

photo enlargements was much easier in that respect, but much more 

difficult without the benefit of the stereo vision possible with the 

contact prints. Transfer of map unit boundaries from the stereo contact 

prints to the enlargements had to be done mainly on the basis of tone 

changes and photo details. The enlarged detail made it possible in 

some cases to outline the detailed geologic units, such as thin sand

stone beds, known to exist but not visible on the smaller scale contact 

prints. 

As the author worked with the aerial photos a certain degree of 

facility was developed in identifying and delineating photo units which 

had previously been identified. The same would be true if the area was 

thoroughly mapped using ground methods. However, many of the 

geologic relationships, particularly structures such as folds and 

faults, are more readily apparent using aerial photo interpretation. The 

whole process of map preparation is greatly enhanced and speeded 

using air photo methods. 
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Photoqrammetric Mapping 

The application of photogrammetric methods further enhanced 

the mapping of soil and rock units from aerial photography in two ways 

(1) by adding dimensional accuracy and (2) by providing a far superior 

stereoscopic view to that obtained using contact prints and the common 

stereoscope. 

The problems concerning horizontal and vertical control for 

photogrammetric mapping, discussed in the previous chapter, and the 

problems of anamorphism did not seem to affect the ability to set the 

stereo model in the photogrammetric plotter, nor to adversely affect 

the results. 

A total of seven stereo models were required to cover the 

length of the project. Each model covered an area 1.9 miles by 2. 75 

miles. However, an area about 1 mile in width across the highway 

route by 1.5 miles in length was mapped in each stereo model. Set up 

time for each model averaged about 3 hours, somewhat more than time 

required by a skilled technician. Another 2 to 3 hours was required to 

map all drainage pattern details, roads, buildings, etc. Compilation 

of geologic information including spot elevation measurements for 

structure determination required another one to three hours per model. 

It should be anticipated that in a normal highway mapping 

project horizontal and vertical control ground would be readily available 

or could be obtained by sending out survey parties. The success 
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obtained here in the absence of suitable photography and control data 

indicates that an accurate map can be compiled even if resources are 

limited. 

For many highway projects topographic maps are compiled 

photogrammetrically for use in planning and later design stages. For 

others, photogrammetric methods are being applied to compile cross-

section survey data for earthwork design and computations. When such 

photogrammetric work is planned for a highway project, the geologic 

and soil mapping of the highway route should be included as an 

integral part of the plan. If the geologist is furnished air photo contact 

prints early, he can prepare the photo interpretation of soils and rocks. 

As the photogrammetric mapping technician compiles a model in his 

plotting instrument the geologist can also compile his portion of the 

mapping for the highway, the engineering soils map. The time required 

for the geologist to compile the soils map for each stereo model will 

range from as little as half an hour to perhaps two or three hours 

depending on the complexity of the geology. The topographic mapping 

or cross-section measurement may require from four hours to two or 

more days, exclusive of set up time depending on the complexity of 

the topography and the scale of mapping. It would seem, therefore, 

that the delay attributable to the time required to compile the geology 

on the highway map is insignificant compared to the benefits which 

can be derived. 
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The enlarged and exceptionally clear three-dimensional view 

obtained in the stereo plotter is a significant advantage in identifying 

and mapping geologic and soil units. In addition to the scale accuracy 

of the final map from the stereo plotter, the accuracy of the geologic 

soils map is increased by the ability to clearly locate and trace the 

boundaries between units and to locate and identify many smaller units. 

Many boundaries or units which were not located or identified in the 

stereo study of the contact prints were identified in the stereo plotter 

view. 

The stereo plotter has one decided disadvantage, that is its 

limited field of view, an area only about 1200 feet in diameter at the 

photo scale used in this study. The view obtained using an ordinary 

lens stereoscope would be over 4000 feet in diameter, nearly 4 times as 

great. The area of view is important in developing the continuity of the 

distribution of geologic and soil units. If the geologist has adequately 

prepared for the photogrammetric mapping by studying and annotating 

the contact prints, this disadvantage is riot of too great a consequence. 

Along the same line, when studying contact prints it is possible 

to quickly switch from viewing one pair of photos to view another in 

order to follow the continuity of some particular unit or feature. In the 

few seconds required to switch pairs of photos the image of the first 

pair of photos is retained quite well in the interpreter1 s memory and can 

be correlated with the next image seen in the second pair of photos. 
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This capability to switch views is not possible with the photogrammetric 

plotter. The geologist must fix well in his mind the details along the 

edge of the stereo model common with the edge of the next model to set 

in the plotter. 

The use of the photogrammetric plotter to measure the strike 

and dip of tilted sedimentary rock units was quite successful. Measure

ment of strike and dip in the field using the Brunton compass requires 

the location of a good outcrop of the bedrock and the location of a 

bedding plane within the outcrop. The resultant measurement is subject 

to inaccuracies which may be caused by local slumping of the bedding 

plane in outcrop, slight flexures in the bedding plane, locating a true 

bedding plane, and using the isolated measurement at a point to repre

sent the true attitude of the whole geologic structure. 

In the stereo model it is possible to select and measure three 

points on a bedding plane to define the orientation of the plane. This 

is not only possible for the resistant sandstone beds which stand out 

in the ridges of tilted sediments, but also possible for the shale units 

for which field measurement of strike and dip is often quite difficult. 

The strike and dip of shale beds can be measured in the stereo model by 

locating three points at different elevation on a persistent light or dark 

toned band and recording the elevation and location of each as a spot 

elevation. The plane defined by the three spot elevations can then be 

analyzed by the usual three-point method used in structural geology to 
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determine the strike and dip. Values found by this method agreed with

in a few degrees with the values found by field measurements made on 

good outcrops of sandstone. Strike and dip were valuable later in the 

study for plotting the geologic-soil profile on the highway plan and 

profile sheets. 

Selection of Mapping Units - Statistical Analysis 

The analysis categories and the statistical methods of testing 

the map units have been discussed in Chapter 7. In selecting analysis 

categories to be tested and the mapping units of each, the foremost 

considerations were that the mapping units be easily recognized, uniform 

from the standpoint of engineering properties, repetitive from one loca

tion to another, and at a level of detail practical for engineering design. 

Since the purpose of the engineering geologic-soils map is for 

highway subgrade design, the greatest amount of consideration was 

given to the standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the "R" 

value when evaluating the statistical results of the map units. Table 

XIII lists the standard deviations of the soil properties resulting from the 

sorting of the soil sample data into groups corresponding to map units 

as defined for each analysis category. Table XIV lists the coefficients 

of variation. It can readily be seen that the standard deviations and 

coefficients of variation for the "R" value decreased considerably as 

more refined mapping classifications were analyzed. The same is true 
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TABLE XIII. Standard deviations of the soil physical properties 
for each of the analysis categories. Weighted averages of the 
standard deviations determined for each category for LL, PI and 
R are shown in parentheses. 

ANALYSIS 
CATEGORY Map (/nit  P4 P10 P40 P200 LL PI R 

Combined 
Samples 9.58 12.82 17.85 15.S3 19.86 18.92 14.23 

Broad Sandstone 13.33 14.51 15.68 13.74 9.66 6.2S 14.90 
Llthology Shale 5.81 10.80 18.01 16.09 24.97 (15.57) 24.10 (14.91) 11.54 (12.86) 

Alluvium 11.27 14.14 17.89 13.92 7.62 7.67 13.76 

Sundance 8.S3 13.07 17.65 19.24 12.93 9.80 20.98 
Formations Morrison 4.52 6.15 9.07 10.72 4.28 5.59 13.15 

Cloverly 2.04 6.04 7.26 6.57 2.49 2.48 3.03 
from Thermopolls 13.44 13.98 13.38 11.90 8.27 7.50 6.99 

Mowry 4.15 12.09 20,84 20.98 29,91 (11.29) 29.68 (11.28) 14.70 (12.13) 
Geologic Frontier 6.68 8.26 10.79 10.24 6.18 6.15 8.80 

Cody 1.52 3.53 S.01 12.38 4.18 5.01 5.69 
Maps Terrace Gravel 15.78 18.04 21. 10 IS.09 6.02 5.96 15.02 

Alluvium 5.43 10.69 13.74 10.50 2.23 4.05 10.32 

Sundance 2.59 3.53 5.12 9.95 15.53 8.77 17.76 
Formations MorTlson 1.85 3.71 6.72 10.06 5.64 5.62 7.54 
Identified Mowry 4.20 12.33 21.20 21.45 30.81 30.48 13.77 

From Frontier 6.76 8.24 10.86 9.95 6.10 6.32 9.53 
Field Terrace #4 7.83 11.19 15.92 13.01 5.13 (12.11) 5.15 (11.96) 9.46 (11.51) 
and Terrace #1 8.37 13.02 17.66 23.35 9.93 10.67 16.57 
Photo Floodplain 2.47 3.33 3.55 6.76 1.97 4.05 4.57 

Observation Streambed 7.  36 14.78 17.54 7.98 2.68 3.69 10.17 
Colluvium 8.52 10.30 13.45 11.11 9.57 9.40 13.11 

#5 1.45 3.45 4.86 12.28 3.96 4.77 5.47 
#7 2.53 4.23 6.16 7.33 2.61 4.23 7.57 

Photo #10 * 0.02 0.02 0.99 6.29 3.99 3.00 2.49 
#13 * 1.99 2.99 3.99 1.69 5.99 4.99 0 

Map #20 14.91 17.47 21.01 17.96 9.05 8.90 16.92 
#20 -  T1 * 8.37 13.02 17.66 23.35 9.93 10.67 16.57 

Units #20 -  T4 7.93 11.54 6.69 15.29 8.72 8.16 10.18 
#21 7.48 9.38 12.77 17.98 41.04 39.39 3.52 
#30 * 2.06 3.93 6.04 11.21 6.25 (11.23) 6.18 (11.11) 7.69 (9.92) 
#32 9.38 10.71 13.74 12.98 10.46 10.24 14.67 
#33 5.23 13.93 19.34 14.18 19.18 13.44 16.27 
#39 7.08 7.97 9.59 8.05 5.56 5.03 4.74 
#40 1.69 1.82 2.40 6.40 3.86 4.46 7.15 
#41 * 6.01 7.69 8.88 6.17 3.13 3,84 12.44 
#49 * 2.  32 3.55 4.64 6.10 3.09 5.24 3.77 

Rest of photo map units only one sample per unit .  

Alluvium F-M 15.38 9.65 13.65 10.05 4.59 4.90 10.69 
Llthologlc Alluvium M-6 15.77 17.08 19.20 16.29 7.08 7.69 16.18 
ClassJ/lcaiJon Sandstone 13.58 14.88 16.18 12.58 9.86 6.71 16.48 

Bentonit lc Sh.  6.90 1.S5 15.97 17.90 32.32 (9.1) 31.17 (8.  39) 1.96 (7.67) 
Sil iceous Sh. 4.53 14.56 24.47 14.77 4.56 4.09 8.22 
Shale 2.00 3.23 8.06 8.30 9.34 7.85 3.  69 
Sandy Shale 2.15 3.70 7.11 9.  26 6.93 6.64 6.89 

*LGSS than 5 samples per unit .  
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TABLE XIV. Coefficients of variation of the soil physical 
properties for each of the analysis categories. Weighted 
averages of the coefficients of variation determined for each 
category of LL, PI and R are shown in parentheses. 

ANALYSIS 
CATEGORY Map Unit  P4 P10 P40 P200 LL PI R 

Combined 
Samples 10.16 14.43 21.97 28.07 51.84 88,95 62.52 

Broad Sandstone 14.23 IS.96 17.96 26.54 40.45 76.31 41,87 
Lithology Shale 6.04 12.08 22.31 26.83 51.82 (37.97) 79.44 (65.96) 68.52 (SB.68) 

Alluvium 12.18 16.21 22.27 26.82 24.18 51.07 52.31 

Sundance 9.16 15.09 22.56 36.26 47.89 88.12 56.15 
Formations Morrison 4.66 6.58 10.32 19.26 15.52 46.92 47.65 

C loverly 2.11 6.71 8.69 10. 57 7.69 13.62 17.67 
from Thermopolis 15.27 16.94 17.90 20.58 20.43 31.44 33.71 

Mowry 4.27 14.06 28.89 36.71 48.61 (25.10) 70.49 (48.07) 87.29 (55.50) 
Geologic Frontier 7.02 8.85 12.00 17.11 16. 78 30.75 51.02 

Cody 1.54 3.64 5.28 22.55 16.22 56.76 23.57 
Maps Terrace Gravel 17.97 21.92 28.27 32.07 19.13 40.19 60.34 

Alluvium 5.  66 11,62 15.64 17.92 8.00 35.46 32,61 

Sundance 2.63 3.76 5.85 15.69 S8.61 67.49 66.42 
Formations Morrison 1.88 3.97 7.81 15.33 19.86 40.15 42. 39 
Identified Mowry 4.  31 14.27 28.89 36.90 49.33 70.54 90.11 

From Frontier 7.07 8.78 11.93 16.13 16.06 30.40 55.74 
Field Ten-ace #4 8.70 13.29 20.95 26.48 16.11 (28.00) 32,54 (50,46) 42.53 (55.72) 
and Terrace #1 9.89 17.67 28.95 SI.56 33.12 88.97 40.11 

Photo Floodplaln 2.54 3.51 3.86 11.25 7.12 37.46 14.51 
Observation Streambed 7.81 17.39 23.00 16.84 9.32 27.92 29,92 

Colluvium B. 99 11.34 15.81 30.45 29.43 59.38 50.77 

#5 1.46 3.54 5.09 21.66 IS.24 SI.39 23.22 
#7 2.64 4.56 6.95 11.96 9.18 33.70 2S.74 

Photo #10 * 0.  02 0.02 1.00 8.26 9.S2 12.00 38.46 
#13 * 2.04 3.09 4.21 2.73 16.66 24.99 0.03 

Map #20 17.19 21.74 29.17 36.91 27.38 54.91 63.29 
#20 -  TI * 8.81 13.70 21.83 30.17 25.45 45.20 47.95 

Units #20 -  T4 * 9.89 17.67 28.95 51.56 33.11 (26.01) 88.97 (48.68) 40.11 (45.40) 
#21 7.91 10.10 14.10 23.86 53.S3 69.39 48.74 
#30 * 2.  09 4.23 7.19 17.19 21.77 42.65 47. 34 
#32 9.93 11.99 16.79 20.67 29.74 56.63 S4.78 
#33 5.  36 17.50 32.96 32.75 34.87 53.21 75.11 
#39 7.56 8.79 11.15 12.29 13.39 20,13 31.25 
#40 1.73 1.88 2.51 11.19 10.87 27,04 30.46 
#41 * 6.  34 8.36 10.23 11.80 10.2S 25.64 51.84 
#49 * 2.88 3.82 5.41 8.94 8.74 30.28 22.62 

Rest of photo map units only one sample per unit .  

Alluvium F-M 5.63 10.58 15.84 18.66 IS.73 38.64 37.37 
LlthoJogic Alluvium M-6 19.16 22.94 29.95 36.72 23.02 54.72 47.35 
Classification Sandstone 14.  33 16.13 , 18.20 25.12 40.47 80,25 45.00 

Bentonlt ic Sh.  7.22 12.79 19.00 26.82 50.25 (27.88) 67.71 (49.57) 30.08 (35.07) 
Sil iceous Sh. 4.61 18.74 45.19 39.30 11.36 20.64 23.21 
Shale 2.06 3.51 9.63 13.73 23.96 34,69 23.67 
Sandy Shale 2.21 3.90 7.88 14.47 19.54 35.45 35.91 

•Less than S samples per unit .  
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for the liquid limit and plasticity index of the experimental soil class

ifications . Though individual values for some map units remained high, 

the weighted average values for each analysis category decrease indi

cating the overall effect of the development of significant map units. 

Using Table X of Chapter 7, values of 6 and 30 were selected 

as acceptable values for standard deviation and the coefficient of varia

tion respectively of the soil properties for valid engineering soil units. 

It is not possible to develop engineering soil units with, on the average, 

much lower values. It must be recalled, as indicated by the values 

obtained by Ames et al. (1971) and Liu and Thornburn (1965b) in Table 

X, that there is some variation in the values of the soil properties due 

to the laboratory testing itself. An additional amount above the test 

variation must be expected due to the natural variation of soils, even 

soils which are supposedly identical. 

The analysis category called Broad Lithology, judged to be the 

simplest category for the study area, shows high variation and standard 

deviation for the "R" value, an average CV for "R" of 58%, well above 

the 30% value taken as the maximum allowable for engineering purposes. 

The values are not significantly reduced from the values obtained for 

the combined samples. This suggests that significant differences exist 

between types of shale, types of sandstone, and types of alluvium, 

which may be removed by better and more detailed classification. 
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The variation of physical properties of samples falling with 

the mapped boundaries of geologic formations on the areal geology map 

by Richardson (1961) were tested next. The average values of S and CV 

are consistently lower for all of the formational map units for all soil 

properties. Some individual values for some of the map^units are higher 

than the values for Broad Lithology and also higher than the values for 

all samples combined. The conclusions drawn from this are that class

ification of materials by geologic formations results in less variation 

of soil and rock properties overall than the variation based on broad 

lithology, but that some formations have higher variation due to several 

distinctive lithologies within those formations. For example, the 

differences between the shale properties of the Thermopolis shale and 

the Frontier formation support the separation of geologic materials by 

formation classification. The differences between the sandstones, 

sandy shales and shales within the Sundance formation do not support 

classification by geologic formation alone. Further, although the six 

samples falling within the area identified as Cody shale on the map 

show relatively low values of S and CV, the map unit Cody shale cannot 

be considered valid. Nor can the physical properties indicated be 

considered to be physical properties of Cody shale. Field observations 

indicate the material in this area to be a colluvial deposit of sand and 

silt rather than the calcareous Cody shale. 
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Most of the detailed photo map units show low values of 

standard deviation and coefficient of variation, an average of S near 10 

and CV near 45 with several values near 6 and 25 respectively. This is 

attributed not only to the uniformity of soil properties within the detailed 

photo map units but also to the few number of samples per map unit. 

Most of the photo map units have less than the 15 samples generally 

accepted as the minimum required to statistically define the soil 

properties (Kantey and Williams 1962). The classification by detailed 

photo map units is rejected as being not useful for engineering purposes, 

not so much because the physical properties are not adequately defined, 

but rather because the units are too detailed to be practical for overall 

engineering subgrade design purposes. The detailed classification 

principle in itself is not rejected, as it is extremely useful to the 

geologist in developing the overall geologic conditions and in indicat

ing some detailed areas which may require special field investigation 

and special design considerations. 

As a result of the evaluation of the first three mapping cate

gories, two further mapping categories were tested (Table XII) which 

are considered to be more specific than the Broad Lithology and Geo

logic Map Formation categories, but less detailed than the photo map 

units. 

The first of these is based on the use of the accepted geologic 

formations, plus the addition of five categories for alluvial material, in 
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place of the two used on the areal geology map. Samples were sorted 

into the formational and alluvial units based on the boundaries drawn 

on the photogrammetrically compiled geologic-soils map, aided by 

interpretation of the test hole logs, and by observation of the materials 

in the field. The average values of the coefficients of variation is 

about the same for this mapping category for "R", but higher for LL and 

PI, than for the areal geology map category. The same is true of the 

standard deviation. The average S and CV for the "R" value are still 

high, 11.5 and 55.7 respectively. 

The results of the statistical analysis for the first attempt to 

achieve a detailed lithologic classification are not shown in Table XIII 

and Table XIV. It should be mentioned that the standard deviations and 

coefficients of variation appeared better for this classification than for 

any other previously tested, but still not of the magnitude desired. In 

particular, all trial map units, which have included the Mowry shale 

formation, have had high variations. Study of the test hole logs and 

laboratory results indicates some samples contained considerably more 

bentonite than other. 

The Mowry shale itself is highly cemented with silica. When 

drilled or worked it does not degrade to the silt and clay fractions to 

the extent of other shales. It remains spmewhat granular in nature. 

When the samples containing predominant amounts of bentonite are 
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separated from those which are predominantly siliceous shale, much 

better results are obtained. 

Each unit of the lithologic analysis category was studied, 

redefined, and the samples finally grouped as indicated for the 

lithologic classification in Table XII of the last chapter. A conscien

tious attempt was made to group the samples by lithology as they would 

be identified in the field, and yet to maintain them in units which 

could be defined and mapped on aerial photography. The samples were 

grouped according to their field descriptions. But each was checked to 

insure that it remained within the proper boundary on the photogram-

metrically compiled engineering soils map. 

The results of the statistical analysis (Tables XII and XIV) for 

this trial have values of S and CV which are very near the desired values 

of 6 and 30 which were initially selected as acceptable. The weighted 

averages of the standard deviations (when extreme sample values are 

eliminated) are 9.1, 8.4 and 7.7 for LL, PI and R respectively. The 

coefficients of variation are 27.9, 49.6 and 35.1 respectively. 

Computer printouts for the map units of this classification 

system are reproduced in Appendix D. 

Results of Analysis of the Lithologic Classification 

The range of the population means for each soil property were 

determined using a probability of 0.95. From a graphical plot of these 
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ranges (Figure 36) it can be seen that some means are not significantly 

different, while others definitely represent different populations. 

The Mann-Whitney test was applied to determine if the means 

of the "R" value and other soil properties were significantly different 

for each unit. If they are not different, it can be said that the units 

are not significantly different as far as their subgrade value is con

cerned and they need not be mapped as separate units. Results of the 

Mann-Whitney test are given in Table XV. The significance and 

statistical properties of each map unit in the lithologic classification 

are discussed below. 

Alluvium, fine to medium is defined as accumulations of 

material transported by water and/or gravity. It must be at least 3 to 5 

feet thick to be significant as a highway subgrade material but may be 

thicker. It is predominately silt and sand size particles with much of 

the clay having been winnowed out or leached out. Deposits which 

fall in this classification unit include: small alluvial stream channels, 

their associated alluvial fans, talus cones below shale ridges and sand

stone ridges and all colluvial deposits. The Mann-Whitney test 

indicates that this unit is significantly different than all other units in 

the classification except sandstone and alluvium, medium to coarse. 

Variable nature of alluvial deposits is cited as the reason for the 

similarity of means of the two types of alluvium. In spite of these 

exceptions, the classification Alluvium, fine to medium is retained as 
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TABLE XV. Results of Mann-Whitney test for significant difference of 
means of "R" value and other soil properties for the lithologic class
ification. An X in a column indicates significant difference between 
the two units being compared at a level of significance of 0. 05. 

P4 P10 P40 P200 LL PI R Total 
Differences 

Alluvium F-M/Alluvium M-C X X X X 4 

Alluvium F-M/Sandstone X 1 

Alluvium F-M/Bentonitic Shale X X X X 4 

Alluvium F-M/Siliceous Shale X X X X X X 6 

Alluvium F-M/Shale X X X X 4 

Alluvium F-M/Sandy Shale X X X X 4 

Alluvium M-C/Sandstone X X X 3 

Alluvium M-C/Bentonitic Shale X X X X X X X 7 

Alluvium M-C/Siliceous Shale X X X 3 

Alluvium M-C/Shale X X X X X X X 7 

Alluvium M-C/Sandy Shale X X X X X 5 

Sandstone/Bentonitic Shale X X X X 4 

Sandstone/Siliceous Shale X X X X 4 

Sandstone/Shale X X X X X X 6 

Sandstone/Sandy Shale X X X X 4 

Bentonitic Shale/Siliceous Shale X X X X X X 6 

Bentonitic Shale/Shale X X X 3 

Bentonitic Shale/Sandy Shale X X X 3 

Siliceous Shale/Shale X X X X 4 

Siliceous Shale/Sandy Shale X X X X 4 

Shale/Sandy Shale X X 2 
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an individual classification, and not combined with the coarser 

alluvial material with a similar "R" value, because the alluvium, 

medium to coarse is a possible source of construction aggregates, 

whereas alluvium, fine to medium is not. Sandstone is retained as a 

separate mapping category since the areas mapped as sandstone may 

require rock excavation methods. The mean, standard deviation, 9 5% 

confidence limits of the mean, and AASHO and Unified classifications 

are given in Table XVI. 

Alluvium, medium to coarse is defined as accumulations of 

material transported by water and/or gravity, more than 5 feet thick, 

containing a significant amount of sand and gravel, and in some cases 

cobbles and small boulders. These deposits are not necessarily free 

from silt and clay size material, which may in fact be in such abun

dance as to significantly affect the AASHO and Unified classifications. 

But they do contain significantly more coarse material than the alluvium, 

fine to medium. Deposits which fall into this classification unit 

include: terrace deposits, river terraces, and river floodplain deposits. 

The Mann-Whitney test indicates significant difference in "R" values 

and other soil properties with all other units except sandstone and 

siliceous shale. The similarities of "R" values between alluvium, 

medium to coarse, sandstone and siliceous shale are disregarded as r 

being cause for combining the map units because of obvious differences 



TABLE XVI. Mean, standard deviation, 95% confidence limits of 
physical properties and resultant soil classifications of 
Alluvium, fine to medium. 

Property Mean SD 95% Range of Mean 

P4 95.65 5.38 92.47 to 97.83 

P10 91.23 9.65 88.33 to 95.13 

P40 86.15 13.65 80.63 to 91.67 

P200 53.88 10.05 49.82 to 57.94 

PLL 29.23 4.59 27.38 to 31.08 

PI 12.69 4.90 10.71 to 14.67 

R 27.00 10.09 22.93 to 31.07 

AASHO 
classification A-6(5) A-6(3) to A-6(6) 

Unified 
classification CL SC to CL 
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in other respects which are discussed below. Values of the physical 

properties and soil classifications are given in Table XVII. 

Sandstone is defined as sedimentary bedrock, made up of 

predominately sand-size material, having a thickness greater than 20 

feet so as to be significant for engineering purposes. Geologic units 

which are classed as sandstones within the study area include: the 

First and Second Wall Creek sandstone members of the Frontier forma

tion, the Cloverly formation, the Muddy sandstone member of the 

Thermopolis formation, the lower sand unit of the Morrison formation, 

the upper sand unit of the Sundance formation and the lower sand unit 

of the Sundance formation. However, it should be pointed out, that 

the material sampled and tested as sandstone was not actually solid 

rock, but rather, disaggregated granular material which was broken 

down by the drilling process. The name sandstone is retained to 

describe the insitu material which is, in fact, sandstone. The Mann-

Whitney test indicates significant differences in "R" value for all 

other map units except alluvium and siliceous shale. Sandstone is 

retained as a separate mapping classification from alluvium because 

of its consolidated nature which may require rock excavation methods. 

Also the coarse alluvial unit is a major source of construction aggregate, 

whereas sandstone would not necessarily be used for aggregate. The 

significance of siliceous shale is discussed below. Values of physi

cal properties and soil classifications are given in Table XVIII. 



TABLE XVII. Mean, standard deviation, 95% confidence limits of 
physical properties and resultant soil classifications of 
Alluvium, medium to coarse. 

Property Mean SD 95% Range of Mean 

P4 82.35 15.77 74.23 to 90.47 

PIO 74.47 17.08 65.67 to 83.27 

P40 64.11 19.20 54.23 to 73.99 

P200 44.37 16.29 35.98 to 52.76 

PLL 30.76 7.08 27.12 to 34.40 

PI 14.05 7.69 10.09 to 18.01 

R 34.17 16.18 25.74 to 42.50 

AASHO 
classification A-6(3) A-4 (0) to A-6(6) 

Unified 
classification SC SC to CL 



TABLE XVIII. Mean, standard deviation, 95% confidence limits of 
physical properties and resultant soil classifications of Sandstone. 

Property Mean SD 95% Range of Mean 

P4 94.72 13.58 85.62 to 100 

P10 92.27 14.88 82.29 to 100 

P40 88.90 16.18 78.03 to 99.77 

P200 50.07 12.58 41.64 to 58.50 

PLL 24.36 9.86 17.74 to 30.98 

PI 8.36 6.71 3.86 to 11.86 

R 36.63 16.48 25.57 to 47.69 

AASHO 
classification A-4(3) A-4(1) to A-4(6) 

Unified 
classification CL SC to CL 
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Bentonitic Shale is defined as sedimentary bedrock, made up 

of clay and silt size material, of which a considerable amount of the 

clay material is mineralogically designated as bentonite, and having a 

fissile sedimentary structure. Bentonite is potentially detrimental to 

highways, since it swells excessively when wetted, usually causing 

large humps in the highway where it is concentrated. Its "R" value is 

at the lowest end of the scale. Materials identified as Bentonitic shale 

within the study area include: all shale between the Wall Creek sand

stones of the Frontier formation, the lower half of the lower shale of the 

Frontier formation below a characteristic thin, persistent dark marker 

bed, and all of the Mowry shale. The engineering significance of the 

Mowry shale is further discussed below. The Mann-Whitney test 

indicates significant difference in "R" value with all other units. 

Values of physical properties and soil classifications are given in 

Table XIX. 

Siliceous shale is specifically the Mowry shale as accepted 

in the stratigraphic nomenclature of the area, a resistant shale with 

silica cementation, containing a very high amount of bentonite ranging 

from thin partings to beds of 1 to 3 feet thick. The "R" value indicated 

for Siliceous shale should not be used for pavement design as this value 

is representative of the siliceous shale without much bentonite. Be

cause so much bentonite is found throughout the unit as thin beds, the 

"R" value of bentonitic shale should be used for design purposes. The 
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TABLE XIX. Mean, standard deviation, 95% confidence limits of 
physical properties and resultant soil classifications of 
Bentonitic Shale. 

Property Mean SD 95% Range of Mean 

P4 95.54 6.90 92.48 to 98.60 

P10 90.31 11.55 85.65 to 94.97 

P40 84.04 15.97 77.60 to 90.48 

P200 66.73 17.90 59.51 to 73.95 

PLL 64.31 32.32 49.99 to 78.63 

PI 46.04 31.17 32.16 to 59.92 

R 6.54 1.96 5.75 to 7.33 

AASHO 
classification A-7-6(18) A-7-6(14) to A-7-6(20) 

Unified 
classification CH CH to CH 
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unit siliceous shale is set apart from other bentonitic shale because of 

its hard, resistant nature which may require rock excavation methods, 

whereas the bentonitic shale will not. The similarity of "R" value of 

the siliceous shale (without bentonite) to the "R" values of sandstone 

and alluvium, medium to coarse, is attributed to the large particles 

into which the cemented shale breaks when sampled by drilling. Values 

of the physical properties and soil classifications are presented in 

Table XX only to indicate the values found in this study. They are not 

intended to be used for design purposes. 

Shale is defined as sedimentary bedrock, made up of clay and 

silt size material, having a fissile sedimentary structure. Material in 

this classification is not subject to swelling when wetted as is 

bentonitic shale. Materials in the study area identified as shale 

include: the upper half of the lower Frontier formation falling between 

the Second Wall Creek sandstone and the marker bed mentioned above 

in the discussion of bentonitic shale, the Thermopolis formation ex

clusive of the Muddy sandstone member, the Morrison formation 

exclusive of the lower sandstone member, and the shale units within 

the Sundance formation. The units classed as shale and sandy shale 

do not show significant difference in their soil properties and are com

bined as one unit for mapping purposes. Value of their physical 

properties are presented in Tables XXI and XX3I. 
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TABLE XX. Mean, standard deviation, 95% confidence limits of 
physical properties and resultant soil classifications of 
Siliceous Shale. 

Property Mean SD 95% Range of Mean 

P4 98.28 4.53 94.10 to 100 

P10 77.71 14.56 64.23 to 91.19 

P40 54.14 24.47 31.49 to 76.79 

P200 37.59 14.77 23.96 to 51.22 

PLL 40.14 4.56 35.92 to 44.36 

PI 19.85 4.09 16.07 to 23.63 

R " 35.42 8.22 27.82 to 43.02 

AASHO 
classification A-6(3) A-2-6(l) to A-7-6(9) 

Unified 
classification SC SC to CL 
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TABLE XXI. Mean, standard deviation, 95% confidence limits of 
physical properties and resultant soil classifications of Shale. 

Property Mean SD 95% Range of Mean 

P4 97.17 2.00 96.14 to 98.20 

P10 92.11 3.23 90.45 to 93.77 

P40 83.76 8.06 79.61 to 87.91 

P200 60.47 8.30 56.20 to 64.74 

PLL 39.00 9.34 34.19 to 43.81 

PI 22.64 7.85 18.60 to 26.68 

R 15.47 3.69 13.57 to 17.37 

AASHO 
classification A-6(10) A-6(8) to A-7-6(13) 

Unified 
classification CL LL to CL 



TABLE XXII. Mean, standard deviation, 95% confidence limits of 
physical properties and resultant soil classifications of Sandy 
Shale. 

Property Mean SD 95% Range of Mean 

P4 97.57 2.15 96.42 to 98.72 

P10 94.87 3.70 92.90 to 96.84 

P40 90.25 7.11 86.46 to 94.04 

P200 63.96 9.26 59.02 to 68.90 

PLL 35.50 6.93 31.81 to 39.19 

PI 18.75 6.64 15.21 to 22.29 

R 19.18 6.89 15.51 to 22.85 

AASHO 
classification A-6(9) A-6(7) to A-6(12) 

Unified 
classification CL CL to CL 
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The units of the Lithologic classification discussed above do 

not in all cases have a value as low as 30% for the coefficient of 

variation accepted by others (Kantey and Williams 1962), or a standard 

deviation as low as 6. Most values are close to these acceptable 

values. Where the variation is greater, it is in units which have greater 

natural soil variation. The results support the conviction that these 

particular map units are reliable to define areas having physical 

properties sufficiently uniform for highway subgrade design. 

The higher variations attained here are attributed to the field 

sampling method, the composite sample. In other work, mentioned 

above and also in Chapter 7, in which the soil properties were treated 

statistically, the samples were carefully taken from the A, B, and C 

horizons of well developed soils, which would lead one to expect 

lower variation. 

It is interesting to note that the mean "R" values and corres

ponding AASHO classifications obtained in Tables XVI through XXII are 

very close to the average "R" values obtained by Ekse (1954) for some 

soils in the state of Washington. 

There is nothing in this study which would indicate whether 

these map units could be considered valid in other areas some distance 

away. Likewise, there is nothing to.indicate whether other shale forma

tions, sandstone formations and alluvial deposits would have the same 

quantitative values as those within the study area. 
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It is the author1 s opinion that the same geologic formations 

outcropping in a mountain foothill environment similar to that of the 

study area would give values similar to those of the study area. This 

concept, further extended, would state that for the various physio

graphic regions (each region having its own characteristic topography, 

sequence of geologic units, climate, and characteristic geologic and 

geomorphic development distinctive from the other regions) an engineer

ing geologic-soil classification could be developed which would be 

repetitive throughout that particular region. Each unit of the classifica

tion would have physical properties which could be defined statistically. 

This hypothesis remains to be proved as suggested in Chapter 10. 

Preparation of Highway Soil Profile Maps 

As a result of the photo interpretation, photogrammetric map

ping, and selection of significant map units, plan and profile drawings 

for the Kaycee-Barnum road have been prepared. These are included in 

Appendix E. The topographic maps form the base for the plan drawings. 

The plan view shows the highway centerline, location of test holes, 

the engineering geologic-soil units, and geologic structure information. 

The profile view shows the natural ground profile, location and depth of 

test holes and an interpretive profile of the engineering geologic-soil 

materials along the highway centerline. The proposed grade line is 

shown on some sheets as an example. Beneath the profile the 
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recommended subgrade "R" value is indicated based on the intersection 

of the proposed grade line with the geologic-soil units. 

The map and plan view were originally drawn at a scale of 

400 feet per inch taken directly from the photogrammetric maps. The 

original profile scale was 400 feet per inch horizontally and 40 feet 

per inch vertically, the usual 10:1 vertical exaggeration used in 

engineering profiles. These drawings have been reduced photograph

ically to a scale of approximately 500 feet per inch. 

The interpretive profile was plotted by locating the map unit 

boundaries on the centerline in the plan view, then transferring that 

boundary to the profile view. If the boundary represented a bedding 

plane contact between sedimentary rock units, the bedding contact was 

drawn in profile by first determining the component of apparent dip in 

the direction of the highway centerline, then finding the value of the 

apparent dip angle for the 10:1 exaggeration. The depth of alluvial 

materials was estimated from the air photo interpretation and interpreta

tion of test hole logs. 

The engineering geologic-soil units shown in both the plan and 

profile are those of the Lithologic Classification discussed in the last 

section. In addition to the main units, bentonite beds have been 

indicated where they are especially thick. Alluvium, medium to coarse 

has been shown as two separate units, (1) Alluvium, medium to coarse 

(floodplain deposits) and (2) Alluvium, medium to coarse (terrace 
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deposits). This distinction is made because there is some difference 

in the nature of the deposits. Also the terrace deposits are a more 

ready source of construction aggregate. The floodplains tend to have 

a somewhat lesser amount of coarse material, and are more stratified 

and variable. 

For emphasis certain units in the profile are shaded with 

special patterns to make them more apparent. These units include the 

areas of the centerline underlain by existing fill material of the present 

highway, resistant sandstone beds, and siliceous shale. The latter 

two units were shaded to call attention to the areas which might require 

rock excavation methods. 

All of the symbols used on the plan and profile are explained 

on the legend preceding the plan and profile sheets. The legend also 

contains a description and resume of the physical properties of the 

geologic-soil units. 

This type of soil survey report is considered superior to the 

example shown in Figure 32. The interpretive profile provides a high 

degree of continuity to the subsurface information, which is valuable 

for achieving the most economical and most adequate highway subgrade 

or pavement design. The inclusion of the geologic-soil map in the plan 

presents a more complete picture of the material distribution than does 

the profile by itself. It also clearly indicates the location of potential 

construction materials with respect to'the centerline. Specific results 
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of the soil tests as shown in Figure 33 need not be excluded when the 

soil profile survey is drawn as in Appendix E with both the plan and 

profile. Instead of being shown on the sheet with the profile, the 

results of the soil tests can be reported in a separate table as in 

Appendix A with no loss of value to the report. 

To complete the geologic-soil map and profile report, addi

tional pages can be added showing the geologic conditions in sections 

across the highway centerline where this information would be 

essential for design purposes. Specific recommendations from the 

geologist to the engineer should be contained in a narrative report 

included with the maps and profiles. 

The narrative report should contain (1) a description of the 

general geology, (2) a summary of recommendations as to backslope 

design, groundwater control, subexcavation of detrimental materials, 

gradeline location and prewetting, and (3) a description of the project 

divided into sections of similar conditions, indicating specific 

geologic setting, materials and conditions, and the recommendations 

for the section. 



CHAPTER 9 

APPLICATIONS 

The soil profile survey, according to the flow chart in Figure 

33, begins after the proposed highway route has been selected and 

after a preliminary design has been made and the centerline surveyed 

and staked. 

The usual procedure of planning the route and designing the 

preliminary alignment, which the planning engineer follows, is to first 

select the corridor containing all possible routes between the-origin 

and destination of the proposed highway. Then, based on traffic studies, 

routes are selected which link the intermediate origins, destinations 

and/or junctions. In selecting these routes the engineer will try to 

choose the shortest route, and yet one which conforms to the general 

topography, avoiding where possible the natural obstacles, and meeting 

the user needs as shown by the traffic surveys. After final approval is 

given to the route, which seems to be the best compromise of these 

factors, the centerline alignment is designed following the selected 

route. 

Often the geologist is called upon during the route selection 

process to make recommendations as to the geologic problems or 
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suitability of the various routes. However, it is difficult for the 

geologist to give a dollars and cents evaluation to the foundation and 

excavation requirements of the various routes. All other factors being 

equal, it is the excavation and foundation requirements which will 

determine the cost of the highway. 

Turner (1968) developed a computer assisted procedure to 

evaluate highway route alternatives. In fact, Turner has programmed 

the electronic computer to generate alternative routes and select the 

most economical. Major factors considered, in addition to the various 

control points and traffic requirements, are topography, pavement cost 

and land cost. Pavement cost is entered into the program as the map 

units (from a surficial geology map) which have been given a numerical 

rating according to their performance as a highway subgrade. This 

rating, although numerical, is based in part on qualitative observation 

of pavement performance associated with the geologic units, and in 

part on geologic inference. 

The methods used in this research as discussed in Chapters 7 

and 8 are directly applicable to the procedure discussed above. Iden

tifiable and mappable geologic-soil units, based on a statistically 

uniform "R" value, would be the most significant map units which could 

be used in the above computer assisted route location procedure. 

Rather than a qualitative rating of subgrade performance, the program 

would then operate on an actual measure of subgrade peiformance. 
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The program could be further modified to the extent that it could com

pute representative pavement costs based on the subgrade design 

values and the desired traffic loading. 

Computer technology permits storage of large quantities of raw 

data covering large geographical areas, recall of any portion or combin

ation of the data, and processing of the data using standard routines 

(also stored in the computer) to arrive at some analysis for the intended 

application. Such computer systems are referred to as automated data 

banks. A data bank dealing with the natural surface of the earth is 

referred to as a terrain data bank. Such terrain data banks are now 

under development in the United States and Canada, both by civil-

works branches of government and by the military, as the author 

learned through personal communications while working in the 

Geographic Sciences Division of the U.S. Army, Engineer Topographic 

Laboratories. 

A data bank dealing with geologic and soil data, such as 

would be used for highway design, is only a part of the terrain data 

bank concept, and is within the immediate capability of technology. 

A conceptual highway geologic soil data base might operate as 

discussed below. 

The computer systems used for terrain data banks have the 

capability to receive graphic material and then treat it digitally. The 

first step for a highway geologic-soil data bank would be to prepare 
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engineering geologic-soil maps for the area of the data bank. At this 

point the map units need not have the full quantitative significance as 

those developed in Chapter 8. They need only be recognizable, 

repetitive, and mappable units to which some identification tag, or 

name, has been attached. These maps are entered into the computer, 

the map-unit boundaries automatically digitized to represent their 

geographic position. 

Second, soil data is entered into the computer storage. This 

would include for the samples of different soils: soil grain size 

fractions, liquid and plastic limits, and various soil strength values, 

such as the "R" value. Also required would be the geographic coordi

nates of the sampled location, and perhaps the name of the agricultural 

soil type and/or geologic formation from which it was taken. Most of 

the soil data on file for existing highway plans would be suitable and 

could be taken directly from files and encoded into the data bank. New 

information as obtained would automatically update the existing data in 

the data bank. 

The third step in the data bank could be to process the soil 

data statistically to define the significant engineering geologic-soil 

map units, as done in this research, but on a more sophisticated level, 

and entirely within the computer. 

When recalled, the information from the soil data bank could 

be presented in a graphic form indicating the significant map units and 
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engineering properties of each as drawn from the data in the bank.' All 

that would be needed to obtain a soil map for a particular route would 

be to indicate the coordinates defining the route for which information 

is desired, and to indicate the proper commands to obtain the desired 

type of information. A computer graphic could then be produced auto

matically which would be an engineering geologic-soil strip map of 

the route requested. 

Possibilities of this type are unlimited. The technology and 

state of the art in analysis procedures are at a point where the systems 

can be made workable at this time. Increasing highway costs, as well 

as design and construction costs for all types of engineering, require' 

more and better data for design. This, coupled with time sharing 

arrangements, and also data sharing, will make such systems 

economically feasible. 

Recommended Soil Survey Procedure 

The automated soil data bank will not completely eliminate 

the need for the detailed soil profile survey. The major use of the 

data bank will be in providing information for route selection and 

planning, and providing predicted design values for the secondary 

highway systems which have lower budgets not permitting extensive 

soil surveys. 
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The soil survey procedure recommended here is not radically 

new. It is only a refinement based on the results of this research. 

The survey is broken into seven major work units: (1) preliminary 

planning, (2) air photo mapping, (3) preliminary soil map preparation, 

(4) field survey planning, (5) field survey and sample testing, (6) 

evaluation of results, (7) preparation of report. 

Preliminary planning includes the study of the preliminary 

highway plans, geologic, and agricultural literature to determine the 

geologic setting, stratigraphic section, and type of soils within the 

proposed highway route. Records of previous soil surveys in this or 

similar areas are searched to compile available information on sub-

grade materials. 

Air photo mapping is performed to outline the major engineering 

geologic-soil units. Where units have been established for the particu

lar geologic environment, these units are outlined on the map. Where 

units have not been established by previous studies for similar areas, 

the photo map units should consist of the major lithologic classifica

tions as described in the stratigraphic section for the area. Similar 

material types should be correlated, and dissimilar types delineated 

separately, using sound photo interpretation procedures. Alluvial, or 

unconsolidated materials, should be mapped according to their mode of 

origin and predicted grain size. Special problem areas, swamps, 
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groundwater seepage areas, landslide areas should be delineated 

separately. 

Preliminary soil map preparation is conducted before field 

survey so that the mapping can be checked in the field, and pertinent 

notes can be placed directly on the map during field work. If the 

highway project scheduling is such that the soil map can be compiled 

in the photogrammetric plotter this is the most desirable. If mapping 

with the plotter is not possible, the preparation of photo strip maps 

by restituting the aerial photography to the best possible scale control 

using a rectifying enlarger is the second most satisfactory method. 

The advantages of the photographic base map, when properly restituted 

to scale control, often outweigh the disadvantages of not preparing 

the geologic soil map in the stereoplotter. 

Field survey planning includes the analysis of available soil 

data to determine the requirements for additional data, and analysis of 

the preliminary map to determine locations which need detailed field 

study to confirm the photo interpretation or to study special problems. 

Based on the geologic-soil units established in the photo study, the 

number of samples required to adequately define the subgrade condi

tions (at least 15 per geologic-soil unit) is determined. The testing 

locations are then indicated on the highway plans and geologic-soil 

map. The required number of samples are distributed throughout each 

map unit as crossed by the proposed highway alignment. The 
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required type of drilling or sampling equipment is determined. Also, 

locations for test points within special problem areas are indicated. 

The field survey and sample testing can now be conducted in 

the most expeditious and least expensive manner. Sample requirements 

having been established, the duplication of sampling effort in some 

areas and deficiency of samples in others will be eliminated, making 

the most efficient use of equipment and personnel. The geologist, in 

addition to supervising the drilling and logging the test holes in the 

predetermined locations, should check the completeness and accuracy 

of his geologic-soil map as he goes, making pertinent notes, and taking 

measurements of structure, bedding, jointing, etc. 

Evaluation of results, after the field survey and after the 

laboratory analysis of the samples, should include a statistical analysis 

of the soil properties to insure excessive variation does not exist in 

the results, and to establish the validity of the map units. Samples 

should be grouped for analysis according to the units of the geologic-

soil map. If excessive variation exists, it may indicate careless 

sampling techniques, or the need for subdivision of the map units. 

Study of the distribution of samples and soil properties, perhaps by 

graphing, may help to evaluate the problem. 

The soil survey report can be prepared after the final geologic-

soil map is finished and the engineering properties of the map units 

have been defined. The map is drawn on the plan portion of the soil 
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survey sheet. The interpretive profile is drawn below using the mapped 

information, structural information from photogrammetric and field 

measurements, and logs of test holes. The narrative report and 

recommendations are prepared as the final step. 



CHAPTER 10 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

As a result of the study and analysis conducted, the following 

conclusions have been reached: 

1. The methods of geologic interpretation and mapping can be 

used successfully to present information with regard to the 

subsurface soil and rock conditions useful to the engineer 

in highway subgrade and surfacing design procedures. 

2. Geologic formations, groups of related formations, or 

members of formations, are significant as engineering 

geologic map units when they are properly grouped accord

ing to specific engineering properties used for design 

purposes. To be significant, the geologic formations, 

groups of formations, or members must have in addition: 

fairly constant lithology, constant grain size distribution, 

uniform clay mineral composition, similar geologic or geo-

morphic origin, and similar topographic expression or 

topographic setting. 

3. The engineering geologic-soil units, when properly selected, 

have engineering properties which can be expressed 
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quantitatively, rather than just qualitatively, in terms 

which can be used directly for highway subgrade design 

purposes, i.e., the subgrade resistance value, "R". 

Recognizable engineering geologic-soil units can be 

selected so that the "R" value will have an accept

able standard deviation of approximately 6 and a 

coefficient of variation of approximately 30%, values 

which are not excessive for pavement design purposes. 

4. These geologic formations, groups of formations, or 

members of formations can be mapped accurately and 

quickly through the use of air photo interpretation pro

cedures in conjunction with a minimal amount of field 

checking and testing. 

5. Aided by photogrammetric methods, either photo restitution 

or stereogrammetric map compilation, the geologic units 

can be mapped accurately to be superimposed upon high-
» 

way plans. This enables the geologist to indicate pre

cisely where changes in the subsurface conditions will 

be encountered. Further, reasonably accurate measure

ments of large scale geologic structure can be made by 

photogrammetric methods in the laboratory when the struc

tural features are visible on the photos. In some instances 



measurements can be made from photography where it 

is not possible to measure the structure in the field. 

6. The geologist, with information gained from the mapping 

of geologic conditions relative to the subgrade perfor

mance, with structure information from photogrammetric 

• measurements, and with additional knowledge from 

supplemental field investigations, can quickly prepare 

a reliable profile drawing of the highway centerline. 

The location of the different geologic materials 

exhibiting characteristic engineering properties with 

respect to subgrade and pavement design can be 

indicated accurately on the profile. 

7. Through air photo interpretation and mapping of geologic 

conditions along a highway route, the geologist can 

determine the type and amount of field investigation 

required to adequately define the subgrade conditions. 

With prior knowledge of the engineering properties of 

recognizable and repetitive geologic units, the geologist 

can determine the number of test holes required, spacing 

of test holes, and necessary type of samples. The 

usual result will be a significant decrease in the amount 

of field work. 
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Since the study area which was used in this study is rather 

limited in size, containing relatively few geologic-soil materials, 

recommendations are made for further study to expand the results which 

so far have been obtained. 

1. Compile laboratory test results for samples of geologic 

materials (similar to the materials encountered in this 

project) from other road projects in similar geologic 

settings to determine if the statistical values of the 

engineering properties (from a subgrade viewpoint) 

remained essentially the same, or vary significantly 

in different locations. 

2. Compile the test results for samples of similar materials 

from different geologic settings to determine: (1) if 

the groupings of geologic units are still valid under 

different conditions; and (2) if the values of the 

engineering properties are of the same magnitude. 

3. Based on the above, determine if the recognizable and 

repetitive map units have engineering properties 

sufficiently consistent to permit design of secondary 

highway subgrades based upon the mapping of the 

recognizable geologic units. Determine if the 

corresponding engineering properties, from the 

compiled statistics of the map units, can be used 



for design, without the usual field sampling and 

testing (except for special problem areas). In 

addition, "R" value test variation, and design 

requirements should be studied to determine an 

allowable "R" value range for soil units. Using 

methods similar to those used by Lumb (1966) 

risk factors can be established. 

4. Establish an ongoing project to: (1) compile the 

results of laboratory tests from all available records 

to define the engineering properties of recognizable 

geologic units; (2) determine the engineering grouping 

of recognizable geologic units on a regional basis 

such that the engineering properties will be signifi

cantly defined; and (3) acquire additional samples 

of the recognized geologic units to further establish 

their engineering properties. This could best be 

accomplished on a cooperative basis by all persons, 

departments, or agencies which use soil data within 

a particular geologic region, through a computerized 

systems approach to a soil data bank. 
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Percent Percent Percent Percent 
Hole Field No. Lab Station ci. • n~.u Maximum Passing Passing Passing Passing Classr "R" Cover 

No. .Sample) No. Sampled 0,,se< Ele""°" De»th size No. 4 No. 10 No. 40 No. 2M Liquld L'miI Pla!"c '"d" „ca«ion Value Required 

Sieve Sieve Sieve Sieve ,n 'nches 

1 1 66-1350 4+00 9' RT 4715.5 10.5* 100 100 99 52.0 24 7 A-4I3) 26 14.9" 
2 2 66-1351 9+00 9' RT 4715.0 10.5' 98 . 97 96 51.7 22 5 A4(3) 27 14.7" 
3 3 66 1352 14*00 9' RT 4714.75 10.5' 100 99 98 73 1 34 18 A-6(11) • 8 16.8" 
4 4 66-1353 18+00 9* RT 4713.2 4.5' 100 100 99 69.4 28 13 A-618) 16 17.3" 
4 18+00 9' RT 4.5-10.5' Refer to Hole No. 2 (Field No. 2) 
5 5 66-1354 22+00 8* RT 4706.5 10.5' 100 100 99 67.5 28 12 A-6(8) 20 16.5" 
6 66-1355 26+93 6* RT 4693.8 10.5' Refer To Hole No. 4 (Field No. 4) 
7 6 66-1355 26+93 30' LT 4696.5 10.5* 96 95 92 49.9 26 9 A4|3l 40 12 0" 
8 7 66-1356 34+66 3* RT 4713.0 10.5 100 100 98 82.5 38 22 A6I13I 9 18.9" 
9 8 66-1357 36*00 15' RT 4717.0 10.5* 100 100 100 69.9 46 28 A7-6U5) 4 20 2" 

10 36*50 16' RT 4718.0 10.5' Refer to Hole No. 9 (Field No. 8) 
11 9 66-1358 42*00 15' RT 4721.0 10.5' 100 100 99 60.5 30 15 A-6J7) 7 19.5" 
12 10 66-1359 42+68 5' RT 4719.5 10.5* 96 94 91 63.9 42 25 A-7-602) 7 19.4" 
13 11 66-1360 50+82 center line 4712.0 r 97 97 97 32.6 34 18 A-6I7I 10 18.8" 
14 66-1360 51 + 15 4' RT 4713.0 10.5' Refer to Hole No 13 (Field No. 11) 
15 12 66-1361 52+00 27' RT 4713.5 10.5' 1" 81 71 62 33.7 35 16 A2-611I n 18.6" 
16 53+50 50' LT 4720.5 8* Refer to Ho'e No. 15 (Field No. 121 
17 13 66-1362 56+20 50' LT 4727.0 10.5* 100 99 96 68.9 30 14 A-6(9) 20 16.5" 
18 14 66-1363 55+00 55' LT 4725.0 10.5* IV 72 65 48 25.4 18 1 A-1-6(01 43 11.0" 
19 15 66-1364 56*00 60' RT 4736.7 10.5' 1" 91 85 83 60.6 34 16 A-617) 16 17.5" 
20 56+00 25' RT 4736.7 10.5-18.5* Refer to Hole No. 19 (Field No. 151 

21 16 66-1365 58+80 60' LT 4732.3 10.5' 1V," 82 72 61 47.4 36 21 A-6(51 23 15.7" 

22 17 66-1366 63*65 60' RT 4725.0 10.5* 97 94 85 54.3 32 16 A-6l6> 21 16.2" 

23 18 66-1367 70+90 45' LT 4726.2 10.5* V* 86 78 58 39.7 35 17 A-6l3> 29 14.4" 

24 19 66-1368 73+25 15' RT 4727.0 12.5' 100 66.8 35 21 A-6110) 16 17.3" 

25 20 66-1369 75+00 center line 4724.5 10.5' 100 62.5 47 31 A-2-6I15I 8 19.3" 

26 21 66-1371 75*75 center line 4724.0 10.5* 100 976 82 63 A 7-6(201 5 20 0" 

27 22 66 1372 76*70 25' LT 4722.8 10.5' 94 94 93 83.5 76 59 A 7-6(201 r, 19.8" 

28 23 66-1376 76+30 25' LT 4723.5 10.5' 93 91 89 85.3 134 117 A-7-6(20) 5 20.0" 

29 24 66-1377 72+20 45* RT 4727.0 10.5' 1" 75 69 58 41.6 43 26 A-7-6151 10 18.9" 

35 30 66-1380 4+00 50' RT 4719.0 10.5' 96 90 85 42.8 23 4 A-412' 33 13.3" 

36 31 66 1381 10*00 45' LT 4714.0 10.5* 100 95 92 40.3 23 6 A-4HI 25 15.2" 

37 32 66-1382 79+10 26' LT 4720.0 10.5* 95 93 91 81.8 64 45 A-7-61201 5 20 0" 

38 33 79+85 24'LT 4719.2 7* Refer to Hole No. 37 (Field No. 321 
38 33 66-1383 79+85 24* LT 4719.2 7*14* 100 100 100 100 161 139 A-7-6120) 5 20 0" 

38A 34 66 1384 84+00 7' RT 4723.8 10.5' 94 89 84 58.3 48 33 A-7-6114) 5 20.0" 

39 35 66 1385 84*20 75' RT 4726.0 10.5* IV 88 80 71 42.7 38 22 A-614) 22 16.5" 

40 36 66 1386 88+00 12* RT 4729.8 10.5* 1" 87 76 65 41.6 34 19 A-6(4) 31 13.9" 

41 37 66 1387 92+00 5' RT 4740.0 10.5* 1" 81 71 58 38.6 35 19 A-6(3> 30 14 4" 

42 38 66-1388 94+00 5" RT 4741.8 10.5* 1" 83 70 55 40.9 34 18 A-6I3I 39 11.9" 

43 98+00 10' RT 4740.5 10.5' Refer to Hole No. 42 (Field No. 381 

44 39 66-1389 104+00 5' RT 4745.0 10.5' 96 93 89 58.7 37 21 A-6(9) 14 17.9" 

45 109+00 6* RT 4743.5 10.5' Refer to Hole No. 44 (Field No. 39) 

46 40 66-1390 114+00 9' RT 4734.5 10.5' 96 93 88 60.8 36 20 A-6(91 12 18.4" 

47 41 66 1391 118+90 10* RT 4726.0 7.5* 96 91 82 38.8 21 5 A4(1l 22 15.9" 

48 123+15 5* RT 4717.5 7.5* Refer to Hole No. 47 (Field No. 41) 
49 42 66 1392 128+00 center line 47150 10.5' 93 89 86 64.2 27 11 A-616) 32 13.9" 

71 64 66-1753 133+00 25' LT 4715.0 21.5' 100 99 96 67.1 30 17 A-6(9) 27 14.8" 

72 134+30 25* LT 4722.5 17' Refer to Hole No. 71 (Field No. 64) 



Hole 

No. 

Field No. 

(Sample) 
Lab 

No. 

Station 

Sampled 
Offset Elevation Depth 

Maximum 

Size 

Percent 

Passing 

No. 4 

Sieve 

73 65 66-1754 142+00 5* LT 4714.0 14.5' 96 
74 66 66-1755 144+50 10' RT 4716.0 17* 98 
75 67 66-1756 146+50 23* LT 4721.0 20.5' 98 
76 68 66-1757 151+70 center line 4718.0 11.5' 99 
77 69 66-1870 155+00 center line 4776.0 16.5' 10Q 
77A 69A 66-1871 155+00 center line 4776.0 16.5'-25.0' 100 
78 70 66-1758 157+00 center tine 4755.5 12.5' 99 
79 71 66-1872 158+26 53' RT 4776.0 34.0' 2" 83 
80 72 66-1766 161+72 center line 4741.0 11.0' 100 

81 73 66-1767 167+04 canter line 4744.0 6.5' 3" 54 

82 74 66-1768 172+85 10' RT 4759.0 11.0' 95 

83 75 66-1769 180+50 10' RT 4748.8 12.0' 1V," 83 
84 76 66-1770 184+00 10' RT 4741.5 11.0* 96 

85 77 66-1771 188+00 13' RT 4737.0 13.5' 1" 92 

86 78 66-1772 194+95 15' RT 4745.0 11.5' 100 

87 79 66-1773 200+05 center line 4750.0 17* 100 

88 80 66-1774 209+00 10' RT 4756.0 16.5* 100 

89 81 66-1775 214+13 5' LT 4771.5 11.5' 96 

90 82 66-1776 220+29 8' LT 4792.3 11.5* 96 

91 83 66-1777 227+00 10' RT 4718.5 11.5' 96 

92 84 66-1778 236+12 6' LT 4859.5 11.5* 99 
93 85 66 1779 244+00 50' RT 4862.0 16.5' 100 

94 86 66-1780 256+50 10' RT 4831.0 11.5' 99 

95 87 66-1781 268+00 10* RT 4825.5 21.5' 98 

96 88 66 1789 278+30 12' RT 4825.0 31.5' 100 

97 89 66-1790 282+80 12* LT 4831.0 11.5* IV 78 

98 90 66-1791 287+70 12* RT 4842.0 11.5' 97 

99 91 66 1792 294+00 11* RT 4851.0 11.5* 96 

100 92 66-1793 302+45 20'LT 4849.0 10.5* 95 

101 93 66*1794 307+00 12' RT 4836.5 16.5' 1'/," 83 

102 94 66-1795 311+70 12' RT 4835.0 10' 97 

103 95 66-1796 318+72 10* RT 4852.5 11' 97 

104 96 66-1797 324+65 12' LT 4857.0 11.5' 97 

105 97 66-1798 339+50 center line 4868.0 11.5' 97 

106 98 66-1799 347+58 center line 4880.5 11.5* 98 

107 99 66-1800 350+60 center line 4891.8 5* V 88 

108 100 66-1801 352+40 center line 4913.0 15' V 84 

109 101 66-1802 355+00 center line 4947.0 - 19.5* 100 

110 102 66-1803 362+80 center line 4893.0 21' 100 

111 103 66-1804 368+00 13* RT 4890.8 165* 93 

112 104 66-1805 376+62 10' RT 4873.0 11.5* 94 

113 105 66-1806 383+00 10' RT 4876.0 11.5* 96 

114 106 66-1807 387+80 11* RT 4872.8 11.5* 94 

115 107 66-T 80 8 396+60 11' RT 4870.5 11.5* 97 

116 108 66-1809 400+50 12' RT 4874.0 16.5' 95 

116A 109 66-1810 414+00 10* RT 4870.0 21.5' 95 

117 110 66-1811 422+10 9* LT 4880.5 11.5' 95 

118 111 66-1812 431+26 12' RT 4864.0 16.5' 95 

119 112 66-1813 436+85 10* RT 4852.3 21.5' 96 

Percent Percent Percent 
Cover 

Required 

in inches 

Passing 

No. 10 

Passing 

No. 40 

Passing 

No. 200 
Liquid Limit Plastic Index 

Classi

fication 

"R" 

Value 

Cover 

Required 

in inches 
Sieve Sieve Sieve 

Cover 

Required 

in inches 

94 90 55.2 24 4 A-4I4I 41 11.4" 

96 94 67.4 27 12 A-6(7) .24 15.5" 

96 93 59.2 27 12 A-6(61 28 14.5" 

98 96 48.1 27 6 A-4131 38 12.2" 

97 82 50.3 31 19 A-6(6) 10 18.8" 

87 75 58.7 23 10 A-415) 20 16.5" 

96 90 74.3 38 22 A-6(131 8 19.2" 

76 65 54.1 30 14 A-6(61 33 15.2" 

96 89 63.5 36 22 A-6I11) 16 17.3" 

48 42 32.1 40 23 A-2-6(2) 29 14.3" 

93 84 65.8 53 34 A-7-606I 12 18.4" 

76 69 55.2 32 16 A-6(6) 25 15.2" 

93 87 69.6 33 18 A-6110) 14 17.8" 

85 76 47.3 29 13 A-613) 33 13.3" 

88 70 41.3 43 26 A-7-615) 13 18.1" 

97 91 50.8 32 12 A-6{4) 25 15.3" 

98 95 43.2 29 8 A4I3) 30 14.0" 

95 93 48.2 32 15 A-6141 26 15.0" 

96 94 51.7 38 17 A-6I6I 28 14.5" 

95 94 55.8 42 25 A-7-6I10I 16 17.3" 

98 97 59.0 33 11 A-6I5I 14 17.7" 

100 100 60.1 31 13 A-616) 35 12.8'* 

98 97 68.2 37 18 A-6110) 22 16.0" 

95 90 72.9 40 25 A-61131 14 17.8" 

99 95 56.7 27 10 A-4|4) 48 9.8" 

73 65 50.0 35 19 A-616) 19 16.7" 

95 89 73.8 51 33 A-7-6118) 12 18.2" 

92 87 68.1 41 2.5 A-7-6113) 18 16.9" 

94 92 67.0 36 19 A-6110) 21 16.2" 

77 70 41.3 32 17 A-6I3) 22 16.0" 

95 92 53.6 32 17 A-6(7) 12 18.3" 

95 91 50.8 27 11 A-614) 19 16.7" 

94 86 59.1 35 20 A-619) 19 16.6" 

89 74 53.4 42 23 A-7-6191 12 18.3" 

91 75 59.7 47 28 A-7-6113) 9 19.0" 

73 47 33.1 38 17 A-2-6ID 33 13.3" 

75 62 46.8 62 42 A-7-6110) 8 19.2" 

78 51 35.4 44 23 A 2-7(3) 45 10.5" 

8fc 67 53.9 61 40 A-7-6114) 23 15.9" 

74 51 37.7 40 18 A-612) 48 9.9" 

87 80 67.2 51 35 A-7-6M6) 18 16.9" 

89 78 59.9 45 26 A-7-602) 19 16.7" 

89 82 65.6 41 26 A-7-602) 16 17.3" 

93 87 71.5 32 16 A-6H0) 14 17.7" 

80 71 53.2 33 19 A-6(7) 22 15.9" 

. 91 87 60.3 29 16 A-em 19 16.5" 

92 87 53.7 31 18 A-6(7) 12 18.3" 

92 88 54.9 29 16 A-6(6) 23 15.8" 

93 91 66.6 29 13 A-6(8) 31 13.9" 
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114 

115 

116 
117 

118 
119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

124A 
125 

126 
127 

127A 

127B 

127C 

128 
128A 

129 

130 

130A 
130B 

131 

131A 
132 

Classi- "R" 

ficalion Value 

66-1814 445+05 center line 4873.0 11.5* 95 93 91 49.2 26 8 A-413) 42 
66 1815 449+40 center line 4878.0 11.5* 100 < 99 51.1 23 6 A-4(3) 41 
66-1816 453*00 center line 4888.5 11.5* 100 99 98 41.6 22 3 A-4(l) 54 
66*1817 457+50 center line 4911.5 11.5* 97 96 93 35.1 20 1 A2-4(0) 68 
66-1818 471*30 10' RT 4913.0 11.5* 97 96 93 58.2 28 13 A-6(6) 18 
66-1819 476+90 center line 4898.5 11.5' 97 96 94 62.9 27 13 A-6(7) 20 
66-1820 480*00 center line 4895.0 11.5' 99 97 94 73.5 32 18 A-6I11I 9 

125+00 12' RT 4715.5 11.5* Refer to Hole No. 47 (Field No. 41) 

136*00 37' LT 4718.0 11.5' Refer to Hole No. 71 (Field No. 64) 

66-1873 149+47 center line 4717.5 9.5' 100 98 89 42.9 29 14 A 6(3» 27 

160+50 27' RT 4752.3 6.5' Refer to Hole No. 80 (Field No. 72) 
66-1874 197+35 32' RT 4756.0 21.5* 100 91 80 57.7 36 19 A 6(8> 13 

66 1875 198+90 center line 4754.5 11* 100 92 83 64.0 39 23 A6'11 27 

203+00 10* RT 4753.0 10' Refer to Hole No. 87 (Field No. 79) 

207+32 10* RT 4754.8 26.5' Refer to Hole No. 80 (Field No. 72) 

66-1876 252+00 10' LT 4841.0 6.5' 98 95 93 61.4 46 29 A 7-6H4I 7 

66-1877 452+00 130' LT 4907.0 7.5* 3" 28 21 15 9.0 19 1 A 1 318) 79 

66-1878 452+00 130" LT 4907.0 7.5'-17.5* 95 92 89 77.7 23 7 A 4(8) 27 

66-1879 483+68 20' RT 4887.5 14' ¥*" 82 63 50 36.7 26 10 A-4(0l 39 

66-1880 488+72 center line 4911.5 16.5' 100 98 94 59.0 39 15 A-6(7) 18 

66-1882 357+80 43' RT 4999.0 20' 100 82 49 32.5 42 21 A 2-6121 32 

66-1883 357+80 43* RT 4999.0 20'-40' 100 90 70 55.1 96 75 A-7-6U4) 5 

66-1884 357+80 43' RT 4999.0 40*-60* 100 92 74 59.8 69 50 A-7-6116) 5 

66-1885 357+80 43' RT 4999.0 60*-75* 100 96 84 68.7 83 60 A-7-6(18) 5 

66-1886 357+48 100' LT 4987.0 30' 100 54 34 24.6 46 23 A-2-711) 44 

66 1887 357+48 100' LT 4987.0 30'-60' 100 58 45 38.4 64 43 A-7-6(6) 5 

66-1888 357+83 center line 4988.5 27' 100 68 24 22.8 40 20 A-2-6101 42 

66-1889 463+00 43' RT 4993.0 20* V 82 63 43 27.5 24 6 A-2-4i0) 51 

66-1890 463+00 43' RT 4993.0 20'-40' 94 88 81 73.5 37 20 A-6<12> 14 

66-1891 463+00 43* RT 4993.0 40-60' 100 95 92 59.7 31 10 A-4(5) 22 

66-1892 463+00 43* LT 4992.5 30' 96 92 85 78.3 44 27 A-7-6116) 18 

66-1893 463+00 43' LT 4992.5 30*-60* 100 96 84 71.6 38 22 A-6U2) 14 

66-1894 465+00 43* RT 5000.0 18* V 76 66 55 30.1 22 3 A-2-410) 55 

66-1895 465+00 43' RT 5000.0 18'-60* 100 97 93 48.8 NY NP A4l3> 57 

Ptrctnt Percent Percent Percent 

Lab Station « w Maximum Passing Passing Ptuing Passing ....... 
*. o.j Offset Elevation Oepth - .. . * .. -A Liquid Limit Plastic Index 
No. Sampled Size No. 4 No. 10 No. 40 No. 200 

Sieve Sieve Sieve Sieve 
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EXPLANATION OF PHOTOMAPPING SYMBOLS 

Boundary between mappable units 

Boundary gradational, indistinct, or inferred 

Boundary of floodplain 
(hatch marks toward floodplain) 

Outer limit of terrace deposits 
(T ' s at outer limit) 

Boundary between rock outcrop and colluvium 
(C 1 s on colluvium side of contact) 

Strike and dip of bedded rocks (inferred): 

Horizontal 

1/2° to 10° 

10° to 30° 

30° to 60° 

60 to near 
vertical 

Vertical 

Anticlinal axis and plunge 

Synclinal axis and plunge 

Fault with relative displacement indicated 

Slump or landslide 
(S 's at head of slide) 

Gravel or borrow pit 

Photo map unit identification number 

c C C 
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mm 



PHOTOMAP I OF 8 

APPROX. SCALE l"s 400' 
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APPROX. SCALE l" = 400 
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PHOTOMAP 5 OF 8 
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APPROX. SCALE I = 400 
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APPROX. SCALE f = 400 
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HAP UNIT P H O T O  P A T T E R  N  E L  £  M  E  N  T  S  M A T E R I A L  C H A R A C T H 1  S  T  1  C  S  

Land form/ Soil  color/  Special  Photo Geologic Colum General 
No. Name Topography Drainage Eros'-i  Phototone Veqetation Identification Features Limit Description Equivalent Material  Category Texture 

1.  Shale Hills "A" Irregular hil ls  Fine dendrit ic Steep V-U shaped Light gray-banded None Upper:  None Cody shale Residual bedrock Sil ty clay 
and broken hil ls ,  dense. Lower: break in 

Cody shale 

ridges "Badland non resistant slope at  base of 
topography" hil ls  where distinct 

shale bedding gives 
way to softer slopes 

2.  Colluvial  plain/ Gentle sloping Coarse parallel  Flat  U-shaped Light gray Some sparse Collapse features and in- Upper: break in Cody shale Residual bedrock Sandy si l t  
weathered shale plain gullies gullies w/in- grass f i l tratfon pans associated slope at  base of 

Cody shale 
transported mantle 

(phantom) f i l tration 
grass 

with piping erosion at  heads hil ls .  
pans of gullies Lower: edqe of 

stream. 

3.  Stream channel Intrenched Intermittent Light gray None Wide f lat  channel bottom Base of steep Quaternary alluv Transported, Sand 
"A" with channel with stream, drain- between steep-walled banks bank ium (source pri fluvial  
loose alluvia! defined hanks. age area 4 sq.  with narrower sinuous water marily cody shale 
bed f lat  bottom mile,  approx. channel and depositional with some contri

bars visible.  bution from upper 
wall  creek sand) 

4.  Minor stream Flat terrace None None Medium l ight Grass Flat  surface bounded at  Upper: break in 

terraces gray upper edge by steep topo slope at  edge of Quaternary Transported, Sil t  
graphic break adjacent to colluvial  slope alluvion fluvial  
existing stream channel Lower: stream 

channel bottom 

5.  Colluvial  Steep to mod* Occasional Broad rounded Medium gray Grass and Distinguished from 12, col Upper:  bedrock Cody shale Transported, Sandy si l t  

plain "A" erate sloping subparallel  gullies or dry sage luvial  plain,  by steeper slope,outcrop enhanced colluvial  plain "A" 
surface gullies washes,  non more abundant vegetation. by vegetation-tone-gullies 

resistant apparently better developed slope change. 
top soil .  Featureless,  lack Lower: stream 
of drainage. Scalloped bank or edge of 
pattern to upper and lower floodplain 
boundaries.  terrace.  

6.  Floodplain Nearly f lat  Generally Short gullies Medium-dark Thick grass Flat  surface at  sl ightly Upper:  upper edge Quaternary Transported, Sand 

terrace plain with lacking at  lower scarp gray with some or culti higher elevation than main of f lat  surface alluvitm fluvial  
scarp at  upper adjacent to l ight mottled vated (hay floodplain.  Lower l imit  has adjacent to older 
and lower edges.  f loodplain meadows) scalloped pattern created by deposits and lower edges.  

erosion by meandering r iver.  Lower: break in 
slope adjacent 
to floodplain 

7.  Floodplain Plain between Meandering Light to dark Thick grass ,  Arcuate meander scars,  per- Base of break in Quaternary Transported. Gravel Floodplain 
poor to well  r iver arcuate brush scat enial  r iver.  Overall  darker slope to higher alluviun fluvial  sand 

defined banks banding tered groves tone due to increased vege- land si l t  
of dfciduous tation growth in moist  soils 
trees,  cul and irrigated hay meadows. 
t ivated (hay 
meadows) 



P H O T O  P A T T E R N  E L E M E N T S  

Land form/ 
Topography • Drainage 

Soil  color/  
Phototone Vegetation 

Special  Photo 
Identification Features Limit Description 

M A T E R I A !  C H H A C I f  R I S T K S  

Geologic Column General 
Equivalent Material  Category Texture 

8.  Shale Ridqe "A" Soft-rounded minor Few poorly de-
ridge on slope of veloped den-
hogback drite gullies 

9.  Sandstone 
Ridge "A" 

10. Shale Slope "A" 

Prominent 
strikeridge 

Uniform slope, 
scarp slope. 

11. Colluvial  
valley f i l l  

Stream channel 
"B" with loose 
alluvia] bed 

Strike valley Central  
intermittent 
stream 
channel 

intrenched 
channel with 
defined banks, 

•flat  bottom 

Not significant.  Light gray 
nonresfstant 

Sparse 
grass 

Parallel  shallow Very l iqht at  
gullies on dip crest  of r idge 
slope, 
shaped, very 
resistant 

Slope erosion, 
some r i l ls ,  
nonresistant 

on fresh out
crop. Slight
ly darker on 
dip slope 

Medium gray, 
sl ightly 
banded 

Sparse 
grass.  

sage on 
dip slope 

sparse 
grass 

Dense, V-shaped, Medium gray to Grass 
steep gullies,  l ight gray 
subparallel ,  
easily eroded 

Intermittent 
stream, 
drainage area 
^ sq.  ff? '" 

Light gray in 
channel to very 
dark gray where 
pending occurs 
behind highway 
f i l l  

Soft  slopes characteristic of 
nonresistant shales.  Lack of 
vegetation typical of sl ightly 
weathered to unweathered bed
rock. Ridge is  discontinuous 
having been completely eroded 
away in some areas 

Upper:  somewhat 
indistinct where 
bedrock grades to 
more weathered 
rock and colluviw 
covered slope. 
Lower: break in 
slope where steeper 
slope across shale 
bedding meets sand
stone dip slope. 

First  prominent ridge-forminq Upper:  break in 
unit  (progressing downward in slope contact 
rock sequence and toward moun- with overlying 
tain ranges) where beds are shale unit  
t i l ted 

Rounded, concave-upward sur
face severely dissected by 
central  stream with parallel  
gulley system perpendicular 
to the central  stream. Gul
l ies extend only as far up
ward as colluvial  f i l l .  Col
luvial  f i l l  lacks bedding 
banding of adjacent shale unit  

Apparent depositional features 
in channel.  

Lower: base of 
ledge on scarp 
slope. 

Upper:  base of 
sandstone ledge 
Lower: indefinite,  
transit ional,  
gradation of 
shale outcrop to 
colluvial  valley 
f i l l .  Cessation 
of bedding band
ing, concave break 
in slope. 

Break in slope 
with shale scarp 
slope on one side 
and sandstone dip 
slope on other 
side of valley. 

Base of steep 
banks 

Cody shale Residual bedrock Silty clay 

Frontier fm.,  
First  Wall 
Creek sand 

Frontier fm.,  
upper 1/3 of 
shale unit  
between First  
and Second Uall  
Creek sands 

Quaternary 
alluvion 
(derived pri
marily from 
shale between 
First  and Second 
Uall  Creek sands 
as slope wash.) 

Quaternary 
alluviun. 
(derived pri
marily from 
shale between 
First  and Second 
Wall Creek sands.)  

Residual bedrock 

Residual bedrock 

Transported, 
colluvial  

Sandy si l t  

Transported, 
f luvial  

Sil ty sand 



MAP UNIT P H O T O  P A T T E R N  E L  E H E ft  T S M A T E R I A L  C H A R A C T C R I  S T I  C S 

No. 
Land form/ Soil  color/  Special  Photo Geologic Column General 

No. Name Topography Drainage Erosion Phototone Vegetation Identification Features Limit Description Equivalent Material  Category Texture 

13. Shale Slope "B" Irregular slope Few "U"-shaped Medium gray Grass Upper:  gradational Frontier fm.,  Residual bedrock Sil t  
and hil ls  par-.  gullies,  non- contact with col lower 1/3 of shale 
t ially covered resistant luvial  valley f i l l  unit  between First  
by terrace* Lower: darker- and Second Uall  
dip slope l ighter tone Creek sands 

change between 
shale and sand
stone on dip 
slope 

14. Sandstone Strike Ridge Resistant Light tone on Grass on Second ridge-forming Upper:  Indistinct Frontier fm,.  Residual bedrock Sand 
Ridge "B* soft  ridqe scarp, mediun dip slope unit .  Softer ridge than on dip slope. Second Uall  gravel 

gray on dip First  Uall  Creek sand. tone charge between Creek sand 
gravel 

slope Shale below is  more strongly shale and sandstone. 
banded. Elsewhere distinct 

break between 
resistant sand
stone and non-
resistant shale.  
Lower: base of 
l ight-toned. 
blocky unit .  

15. Shale Slope NC" Uniform slope. Parallel  r i l ls  Banded l ight- None Strongly banded. Upper:  base of Upper of Residual bedrock Silty clay 
scarp slope and gullies,  mediiOT-dark (On Photomap No. 4 this unit  sandstone scarp. lower Frontier 

Sil ty clay 

fine texture.  comprises a prominent hil l  Lower: gradation- fm. shale 
Nonresistant where the beds are flatlying.) al  to colluvial  

slope. Limit 
defined by change 
in slope, veqe-
tation. phototone. 

16. Bentonite Liqht Relatively persistent l ight Mid lower Residual bedrock Clay 
Unit  #1 toned band at  break in slope Frontier fm. 

Clay 

at  base of shale slope. bentonitic 
(Note: the presence of this zone 
unit  projected from field 
observations and geologic 
column. Photo pattern 
elements are not definit ive.  
Unit  identified only by 
prior knowledge.) 

17. Colluvial  Gentle slopinq Very few Medium Grass,  Upper:  break in Quaternary Transported, Sil ty clay 
Slope "A" surface modified "U"- sparse slope, chanqe from alluvium colluvial  

shaped gullies.  saqe banded to uniform (derived pri
less than ver

saqe 
tone. marily from 

t ical  sides,  Lower: toe of high lower Frontier 
rounded "V" water bank of fm. shale as 
bottom. stream channel.  slope wash.) 



P H O T O  P A T T E R N  E L E M E N T S  M A T E R I A  I  C  I I  A  «  A  C  I  E  R  [  S  T  I  C  S  

Land form/ 
Topography Drainage 

Soil  color/  
Phototone Vegetation 

Special  Photo 
Identification Features Limit Description 

Geologic Colirri  General 
Equivalent Material  Category Texture 

II .  Stream channel 
"C" with loose 
alluvial  bed 

19. Alluvial  fan 

20. Tertiary/ 
Pleistocene 
Terrace de
posit  
20-T. Hiqhest-

Oldost 
20-T? 20-Ti 
2O-T4 
2O-T5 Lowest-

Youngest 

?1.  Shale Outcrop 
?1A Upper 
stratigraphic 
unit  
?1B Hrddlf 
Stratigraphic 
unit  
21C Lower 
stratigraphic 
unit  

??.  Colluvial  
slope "B" 

Valley bottom 
with smaller 
intrenched 
intermi t tent 
stream. 

Fan-shaped 
sloping 
surface 

Elevated, f lat .  
featureless 
surface 

Gentle sloping 
surface 

Intermittent 
stream, drain
age area 2 
sq. miles 

Formerly 
distributary 

Drained only 
by few chan
nels origina
ting in lower 
materials 
which have 
cut headward. 
Otherwise 
internal 
drainage 
indicated. 

Vertical bank 

None -
Controlled by 
man 

"V-shaped 
qullies where 
eroded 

Light gray in Grass and 
channel,  medium- sage 
dark gray in 
valley bottom 
due to vegetation 

Medium-dark gray Grass and 
due to vegetation sage 

Light-nediwn gray Grass 
with white fringe 

Few "IT-shaped 
to rounded 
gullies.  

Grass,  
sparse 
sage 

Bars and braiding can be 
detected in channel 
indicating deposition. 

Toe of high water 
bank. 

Size,  relation to other 
units and to bedrock outcrops 
will  permit inference of age 
and material  composition of 
fan deposits.  

Characteristic elevated flat  
surface with medium-gray 
tone and white fringe just  
below top on slope, lack of 
beddinq banding, lack of 
drainaqe features,  sometimes 
with borrow or gravel pits.  

Isolated areas within terrace 
which show, beddinq banding 
or resistant ridge features 
normally anomalous to ter
races.  Inferred to be out
crops o£ shale by projection 
along strike of known shale 
exposures.  

Identical to Unit  #17, dis
tinguished from i t  only by 
source rock upslope. 

Upper:  area where 
valley bottom opens 
into floodpiafn. 
Lower: break in 
slope at  base of 
fan. 

Upper:  break in 
slope upward to 
higher terrace 
level or with 
steeper slope of 
bedrock where 
present.  
Lower: Indistinct,  
below white fringe 
or where bedding 
appears.  Usually 
masked by slope 
wash. 

Tone changes,  
extent of banding, 
breaks in slope 
adjacent to f lat  
terrace surface.  

Upper:  break in 
slope, change from 
banded to uniform 
tone. 
Lower: toe of 
high water bank 
of stream channel.  

Quaternary Transported, 
alluvium fluviat  
(derived from 
lower Frontier fm. 
and upper Howry 
shale) 

Quaternary 
alluvium 

Transported, 
f luvial  

Tertiary/ 
pleistocene 
terrace deposits,  
more recent in 
age toward lower 
topographic 
posit ion in major 
outwash valley 

Transported, 
f luvial  

Sandy 
s i l t  

Silty 
sand 

Gravel 
sand 
si l t  

Howry shale Residual bedrock Clay 

Quaternary 
al  luvium 
(derived from 
lower Howry 
shale unit .)  

Transported, 
colluvial  

Clay 



MAP UNIT P H O T O  P A T T E R N EL E M E N T S M A T E R I A L  C H A R A C T E R !  S T I  C S 

No. Name 
Land form/ Soil  color/  Special  Photo Geologic Column General 

No. Name Topography Drainage Erosion Phototone Vegetation Identification Features Limit Description Equivalent Material  Cateqory Texture 

23. Stream channel Valley bottom with Intermittent Slight verti Light gray in Grass and Bars and braiding can be Toe of high water Quaternary alluv Transported Silty 
"0" with loose smaller intrenched stream, cal bank channel,  mediun- sage detected in channel indicat bank. ium {derived from fluvial  sand 
alluvial  bed intermittent drainage dark gray in 

sage 
ing deposition. Identical Mowry, Thermopolis 

stream area IS sq.  valley bottom to Unit  #18, distinguished and Cloverly 
mi le due Co from i t  only by source rock formations.)  

vegetation in drainage area.  

24. Oipping shale Blocky hil l  with Fine r i l ls  Very dark None Very distinctive very dark Upper:  S/A at Upper Residual bedrock Sil ty 
hil l  f lat  sloping top upper unit .  unit  with thin underlying this point Themopolis clay 
24A Thick upper very l ight very l ight unit .  Basal Lower: break in shale 

clay 

dark unit  lower unit  unit  of Frontier fm. is  slope and tone 
24B Thin lower similar but not as out change at  base 

l ight unit  standing. Unit  can al of l ight unit .  
ways be distinguished 
from other similar units 
by i ts  position in assoc
iation with other units 
above and below strati-
grapbically.  Unit  norm
ally outcrops at  base of 
Mowry shale scarp slope 
(not seen here due to 
faulting, erosion and 
cover).  

25 Oipping shale Dip slope Medium Grass,  Not particularly distinctive.  Upper:  break in Lower part  Residual bedrock Sil ty 
slope sparse Lack of defined bedding slope and tone of upper clay 

sage slope indicates nonresistant change at  base of Thermopolis 
shale.  darl-l ight unit .  shale 

26. Dipping Flat  slope Steep-walled Light where Grass,  More resistant unit  indicated Fault  valley. Thermopolis Residual bedrock Sand 
resistant slopes where material  ex few by uniform slope and scarp at  break in slope at  shale.  Muddy 
slope dissected posed, mediim cedars edge. Probably sandstone or colluvial  cover.  sandstone 

where vegetated sandy unit .  veqetation change member 
at  overlying shale.  

2/ .  Resistant Mesa or Resistant Very l ight on Grass and Dense cedar growth along Upper:  break in Cloverly Residual bedrock Sand 
sandstone resistant scarp where sage, dense scarp is  distinctive of this slope where resis formation. 
r idge and ridge or exposed, med cedars unit .  tant ledge covered sandstone 
caprock ledqe where ium where along scarp by softer overlying member 

rock bedding vegetated materials.  
slopes.  Lower: base of 

ledqe. 

CO 



HAP UNIT P H O T O  P A T T E R N EL E M E N T S M A T E R I A L  C H A R A C T E R !  S T I C S 

No. Name 
Land form/ Soil  color/  Special  Photo Geologic Colum Geheral 

No. Name Topography Drainage Erosion Phototone Veqetation Identification Features Limit Description Equivalent Material  Category Texture 

?fi .  Shale Slope "0" Scarp slope Fire r i l ls  non- Medium-dark None Darker than underlying shale Upper:  base of CloverTy for Residual bedrock Sil t  
resistant slope. Normally this unit  ledge above mation shale 

probably Mould not be mapped Lower: tone member 
as a separate unit  except change from dark 
that i t  is  stratigraphically to l ighter 
part  of the Cloverly forma
tion. On Photomap #7 this 
unit  does not appear as a 
distinctly mappable unit .  

?9.  Shale Slope "E" Scarp slope Fine r i l ls  Liqht medium None Distinguished from shale Upper:  tone Morrison for Residual bedrock Sand 
nonresistant above by distinct tone change. change from darker mation, upper s i l t  

above to l ighter part  clay 
below. 
Lower: top of 
resistant zone. 

29A Resistant Slightly Light None Resistant ledge dividing Upper:  f lattening Persistent Residual bedrock Sand 
ledqe resistant otherwise continuous shale in slope before sandy zone 

slope. Not apparent on ledge. 
Photomap 97. Lower: just  

below ledge. 

30. Shale Slope "f" Scarp slope Fine r i l ls  liqht-roedium None Upper:  just  below Morrison forma Residual bedrock Sandy 
nonresistant resistant ledge t ion, middle s i l t  

Lower: break in part  
slope at  massive 
sandstone unit .  

31. Sandstone ledqe led<je or scarp Resistant l ight None Prominent,  thick sandstone Major sandstone Residual bedrock Sand 
ledge below long shale unit  in Morrison 
slope. formation 

32. ColJuvial Irregular Nonresistant Light to Varied, Conmonly occurring unit  Upper:  usually Quaternary Transported, Sandy 
Slope HC" sloping generally not medium usually found at  base of steep subtle change in alluvium, (not colluvial  s i l t  

surface extensively more qrass slopes.  Consists of mater slope from steeper normally mapped 
eroded, gully and sage ial  washed from higher to less steep tone on geologic maps 
shape indica than slopes by slope run-off.  change, absence of as this however 
t ive of mater bedrock Overlies and masks charact bedding banding. properly classed 
ial  erist ics of bedrock. Varies vegetation change. as this.  Derives 
characteristics in thickness from a few lower: f loodplain characteristics 

inches to several feet .  scarp, stream bank from souce mater
however is  quite significant or other significant ial  upslope. 
since much of road will  be interruption in 
built  on or with this slope. 
material .  

CD 
CD 



P H O T O  P A T T E R N  E L E M E N T S  M A T E R I A L  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S  

Land form/ 
Topography Drainage 

Soil  color/  
Phototone Vegetation 

Special  Photo 
Identification Features Limit Description 

Geologic Cotumn 
Equivalent 

General 
Material  Category 

33. Minor shale 
ridge 

34. Shale Slope "G 

35. Major shale 
ridge (includ
ing scarp 
slope) 

36. Bentonite 
Unit  •2 

Minor r idge on. 
prominent dip 
slope 
(flatiron) 

Eroded slope 
between major 
ridge and 
minor r idge 
(flatiron) 

Strike ridge 

Branched 
trell is  

Parallel ,  V-
shaped gullies 
on dip slope 
Moderately 
resistant 

V-shaped 
gullies 

Resistant 
some shallow 
gullies on 
scarp slope 

Light 

Light-tone 
banded 

Light 

Scattered Unusual scalloped (flatiron 
cedars topography) effect caused 

by erosion where beds dip 
steeply.  Part  of a sequence 
of beds readily identified 
by resistance, banding. 

Scattered Nonresistant bed between 
cedars two resistant beds.  

Moderately Easily recognized unit  by 
dense resistance and banded 
cedars bedding. 

Relatively persistent (more 
so than unit  #16) l ight 
toned band at  break in slope 
on top of resistant shale dip 
slope (33).  This unit  is  
more persistent and defin
i tely mappable throughout 
than the bentonite unit  
described in #16. However 
photo pattern elements are 
not definit ive for bentonite,  
and i ts  identification is 
only on the basis of prior 
knowledge. Nimerous open 
pit  stripping operations can 
be seen on the aerial  photo
graphs occurring in this 
same relative position in 
the stratigraphic sequence. 
Where beds are f latter lying 
this unit  may appear as a 
wide white band with lacy 
edqe where eroded. A very 
distinctive unit .  

Upper:  base of 
l ight toned re
sistant minor 
r idge. 
Lower: top of 
major l ight-toned 
banded ridge. 

Upper:  tone 
chanqe, slope 
change near top 
of r idqe. 
Lower: tone 
chanqe near base of 
scarp slope. 

Upper: break in 
slnpe or tone 
chanqe l ight to 
dark unit  above. 
Lower: break in 
slope on top of 
resistant dip 
slope and tone 
chanqe. 

Howry shale 

Mowry shale 

Howry shale 

Frontier fm. 
(bottom) 

Residual bedrock Clay 

Residual bedrock Clay 

Residual bedrock Clay 

Residual bedrock Clay 



MAP UNIT P H O T O  P A T T I  R N EL E M E N T S M A T E R I A L  C H A R A C T E R !  S T 1 C S 

Land form/ Soil  color/  Special  Photo Geological Column Genera) 
No. Name Topography Orainage Erosion Phototnne Vegetation Identification Features Limit Description Equivalent Material  Cateqory Texture 

37. Irreqular shall  f lat  or slooing Nonresistant Medium-dark Associated with and inmediate- Upper:  break in Frontier fm. Residual bedrock Silty 
plain "A"/ plain with ir- fine,  dense ly above Bentonite #2. Uni slope, steepening (bottom) clay 
shale hi l is  reqular surface gul ly form tone sets this unit  apart  upward and change 

or isolated erosion from overlying shale sequence. from uniform to 
hil ls  banded tone. 

Lower: break in 
slope as above 
and tone change. 

38. Shale Hills "B Irregular,  Overall  non- Medium-dark None This sequence of beds is  Upper:  base of Frontier fm. Residual bedrock Sandy 
blocking resistant with l ight marked by a very dark thin very dark, thin.  (lower shale.  s i l t  
hil ls  with some bandinq resistant layer above and resistant layer.  lo*r S) 

sl ightly the dark unit  below. This Lower: top of 
more resis sequence including units uniform medium-
tant layers 36, 37, and 39 were not dark layer.  

noted previously in the 
lower Frontier formation 
since they are covered by 
colluviat  and terrace 
deposits.  

39. Shale Slope "H Scarp slope Few gullies.  Nonresistant Medium-dark None, or Uniform color and bedding Upper:  s l ight Frontier fm. Residual bedrock Sandy 
to irregular no definite sparse of moderate thickness break in slope at  (lower shale.  s i l t  
dip slope pattern grass marked at  bottom by very base of sl ightly lower »,) 
depending nn dark, thin,  resistant layer resistant layer.  
location and thicker,  sl ightly re Lower: base of 

sistant layer at  top. very distinctive.  
dark, thin,  re
sistant layer.  

40. Irregular Irregular Dendrit ic Nonresistant,  Medium Grass,  Equal to lower part  of Lower: base of Frontier fm. Residual bedrock -Sandy 
shale sloping plain rounded "l , M- some sage. unit  #15, however presents sl ightly resistant (lower shale.  s i l t  
plain "8" shaped gullies some cul a different photo appearance unit  described in upper S) 

t ivation where dip is  low and outcrop #39 
(hay) is  wide spread. Upper:  not defined. 

41. Col  i uv iaJ Irregular Poor )y  Medium Grass,  lack of bedding banding. Upper:  Transi Quaternary Transported, Sandy 
Slope "D" sloping developed sage, hay Differentiated from #42 only t ional change from alluviixn colluviaf s i l t  

surface dendrit ic meadows on the predominent source of banded to unhanded. (derived pri
material ,  in this case sl ight break in marily from 
Frontier fm. slope to f latter lower shale of 

below. Frontier fm.) 
Lower: toe of 
high water bank. 

N> 

O 

O 



MAP UNIT P H O T O  P A T T E  R N EL F M E N T S M A T E R I A L  C H A R A C T E R ]  S 1 I C S 

to. Name 
Land form/ 

Drainage 
Soil  color/  Special  Photo Geologic Colimn General 

to. Name Topography Drainage Erosion Phototone Vegetation Identification features Limit Description Equivalent Material  Category Texture 

42. Colluvial  Irregular Poorly devel Light-mediixn Grass,  sage Lack of bedding banding. Upper:  Transi Quaternary Transported, Sil ty 
Slope "E" sloping oped dendrit ic Differentiated from #41 t ional change from alluvium colluvial  clay 

surface only by source.  banded to unbanded. (derived pri
clay 

slight break in marily from 
slope to f latter Mowry shale.)  

below. 
Lower: Transi
t ional to other 
colluvial  zones.  

43. Stream Stream channel Stream chan Light Grass,  Presence of vegetation Toe of high water Quaternary Transported, Sand 
channel "E" nel Orainage willows indicates a reasonable bank. alluvium colluvial  

area 4 sq.  flow on the surface or 
miles near surface year round. 

44. Colluvial  Gently sloping Poorly Medium-dark Grass,  sage Gently sloping plain above Upper:  tone change Quaternary Transported, Sil t  
plain "B" plain developed mottled hay meadows r iver floodplain and below Lower: not within alluvium colluvial  

dcndrit ic 
hay meadows 

steeper active colluvial  map area.  (derived from 
' areas.  Mottl ing indicates Frontier and 

mixture of materials.  Cul Mowry formations) 
t ivation indicates presence 
of sufficient topsoil  for 
vegetation growth as opposed 
to most other areas where 
erosion or deposition is  too 
active to allow development 
of soil  profile.  

45. Shale Slope "I" Scarp slope Dendrit ic- Nonresistant,  Light-medium Sparse Bedding is  apparent but tone Upper:  break in Thermopolis Residual bedrock Silty 
parallel  parallel  grass is  not strongly banded indi slope just  below shale clay 

U-shaped cating probable uniformity scarp of muddy (lower S) 
gullies in material .  Unit  l ies be sandstone. 

tween rounded, low, strike Lower: break in 
ridge of muddy sandstone and slope, tone. 
tree-covered cloverly fm. vegetation 

change on top of 
cloverly dip 
slope. 

46. Shale Slope "J" Scarp slope Parallel  Dense gullies Light None Upper:  break in Morrison fm. Residual bedrock Sandy 
Nonresistant slope at  base of (lower shale si l t  

resistant sandstone unit)  
unit  #31. 
Lower: break in 
slope at  top of 
resistant sandstone 
below (unit  #47).  



MAP UNIT P H O T  0 P A T T E R N EL E H E N T S M A T E R I A L  C H A R A C T E R !  S T 1 C S 

No. Name 
Land form/ 
Topography Drainage Erosion 

Soil  color/  
Phototone Vegetation 

Special  Photo 
Identification Features Limit Description 

Geoloqical Column 
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General 
Material  Category Texture 

47. Sandstone 
ridge/ledge 

Ridge or ledge 
dependent upon 
amount of dip 
and posit ion 
of outcrop 

Resistant Light Dotted with Major resistant unit  of mod-
small  cedars erate but not great thickness 
on dip slope 

Bottom and top 
of ledge. 

Sundance fm. 
( top sandstone 
unit)  

Residual bedrock Sand 

48. Sandstone and 
shale unit  

Alternate 
small  r idges 
and swales 

Trelles Variable Light ^ Grass Four or five thin resistant 
units separated by non 
resistant units qive 
washboard appearance 

Upper:  base of 
sandstone ridge/ 
ledge. 
Lower: top of 
major sandstone 
unit .  

Sundance fm. 
(shale -  sandy 
shale -  sandstone 
sequence) 

Residual bedrock Sandy 
' . i l t  

49. Shale swale Swale Trelles Nonresistant Light None Nonresistant area between 
resistant sandstone units 

Upper:  base of 
lowest thin resis
tant unit  in 
sequence '48.  
Lower: break in 
slope, vegetation 
change at  top of 
major sandstone. 

Sundance fm. 
(middle shale) 

Residual bedrock Sandy 
si l t  

50. Sandstone 
ridge "C" 

Anticlinal 
ridge 

Radial Resistant Liqht Dotted with 
small  cedars 
on dip slope 

Upper:  break in 
slope with shale 
unit  above. 
Lower: not 
observed. 

Sundance fm. 
(middle sandstone) 

Sil ty 
sand 

51. Stream channel 
"F" with loose 
alluvial  bed 

Intrenched 
channel with 
definite banks, 
f lat  bottom, 
braided channel.  

Intermittent 
stream, drain
age area 2 
sq.  miles 

Light None Channel banks Quaternary 
alluvium 
(source pri
marily terrace 
gravels) 

Transported, 
Fluvial 

Sil ty 
sand 

52. Stream channel 
"G" with loose 
alluvial  bed 

Intermittent 
stream, drain
age area 1 
sq.  mile 

Liqht None Channel banks Quaternary alluv
ium (source pri
marily Sundance 
and Morrison 
formations) 

Transported, 
Fluvial 

Sil ty 
sand 

53. Pond 
sediments 

Pond Medium None Pond area behind dam has 
collected sand and si l t  
from stream runoff 

Pond banks 
Quaternary alluv
ium (source pri
marily Cleverly 
formation) 

Transported, 
Fluvial 

Sil ty 
sand 

54. Stream 
channel MH" 

Intrenched 
channel 

Intermittent 
stream, drain
age area 1 
sq. mile 

Liqht None Channel banks Quaternary alluv
ium (source pri
marily CloverJy 
formation) 

Transported, 
Fluvial 

Sil ty 
sand 

55. Talus slope Steep fan-
shaped slope 

Light None Featureless slope with 
characteristic shape 

Upper:  top of 
cones.  
Lower: base of 
slope. 

Quaternary 
alluvium 

Transported Sand and 
gravel to 

o 
to 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SOILS PRUF Il.t PHOPtKIltS ANO MAM UNITS 

PROJECT NUMBER SiOOUIlJ? 

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM STRATIGRAPHIC LITHOLCGY 2 

MAP UNIT - ALLUVIUM - FINE TO MEDIUM 

l lARLE n VMAX VM IN RANGE VMEAN 

P4 26 100.00 82.00 16.00 95*65 

P10 26 100.00 63.00 37.00 91.^3 

P40 26 99.00 50.00 49.00 66.15 

P200 26 73.10 36.70 36.40 53.83 

PLL 26 <•0.00 22.00 18.00 29.23 

PI 26 o
 

o
 

o
 

4 .00 16.00 12.69 

R 26 46.00 12.00 36.00 27.00 

INPUT OATA 

GRAIN SUb - PERCENT PASSING 

NO 10 NO 40 

1.0 
2.0 
3*0 
4.0 
5.0 
35*0 
36*0 
46.0 
71*0 
73*0 
83.0 
85.0 
8 8 * 0  
96*0 

101.0 
111*0 
116*1 
116*2 
117*0 
116«0 

119*0 
120*0 
124*0 

1QO.OO 
98*00 

100*00 
100.00 
1U0.UU 
96.00 

100.00 
96.00 
lOu.UU 
96. 00 
83.00 
92.00 

100.00 
100.00 
83.00 
93.00 
95.00 
95.00 
95.00 
95.00 
96.00 
95*00 
97*00 

100.00 
97*00 
99.00 

100.00 
100.JO 
90.00 
95.00 
93.00 
99.00 
94.00 
76.00 
85.00 
98.00 
99.00 
77.00 
74.00 
80.00 
91.00 
92.00 
92*00 
93.00 
93.00 
96*00 

99.00 
96*00 
98.00 
99.00 
99.00 
85.00 
92.00 
88.00 
97.00 
90.00 
69.00 
76.00 
95.00 
95.00 
70.00 
§1.00 
71.00 
87.00 
87.00 
86.00 
91.00 
91.00 
93.00 

129*0 
137*0 
138.0 

100.00 
82.00 

100.00 

98.00 
63.00 
98.00 

89.00 
50.00 
94.00 

LARRY J fcDWAKUS WYOMING HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 

VAR SD CV 

29*03 5*38 5.63 

93.29 9*65 10.56 

166.37 13.65 15*84 

101.12 10.05 16.66 

21*14 4.59 15.73 

24.06 4.90 38*64 

101*83 10.09 37.37 

LIUUID PLASTICITY •R* VALUE 

NO 200 LIMIT INDEX 

Uj
 

c
 
c
 

24.00 7*00 26.00 
51*70 22.00 5.00 27.00 
73*10 34*00 16.00 18.00 
69*40 28*00 13.00 16.UO 
67*50 28*00 12. UJ 20*uo 
42*80 23.00 4.00 33*00 
40*30 23.00 6.00 25*00 
60*80 36.00 20.00 12*00 
67*10 30.UO 17.00 27.00 
55*20 24*00 4 .00 41.00 
55.CO 32*00 16.00 25.CO 
47.30 29*00 13.00 33*00 
46.20 29*00 6.00 •jc.ou 
56.70 27*00 10.0C «e.oo 
41.30 32*00 17.OC 22.to 
37.70 40*00 16.OC 48.00 
53.20 33.OC 19.0C 22*00 
60.30 29.00 16*00 19.00 
53.70 31.00 16.00 12.Oj 
54.90 29*00 16.00 23.00 
66.60 29.00 13.00 31.00 
49.20 26.00 e.oo 42.00 
58.20 26.00 13.00 19.1-0 

42.90 29.00 lc.00 27.00 
36*70 26*00 10.00 39.00 
59.00 39*00 15*00 18.(10 



STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SOILS PROFILE PROPEKTI tS  AND MAP UNITS 

PROJFCT NUMBER 51000(112 

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM STRATIGRAPHIC L ITHOLOGY 2  

-  ALLUVIUM -  MEDIUM TO COARSE 

I I  ARLE N VMAX VMIN RANGE VMtAN 

P4 17  97 .00  28 .00  69 .00  82 .35  

P10 17  95 .00  21 .00  74 .00  74 .47  

P40 17  92 .00  15 .00  77 .00  .  64.11  

P200 17  78 .30  9 .00  69 .30  44 .37  

PLL 17  44 .00  18 .00  26 .00  30 .76  

P I  17  27 .00  1 .00  26 .00  "14 .05  

R 17  79 .00  16 .00  63 .00  34 .17  

INPUT DATA 

SAMPLE NO GRAIN SIZE -  PERCENT PASSING 

NO 4  NO 10  NO 40  

7 .0  96 .00  95*00 92 .00  
18 .0  72 .00  65 .00  48 .00  
19 .0  92 .00  85 .00  83 .00  
21 .0  82 .00  72 .00  61 .00  
22 .0  97 .00  94 .00  85 .00  
23*0  H6.00  78.OC 58 .00  

39 .0  88 .00  80 .00  71 .U0 

40 .0  87 .00  76*00 65*00 
41 .0  81 .00  71 .00  58 .00  

42 .0  83 .00  70.U0 55 .00  

49 .0  93 .00  89 .00  86 .00  
79 .0  83 .00  76*00 65 .00  
97 .0  78 .00  73*00 65*00 

136.1  26 .00  21 .00  15 .00  
142*1  82 .00  63*00 43*00 
143.1  96 .00  92 .00  85 .00  
144.1  76 .00  66*00 55 .00  

LAKKY J  EDWARDS WYOMING HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 

VAR SD CV 

248.99  15 .77  19 .16  

292.01  17 .08  22 .94  

368.98  19 .20  29 .95  

265.58  16 .29  36 .72  

5J .19  7*08 23 .02  

59 .16  7 .69  54 .72  

261.90  16 .18  47 .35  

NO 200 

49*90 
25*40 
60.60 
47.40  

54 .30  

39 .70  
42 .70  

41 * 60 
38*60 

4U.90 

64.<10 
54 .10  
50*00 

9 .00  
27 .50  
73 .30  
30 .10  

L IQUID 

L IMIT 

26.00 
18.00 
34.00  
36 .00  
32 .00  
35 .  UO 

38 .00  

3 t .00  
35.00  

34 .00  
27 .00  
30 .00  
35 .00  
19 .00  
24 .  JO 
44*00 
2 2 * 0 0  

T ICITY 

INDEX 

9*00 
1 * 0 0  

16.00 
21 .00  
1 6 * 0 0  
17.00  
<12*00 

19*00 
19 .00  

16*00 
11.00 

14*00 
19*00 

1*00  
6*uu 

27.00  
3 * 0 0  

•R*  VALUE 

40*00 
43*00 
1 6 * 0 0  
23.00  
21.00 
29.00  
2 2 . 0 0  
3 1 . 0 0  
20.00 

39.00  
32*00 
33*00 
19 .00  
79 .00  
51 .OJ 
ie.00 

55.00  



S T A T I S T I C A L  A N A L Y S I S  S O I L S  P R O F I L E  P R O P E k T l t S  A N D  

P R O J E C T  N U M B E R  S 1 0 0 0 I 1 I 2  

C L A S S I F I C A T I O N  S Y S T E M  S T R A T I G R A P H I C  L I T H O L U G Y  2  

M A P  U N I T S  

M A P  U N I T  -  S A N D S T O N E  

V A R I A B L E  V M A X  V M I N  R A N G E  V M E A N  

P  4  

P 1 0  

P 4 0  

P 2 0 0  

P L L  

P I  

R  

100.00 

100.00 

9 9 . 0 0  

6 8 . 9 0  

<•0.00 

2 3 . 0 0  

6 8 . 0 0  

5 4 . 0 0  

4 8 . 0 0  

4 2  . 0 0  

3 2 . 1 0  

20.00 

1 .00  

20.00 

4 6 . 0 0  

5 2 . 0 0  

5 7 . 0 0  

3 6 . 8 0  

20.00 

22.00 

4 8 . 0 0  

9 4 . 7 2  

9 2 . 2 7  

8 8 . 9 0  

5 0 . 0 7  

2 4 . 3 6  

8 . 3 6  

3 6 . 6 3  

I N P U T  D A T A  

S A M P L E  N O  

N O  4  

G R A I N  S I Z E  -  P E R C E N T  P A S S I N G  

N O  1 0  N O  4 0  

1 7 . 0  1 0 0 . 0 0  

4 7 . 0  9 6 . 0 0  

7 4 . 0  9 8 . 0 0  

7 5 . 0  9 8 . 0 0  

7 6 . 0  9 9 . 0 0  

8 1 . 0  5 4 . 0 0  

1 2 1 . 0  1 0 0 . 0 0  

1 2 2 . 0  1 0 0 . 0 0  

1 2 3 . 0  9 7 . 0 0  

1 4 2 . 3  1 0 0 . 0 0  
1 4 4 . 2  1 0 0 . 0 0  

9 9 .  U O  

9 1 . 0 0  

9 6 . 0 0  

9 6 . 0 0  

9 8 . 0 0  

4 8 . 0 0  
100.00 

9 9 . 0 0  

9 6 . 0 0  

9 5 . 0 0  

9 7 . 0 0  

9 6 . 0 0  

82.00 
9 4 . 0 0  

9 3 . 0 0  

9 6 . 0 0  

4 2 . 0 0  

9 9 . 0 0  

9 8 . 0 0  

9 3 . 0 0  

9 2 . 0 0  

9 3 . 0 0  

L A R R Y  J  E D W A R D S  W Y O M I N G  H I G H W A Y  D E P A R T M E N T  

V A R  S D  C V  

1 8 4 . 4 1  1 3 . 5 8  1 4 . 3 3  

2 2 1 . 6 2  1 4 . 8 8  1 6 . 1 3  

2 6 1 . 8 9  1 6 * 1 8  1 8 . 2 0  

1 5 8 . 3 3  1 2 . 5 8  2 5 . 1 2  

9 7 . 2 5  9 . 8 6  4 0 . 4 7  

4 5 . 0 5  6 * 7 1  8 0 . 2 5  

2 7 1 . 8 5  1 6 . 4 8  4 5 . 0 0  

L I U U I D  P L A S T I C I T Y  « R *  V A L U E  

N O  2 0 0  L I M I T  I N D E X  

6 8 . 9 0  3 0 . 0 0  1 4 . 0 0  2 0 . 0 0  

3 8 . 8 0  2 1 . 0 0  5 . 0 0  2 2 . 0 0  

6 7 . 4 0  2 7 .  O U  1 2 . 0 0  2 4 . 0 0  

5 9 . 2 0  2 7 . 0 0  1 2 . 0 0  2 8 . 0 0  

4 8 . 1 0  2 7 . 0 0  6 . 0 0  3 8 . 0 0  

3 2 . 1 0  4 0 . 0 0  2 3 . 0 0  2 9 . 0 0  

5 1 . 1 0  2 3 . 0 0  6 . 0 0  4 1 . 0 0  

4 1 . 6 0  2 2 . 0 0  3 * 0 0  5 4 . 0 0  

3 5 . 1 0  2 0 . 0 0  1 . 0 0  6 8 . 0 0  

5 9 . 7 0  3 1 . 0 0  1 0 . 0 0  2 2 . 0 0  

4 8 . 8 0  0 . 1 : 0  0 . 0 0  5 7 . 0 0  

to 
O a> 



STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SOILS PROFILE PROPERTIES AND MAP UNITS 

PROJECT NUMBER S1O001112 

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM STRATIGRAPH IC  LIThULOGY 2  

MAP UNIT -  RENTON1TIC SHALE 

I IABLE N VMAX VMIN RANGE VMEAN 

P4 22  100.00  •
 

o
 

o
 

25 .00  95*54 

P10 22  100.00  58*00 42 .00  90*31 

P40 ?2  100.00  45*00 55 .00  84 .04  

P200 22  100*00 33 .70  66*30 66 .73  

PLL 22  161*00 30 .00  131*00 64 .31  

P I  22  139*00 15*00 124.00  46*04 

R 22  11*00 4 .00  7*00 6 .54  

INPUT DATA 

SAMPLE NO GRAIN SUE *  PERCENT PASSING 

NO 4  NO 10  NO 40  

6*0  100*00 100*00 95*00 
9*0  100*00 100*00 100*00 

11*0  100.00  100*00 99*00 
12*0  96*00 94 .00  91 .00  
15*0  81*00 71*00 62*00 
25*0  100*00 100*00 100*00 
26*0  100*00 100*JO 100*00 
27*0  94*00 94*00 93*00 
28*0  93*00 91*00 69*00 
29*0  75*00 69*00 58 .  00  
37*0  95*00 93*00 91 .00  
38*1  95*00 93*00 91 .00  
36*2  100*00 100.00  100.00  
38*3  94*00 89 .00  84*00 
78*0  99*00 96*00 90*00 

106*0  98*00 91 .00  75*00 
108*0  84 .00  75 .00  62*00 
135*0  98*00 95 .00  93*00 
139*2  100*00 90*00 7U.00 
139*3  100*00 92*00 74*00 
139*4  100*00 96*00 84*00 
140*2  100*00 58*00 45*00 

LARRY J  EOWAHUS WYOMING HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 

VAR SD CV 

47*68 6*90 7 .22  

133*46 11*55 12*79 

255*06 15*97 19*00 

320*46 17 .90  26*62 

1044.98  32 .32  50 .25  

972.04  31 .  17  67 .71  

3 .87  1 .96  

o
 

o
 

m
 

L IUUID PLASTICITY 

L IMIT INDEX 

82*50 38*O0 22 .0U 9*00 
69*90 46*00 26*00 4*00 
60 .50  30*00 15.UU 7 .00  
63 .90  42 .00  25*00 7*00 
33 .70  35 .00  16 .00  11 .00  
62 .50  47*00 31*00 8*00 
97*60 82*0J  63*0o 5*UU 
33 .50  76 .00  59*00 6*00 
85 .30  134.00  117-00 5*00 
42*60 43 .00  2&.0U 10*00 
81*80 64 .00  45*00 5*00 
81*80 64 .00  45 .00  5*00 

100*00 161*00 139*00 5*00 
58*30 46 .00  33*0U 5 .00  
74*30 38*00 22*00 8*00 
59 .70  47*00 28*00 9*00 
46 .80  62*00 42 .00  8 .00  
61*40 46 .00  29 .00  7 .00  
55 .10  96*00 75*00 5 .0U 
59.80  69*00 50 .00  5*00 ^  

O ""sj 
68*70 83 .00  60 .00  5 .00  
38 .40  64 .00  43.UO 5 .00  



S T A T I S T I C A L  A N A L Y S I S  S O I L S  P R O F I L E  P R O P E R T I E S  A N D  

P R O J E C T  N U M R E R  S 1 0 0 U ( 1 ) 2  

C L A S S I F I C A T I O N  S Y S T E M  S T R A T  I G R A P H I C  L I T H O L O G Y  2  

M A P  U N I T S  

M A P  U N I T  -  S I L I C E O U S  S H A L E  

V A R I A B L E  N  V M A X  V M I N  R A N G E  '  V M E A N  

P 4  7  1 0 0 . 0 0  8 8 . 0 0  1 2 . 0 0  9 8 . 2 8  

P 1 0  7  9 7 . 0 0  5 4 . 0 0  4 3 . 0 0  7 7 . 7 1  

P 4 0  7  9 1 . 0 0  2 4 . 0 0  6 7 . 0 0  5 4 . 1 4  

P 2 0 0  7  6 4 . 0 0  2 2 . 8 0  4 1 . 2 0  3 7 . 5 9  

P L L  7  4 6 . 0 0  3 2 . 0 0  1 4 . 0 0  4 0 . 1 4  

P I  7  2 3 . 0 0  1 2 . 0 0  1 1 . 0 0  1 9 . 8 5  

R  7  4 5 . 0 0  2 5 . 0 0  2 0 . 0 0  3 5 . 4 2  

I N P U T  D A T A  

S A M P L E  N O  

N O  4  

G R A I N  S I Z E  -  P E R C E N T  P A S S I N G  

N O  1 0  N O  4 0  

8 7 . 0  

1 0 7 . 0  

1 0 9 . 0  

1 3 2 . 0  

1 3 9 . 1  

1 4 0 . 1  

1 4 1 . 0  

100.00 
88.  UU 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 

9 7 . 0 0  

7 3 « 0 U  

7 8 . 0 0  

9 2 . 0 0  

82.00 
5 4 . 0 0  

6b • 00 

9 1 . 0 0  

4 7 . 0 0  

5 1 . 0 0  

8 3 . 0 0  

4 9 . 0 0  

3 4 . 0 0  

2 4 . 0 0  

L A R R Y  J  E D W A R D S  W Y O M I N G  H I G H W A Y  D E P A R T M E N T  

V A R  S D  C V  

2 0 . 5 7  4 . 5 3  4 . 6 1  

2 1 2 . 2 3  1 4 . 5 6  1 8 . 7 4  

5 9 3 . 8 0  2 4 . 4 7  4 5 .  1 9  

2 1 8 . 3 9  1 4 . 7 7  3 9 . 3 0  

2 0 . 8 1  4 . 5 6  1 1 . 3 6  

o
 

CD •
 

sO H
 4 . 0 9  2 0 . 6 4  

6 7 . 6 1  8 . 2 2  2 3 . 2 1  

L 1 U U I C S  P L A S T I C I T Y  * R »  V A L U E  

N O  2 0 0  L I M I T  I N D E X  

5 0 . 8 0  3 2 . 0 0  1 2 . 0 0  2 5 . 0 0  

3 3 . 1 0  3 8 . 0 0  1 7 . 0 0  3 3 . 0 0  

3 5 . 4 0  4 4 . 0 0  2 3 . 0 0  4 5 . U U  

6 4 . 0 0  3 9 . 0 0  2 3 . 0 0  2 7 . 0 0  

3 2 . 5 0  4 2 . 0 0  2 1 . 0 0  3 2 . 0 0  

2 4 . 6 0  4 6 . 0 0  2 3 . 0 0  4 4 . 0 0  1 0  

2 2 . 8 0  4 0 . 0 0  2 0 . 0 0  4 2 . 0 0  §  



STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SOILS PROFILE PROPERTIES AND MAP UNITS 

PROJECT NUMBER S1000f l )2  

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM STRATIGRAPHIC L ITHOLOGY 2  

MAP UNIT -  SHALE 

I  ABLE N VMAX VMIN RANGE VMEAN 

P4 17  100.00  94 .00  6 .00  97 .17  

P10 17  97 .00  87 .00  10 .00  92*11 

P40 17  94 .00  67 .00  27 .00  83 .76  

P200 17  73 .50  41 .30  32 .20  60 .47  

PLL 17  61*00 27 .00  34 .00  39 .00  

P I  17  40*00 11 .00  "29 .00  22 .64  

R 17  23*00 9 .00  14 .00  15 .47  

SAMPLE NO 

44*0  
80.0 
8 2 * 0  
84*0  
8 6 * 0  

102*0 
103*0  
104*0  

105*0  

110*0  

112*0 
113*0  
114*0  
115*0  
125*0  
126*0 
131*0  

NO 4  

96*00 
100*00 

95*00 

96*00 
100*00 

97*00 
97 .00  
97 .00  
97*00 

100*00 
94*00 
96*00 
94*00 
97 .00  
97 .00  
99*00 

100.00 

GRAIN SIZE -

NO 10  

93*00 
96*00 
93*00 
93*00 
98 .00  
95*00 
95 .00  
94*00 
89 .00  

8 8 * 0 0  
87 .00  
89 .00  
89 .00  
93 .00  
96 .00  
97 .00  
91 .00  

INPUT DATA 

PERCENT PASSING 

NO 40  

89 .00  
89 .00  
84 .00  

87*00 

70*00 
92 .00  
91*00 

86.00 
74.00  

67 .00  

80.00 
78.00  
82.00 
87.00  

94 .00  

94 .00  
80.00 

LARRY J  EDWARUS WYOMING HIGHWAY UEPARTMENT 

VAR 

4 .03  

10 .48  

65 .06  

69 .02  

87 .37  

61 .74  

13 .63  

SD 

2.00  

3.23  

8 .06  

e.3u  

9 .34  

7 .8b  

3 .69  

CV 

2.06 

3.51  

9*63 

13 .73  

23 . *6  

34 .69  

23 .87  

NO 200 

58 .70  
63 .50  
65*80 
69 .60  
41 .30  
53 .60  
50 .80  
59 .10  
53 .40  
53 .90  
67 .20  
59 .90  
65 .60  
71 .50  
62 .90  
73 .50  
57 .70  

L IQUID 

L IMIT 

37 .00  
36 .00  
53 .00  

33 .00  
43 .00  
32 .00  
27 .00  
35 .00  
42 .00  
61. 00 
51.00  
45 .00  
41 .00  
32 .00  
27 .00  
32.00 
36.00  

PLASTICITY 

INDEX 

21 .0C 
22.00 
34*00 
1 8 * 0 0  
2 6 * 0 0  

17 .00  

11.00 
20.00 
23.00  
40 .00  
35 .00  

26.00 
26.00 
16.00 
13.00  
le.oo 
19.00  

•R» VALUE 

lt,O0 
16.00 
12*00 
14.00  
13 .00  
12*00 
19*00 
19*00 
12 .  OJ 

23 .00  

13 .00  

19 .00  
16.0J 
14.00  
20.00 

9.00  
13 .00  



STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SOILS PKOFILE PROPERTIES AND MAP UNITS 

PROJECT NUMRFR 51000(1)2 

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM STRAT I  GRAPHIC L ITHOLOGY 2  

MAP UNIT -  SANDY SHALE/SHALY SANDSTONE 

UABLE N VMAX VMIN RANGE VMEAN 

P4 16 100.00 .  94  .00  6 .00  97 .56  

P10 16  100.00  87 .00  13*uo 94*87 

P40 16  100.00  75 .00  25 .00  90 .25  

P200 16  77 .70  48 .20  29 .50  63 .96  

PLL 16 51 .00  23 .00  

o
 

o
 

CO rg 

35 .50  

P I  16  33 .00  7 .00  26*00 18 .75  

R 16 35 .00  10 .00  25*00 19 .18  

INPUT DATA 

SAMPLE NO GRAIN SIZE 

NO 10  

PERCENT PASSING 

NO AO 

24 .0  

77 .1  
77 .2  
89 .0  
90 .0  
91 .0  
92 .0  
93*0  
94 .0  
95 .0  
98 .0  
99 .0  

100*0 
136.2  
141.2  
143*2  

100.uu 
100.00 
100.00 

96.00  

96 .00  
96 .00  
99 .00  

100.00 
99.00  

96 .00  

97 .00  

96 .00  
95 .00  
95 .00  

94 .00  
100.00 

100.00 
97.00  
87 .00  
95 .00  
96.UO 
95 .00  
98 .00  

100.00 
98.00  

95 .00  

95 .00  

92 .00  
94 .00  
92 .00  

8 8 * 0 0  
96.00  

loo .ou  
8 2 * 0 0  
75.00  
93*00 
94 .00  
94*00 
97 .00  
100*00 

97*00 

90 .00  

89 .00  

87*00 
92 .00  
89*00 

81*00' 
84.00  

LARRY J  EDWARDS WYOMING HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 

VAR 

4 .66  

13 .72  

50*60 

85 .76  

48*13 

44*19 

47 .49  

SD 

2*15 

3 .70  

7 .11  

9 .26  

6 .93  

6 .64  

6*89 

CV 

2*21 

3*90 

7 .88  

14 .47  

19*54 

35 .45  

35*91 

NO 200 

6 6 * 8 0  
50*30 
58*70 
48*20 
51*70 
55*80 
59*00 
60*10  
6 8 * 2 0  

72*90 
73*80 
68*10  
67*00 
77 .70  
73 .50  
71 .60  

L lUUID 

L IMIT 

35 .00  
31 .00  
23*00 
32*00 
38*00 
42*00 

33*00 
31*00 

37 .00  
40 .00  
51 .00  

41 .00  
36 .00  
23 .00  
37*00.  
38*00 

PLASTICITY 

INDEX 

21*00 
19*00 
1 0 * 0 0  
15*00 
17*00 
25*00 

11*00 
13*00 
18*00 

25*00 

33*00 
25*00 
19 .0C 

7*00 

20*00 
22*0u 

16*00  
10*00  
20*00 
26*00  
2 8 * 0 0  
16*00  
14*00 
35*00 

2 2 * 0 0  

14*00 
12*00 
18.00 
21.00 
27.00  
14 .00  

14*0U 
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EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS AND MATERIAL  TY  

© 

•,37 
AFPm(8) 
Shale' 

Sil.Shale/Bntite 

~ 

MAP SYMBOLS 

Boundary between soil or rock units -
dashed where approximate. 

Fault-letters indicate relative displacement 
up or down. 

Dip of tilted beds-short line indicates dip 

or direction of downward tilting of beds, 

number indicates degrees of tilting (dip). 

Indicates horizontal bedding. 

Location and number of test hole. 

Map unit designation-upper material type 8 depth 
- lower material type. 

Intermixed materials, design for poorer type. 

PROFILE SYMBOLS 

Boundary between soil or rock layers. 

Boundary between unconsolidated deposits and 
consolidated bedrock. 

Existing fill material. 

Sandstone material which may require 
rock excavation. 

Siliceous shale which may require rock excavation. 

Location, number and depth of test holes. 
Lines indicate material changes in log of 
test hole. Water table indicated when 
observed. 

* Low mean indicates values for poorer soils of group, high mean 
for better soil subgrade conditions. 

Material. 

Type 

Designation < 

Plan and Profi 

Alluvium: 
Floodplain 

deposits,medium 
to coarse grained 

AFPmc 

Alluvium: 
Terrace 

deposits, medium 
to coarse grained 

ATmc 

Alluvium: 
fine to medium 

grained 
Afm 

Sandstone Sandstone 

Shale Shale 

Bentonitic 
Shale 

Bnt.Sha/e 

Be n ton ife Bntite 

Siliceous 
Shale SH. Shale 



IATERIAL  TYPES -  SOIL  SURVEY PLAN AND PROFI I  

DESCRIPTION AND ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF SOIL SURVE' 

iteriai 

Type 

Designation on 

Plan and Profile 
Material Description * 

Sieve Analysis - */• Passing 

# 4 #10 # 40 #200 

Liquid 

Limit 
P. 

tvium: 
idplain 
ts,medium 
•se grained 

AFPmc 

L ayered daps its of sand and 
gravel with irregular deposits 
of silt and day. Includes river 
and stream floodplains and 
floodploin terraces. 

Low Mean 90.47 63.27 7399 5276 34.40 /8.< tvium: 
idplain 
ts,medium 
•se grained 

AFPmc 

L ayered daps its of sand and 
gravel with irregular deposits 
of silt and day. Includes river 
and stream floodplains and 
floodploin terraces. 

Average 82.35 74.47 64.// 4437 3076 !4. i 

tvium: 
idplain 
ts,medium 
•se grained 

AFPmc 

L ayered daps its of sand and 
gravel with irregular deposits 
of silt and day. Includes river 
and stream floodplains and 
floodploin terraces. High Mean 74.23 65.67 5423 3538 27.12 to. 

uvium: 
race 
(ts, medium 
-se grained 

ATmc 

Older deposits of sand and 
gravel with silt intermixed. 
Deposits located on hillsides 
and hilltops above present 
floodplain 

Low Mean 9047 83.27 73.99 52.76 34.40 /8. uvium: 
race 
(ts, medium 
-se grained 

ATmc 

Older deposits of sand and 
gravel with silt intermixed. 
Deposits located on hillsides 
and hilltops above present 
floodplain 

Average 62.35 74.47 64. II 4437 30.76 14. 

uvium: 
race 
(ts, medium 
-se grained 

ATmc 

Older deposits of sand and 
gravel with silt intermixed. 
Deposits located on hillsides 
and hilltops above present 
floodplain High Mean 7423 65.67 5423 35.98 27.12 !0. 

uvium: 
? medium 
ained 

Afm 

Varied deposits of silt, sand 
and day on slopes and ift minor 
stream valleys. Includes colluvial 
slope deposits, valley fill and 
talus. 

Low Mean 97.83 95.13 91.67 57.94 3/.08 !4. 
uvium: 
? medium 
ained 

Afm 

Varied deposits of silt, sand 
and day on slopes and ift minor 
stream valleys. Includes colluvial 
slope deposits, valley fill and 
talus. 

Average 95.65 91.23 86.15 53.88 29.23 !2. 

uvium: 
? medium 
ained 

Afm 

Varied deposits of silt, sand 
and day on slopes and ift minor 
stream valleys. Includes colluvial 
slope deposits, valley fill and 
talus. High Mean 92.47 88.33 80.63 49S2 27.38 /a 

dstone Sandstone 

Predominantly fino-grafned 
sandstone bedrock, not strongly 
cemented. Major units50-80ft. 
thick. 

Low Mean too too 99.77 58.50 30.98 //., 

dstone Sandstone 

Predominantly fino-grafned 
sandstone bedrock, not strongly 
cemented. Major units50-80ft. 
thick. 

Average 94.72 92.27 88.90 50.07 24.36 8. dstone Sandstone 

Predominantly fino-grafned 
sandstone bedrock, not strongly 
cemented. Major units50-80ft. 
thick. 

High Mean 85.62 82.29 78.03 41.64 17.74 3.i 

iaie Shale 

Fine-grained bedrock com
posed mainly of silt and day, 

Low Mean 98.06 94.71 89.70 65.17 40./4 23 

iaie Shale 

Fine-grained bedrock com
posed mainly of silt and day, 

Average 97.36 93.45 86.90 62.16 37.30 20 iaie Shale 

Fine-grained bedrock com
posed mainly of silt and day, 

High Mean 96.66 92.19 84. !0 59./5 34.46 18 

tonitic 
hale 

Bnt.Sha/e 

As above but containing a 
significant amount of the day 
bentonite throughout. 

Low Mean 98.60 94.97 90.47 73.95 78.63 59 

tonitic 
hale 

Bnt.Sha/e 

As above but containing a 
significant amount of the day 
bentonite throughout. Average 95.54 9031 84.04 66.73 6431 46 tonitic 

hale 
Bnt.Sha/e 

As above but containing a 
significant amount of the day 
bentonite throughout. 

High Mean 92.48 85.65 77.60 59.51 49.99 32 

7 ton He Bntite 

Layers of very pure bentonite 
day up to 4 ft. thick, very 
plastic •) highly swelling. 

Low Mean 

7 ton He Bntite 

Layers of very pure bentonite 
day up to 4 ft. thick, very 
plastic •) highly swelling. -Average 98.60 94.97 90.47 73.95 78.63 5* 7 ton He Bntite 

Layers of very pure bentonite 
day up to 4 ft. thick, very 
plastic •) highly swelling. 

High Mean 

ceous 
hale SiL Shale 

Very hard cemented shale. 
Bentonite always found 
in association. 

Low Mean 
ceous 
hale SiL Shale 

Very hard cemented shale. 
Bentonite always found 
in association. Average 98.28 77.71 54.14 3759 40./4 19 

ceous 
hale SiL Shale 

Very hard cemented shale. 
Bentonite always found 
in association. 

High Mean 

Low Mean 

Average 

High Mean 
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IRVEY PLAN AND PROFILE  SHEETS 

INEERING PROPERTIES OF SOIL SURVEY MATERIALS 

* 
Sieve Analysis - */• Passing 

#4 #10 # 40 #200 

Liquid 

Limit 
P.l. 

"R" 

Value 

AASHO 

Class. 

Unified 

Class. Remarks 

td 
s 
r 

Low Mean 90.47 AS.27 7339 5276 34.40 18.01 25.74 A-6(6) CL Low mean values 
should be used where 
silt and day deposits 
are near grade. Average 
value used elsewhere. 

td 
s 
r Average 82.35 74.47 64.! / 4437 3076 14.05 34.17 A-6(3) SC 

Low mean values 
should be used where 
silt and day deposits 
are near grade. Average 
value used elsewhere. 

td 
s 
r 

High Mean 74.23 65.67 5423 3538 27.12 /0.09 •42S0 A-4(0) SC 

Low mean values 
should be used where 
silt and day deposits 
are near grade. Average 
value used elsewhere. 

' 

Low Mean 90.47 83.27 73.99 52.76 34.40 18.01 25.74 A-6 (6) CL Good sources of const
ruction materials. 
Higher deposits tend to 
be more coarse4, use 
high mean for these. 

' Average 82.35 74.47 64.11 44.37 30.76 14.05 34.17 A-6(3) SC 

Good sources of const
ruction materials. 
Higher deposits tend to 
be more coarse4, use 
high mean for these. 

' 

High Mean 7423 65.67 5423 35.98 27.12 I009 42.50 A-4(0) SC 

Good sources of const
ruction materials. 
Higher deposits tend to 
be more coarse4, use 
high mean for these. 

d 
wr 
vial 

Low Mean 97.83 95.13 91.67 57.94 31.08 14.67 22.93 A-6(6) CL d 
wr 
vial Average 95.65 91.23 86.15 53.88 29.23 12.67 27.00 A-6/5) CL 

d 
wr 
vial 

High Mean 92.47 88.33 80.63 49JB2 27.38 I0.7I 3/.07 A-6(3) SC 
id 
9'y 
m. 

Low Mean too 100 99.77 58.50 30.98 U .86 2557 A-4(6) CL Some units will 
require rock excavation. 

id 
9'y 
m. Average 94.72 92.27 88.90 50.07 24.36 8.36 36.63 A -4(3) CL 

Some units will 
require rock excavation. 

id 
9'y 
m. 

High Mean 85.62 82.29 78.03 41.64 17.74 3.86 47.69 A -4(/ ) SC 

Some units will 
require rock excavation. 

v. 
Low Mean 98.06 94.71 89.70 65.17 40./4 23.39 15.32 A-7-6(/l) CL Can be excavated 

by normal methods-v. 
Average 97.36 93.45 86.90 62.16 37.30 20.75 17.27 A-7-6(9) CL 

Can be excavated 
by normal methods-v. 

High Mean 96.66 92.19 84.10 59.15 34.46 1821 1922 A-6(8) 

Can be excavated 
by normal methods-

'y Low Mean 98.60 94.97 90.47 73.95 78.63 59.92 5.75 A-7-6(20) CH Can be excavated by 
normal methods. Swells 
when wetted. Use 
average values except 
where purebentonite. 

'y 
Average 95.54 903/ 84.04 66.73 643/ 46.04 6.54 A-7-608) CH 

Can be excavated by 
normal methods. Swells 
when wetted. Use 
average values except 
where purebentonite. 

'y 

High Mean 92.48 85.65 77.60 59.5/ 49.99 32.16 7.33 A-7-6U4) CH 

Can be excavated by 
normal methods. Swells 
when wetted. Use 
average values except 
where purebentonite. 

ite Low Mean Must be subexcavated ite 

-Average 98.60 94.97 90.47 73.95 78.63 59.92 5 A-7-6(20 CH 

Must be subexcavated ite 

High Mean 

Must be subexcavated 

Low Mean Requires rock 
excavation methods. 
Use values for 
bentonite above for 
pavement design. 

Average 98.28 77.7/ 54.14 3759 40./4 19.85 35.42 A-6(3) SC 

Requires rock 
excavation methods. 
Use values for 
bentonite above for 
pavement design. High Mean 

Requires rock 
excavation methods. 
Use values for 
bentonite above for 
pavement design. 

Low Mean 

Average 

High Mean 



AFPme 

Shot* 

Afmn&Il 
Shalt 

4760 

4740 

4720 

4700 

4680 

4660 

0+00 aotop 



AFPme 

4TOO 

Atmtl6±) 

Shalt 

Mr J 
JsJ BntShato i 
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SHEET TOTAL 
NO. SHEETS 

Afm(4) 
Bnt. Shalt 

4roo 

p )  / /  A M 2 1  %  
><y Bnt.S/ia/* \ 

1ISS 

474 

4TIO 

470C 

46»0 

figtW 454-00 aw-oo 



Bnt. Shale 
Aline ?! 

Bnt. Shale 

4760 

4740 

4720 

4700 

4680 

80+00 85+QQ 75+00 



AO/-" *roo 

\ ATmefS) 
•1 Shale ATmefe) 

Bnt/te/S//. Shale 

I Afm 
Bntlfs/SU.S) 

80+00 100+00 85+00 99+99 
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SHEET T  4 3  N  R 8 2 W  TOTAL 
SHEETS 

AFPme $ 

\ ATmc(6) 
Shale AFPme 

ATmefS) 
Bnfltt/Sil. Shale Afmtti . 

Shalt \ 

\ AfmM 
.Sandstone 
I   ̂ r 

\t<^0 i 

Shalt' ' 

4680 

FI5TS5 fSS+So 95+00 100+00 105+00 



AFPmc 

4800 

4760 

4740 

4700 

4680 

1404-00 I30400 .122122. 



STZ 



4800 

4780 

4760 

4740 

MM 200400 



•/Oifs 

y •ioiis 



, r Afm(Q) 
\\ Shale 

4840 

4760 

zTwTO" 260+00 £321212. 27Q400 



SHEET TOTAL 
NO. SHEETS 

Shale 

Bntlte 

4800 

4780 

29S+00 SHE 



ATtoc 

Bntif % 
Bntif 

K&nt,$lial0 \ 

4940 

4920 

4900 

4860 

33S+gg 340400 31WQ 3204-00 



4S N R-EARW > SHEET TOTAL 
NO. SHEETS 

360400 3854-00 



Mm MmiSL V Afm(a) 

Shale 

Shaft 

432Q. 

>80 

4860 

3»5+00 400+00 390400 





AFPme 
Fi9JL* powd*. ui 

i 

ATmc 

dston 

nditoA* 

A 
Sandston* 

/ ' R33W1 ' 

5000 

4980 

4960 

4940 

4920 

4900 

4880 

4860 

433+00 
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AFPmtt 

480400 490+00 
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AREAL GEOLOGY ADJACENT TO KAYCEE-BARN| 
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II GEOLOGY ADJACENT TO KAYCEE-BARNUM ROAD 
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